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In the year 1934 a coterie of young men launched the literary magazine *Al-Fajr* and marked the beginning of the first literarily conscious movement in the Sudan. Both movement and initiators have come to be known by the name of the magazine itself.

In this thesis the first attempt to study the *Al-Fajr* group (or movement) has been made. The study investigates the general and special circumstances in which the Group were nurtured, the private gatherings which led to their appearance and the value of their contribution to modern Arabic literature, with particular reference to their critical and poetic works.

In chapter one a survey of the Sudanese literary heritage, including popular and classical literature to the appearance of the *Al-Fajr* group, has been carried out. This chapter provides the necessary literary background to the *Al-Fajr* movement.

Chapter two traces the literary origins of the Group and describes the evolutionary factors which led to their appearance.

Chapter three is devoted to a description of the magazine *Al-Fajr*; its objective and policy, its collection and the general features of its writings.

In chapter four the literary ideas of the Group have been examined and the theoretical and practical aspects of their criticism have been studied.
The final chapter deals with the poetry of the Group. It attempts to analyse the content of this poetry, study its form and assess its value in terms of innovation and rejuvenation.

The appendix is supplementary to the final chapter. It contains the Arabic text of the poems which have been studied in this chapter.
CHAPTER I

THE SUDANESE LITERARY HERITAGE:
POPULAR AND CLASSICAL LITERATURE
TO THE APPEARANCE OF THE FAJR GROUP

SECTION A

On Popular Literature:

The Arabic-speaking Muslim tribes of the northern and central Sudan whom Muhammad 'Ali Pasha brought under his rule in 1821 were by no means primitive or savage. True, with the decline of Funj power, the tribe or the clan was the largest effective political unit: true also that the towns were little more than agglomerations of villages on sites favourable to the exchange of merchandise. Nevertheless, these tribal communities of cultivators and herdsmen possessed a vigorous if rudimentary culture, and produced a small literate elite who were in touch with the civilization of the great Islamic world. The poets and fekis were the characteristic features of traditional Sudanese culture. The poets were the commentators on the vicissitudes of tribal and individual life. Their utterances, generally brief and intensely allusive, were given in the dialectal forms of Arabic. They were composed spontaneously but were often passed on by word of mouth and transmitted to later generations. In this chapter we shall first concern ourselves with these utterances, which constitute what is generally called the oral literature,
and then move on to a critical survey of the stages of development of the classical literature in the Sudan, from the time of the Turco-Egyptian rule down to the Condominium.

The elements underlying Sudanese life and customs are varied and diverse, many of them of great antiquity. In part, they derive from the Arab heritage, both Pre-Islamic and Islamic. In other instances they are purely local in origin or are a result of Egyptian or Hamitic influences.

To this diversity of origin can be ascribed the substantial and rich store of oral literature which the Sudanese people have come to inherit. This includes proverbs, songs, popular stories and historical traditions.

Sudanese Colloquial Arabic:

As a dialect, Sudanese Arabic presents a number of interesting features. Of these most remarkable is the fact that, though surrounded on all sides by African languages, it has maintained its linguistic purity intact. In this respect some facts may be pointed out. When they entered the Sudan and finally overran the country, the Muslim Arabs were undoubtedly the victorious side. Their tongue, the language of the Qur'ân, was treated with the utmost respect and reverence. The old Arabian conservatism and feeling of superiority contributed towards the dominance of their language and the preservation of its purity. It may also be observed that the geographical environment in
which they came to live was not unlike that of their motherland. These factors, as well as others, have contributed towards making Sudanese Arabic one of the closest forms of Arabic to the classical, particularly in the field of vocabulary. This is despite the fact that few of those who speak it can claim unmixed Arab descent.

From their ancestors the Sudanese have come to inherit a delight in faṣāḥa which is to be found in such devices as paronomasia (jinās), metaphor and allusive descriptions and in the use of a large vocabulary of synonyms. Such pleasure in linguistic effect is sometimes reflected in ordinary conversation.

From the linguistic point of view it has been noted by one distinguished scholar that, generally speaking, there is no great difference between classical Arabic and its dialect forms as far as the root-words and their derivative forms, structure and paradigms are concerned. The main difference is to be found in pronunciation, where there is inevitably a certain amount of modification in the sounds of words and letters.¹ The relative purity of Sudanese Arabic has been stressed also by Prof. 'Abd Allah Al-Ṭayyib, who observed that it is the least corrupt and

most polished among the colloquial forms of Arabic. Good examples that present themselves readily to the observer are the everyday usage of nun al-ināth, the feminine 'n', the classical passive voice structure, the negative prefix (mā), and many other features which are purely classical and peculiar to Sudanese colloquial Arabic.

The Place of Popular Literature in Sudanese Life:

The uncritical might be tempted to think that because popular literature has been evolved without reference to the rules and principles of the literary language, it must on that account be a second-rate literature, of necessity inferior to the classical one. This is not necessarily the case, for although popular literature follows conventions of its own, it nevertheless has qualities of spontaneity, unaffectedness and sincerity which are rarely found in the literary language.

As for the popularity of oral literature in the Sudan it may be recalled here that until the beginning of the 20th century illiteracy was widely spread in the country. The religious schools (khalwas), which were the main centres for learning did not pay attention to the teaching of literary Arabic or classical poetry. They were solely concerned with reading and writing and the teaching of the Qur'ān by rote. Under such circumstances it was only

---


For further details see 'Abdīn's Tarīkh, p. 22.
natural that for the vast majority of the people popular, or oral, literature presented the most viable form of literary expression. It was in colloquial Arabic that the poets gave expression to their feelings of love and enthusiasm and hoped to reach the wider public and lift their hearts. They felt at home with the day-to-day language, and although bound by certain conventions, popular literature proved to be most appealing.

With literary Arabic the case is different. The poet treats his vocation as a fine art and approaches it with deliberation. He has expended time and thought upon his training, and in this sense he may be regarded as a specialist. Consequently, some of his compositions may be produced in a mechanical manner, especially so when the inspiration is absent, in which case he will have to rely upon his head and not his heart. Further, the classical language is essentially an alien language to the man of letters. The fact that he starts grappling with its perplexities and peculiarities only when he attends a ma‘had or a school making it all the more difficult for him to maintain a good balance between his command of the language, on the one hand, and a true expression of his feelings and aspirations on the other.

It is when we look at the two types of literature in this perspective that we feel more than justified in rating popular literature more highly than classical literature in the Sudan.

The fact that popular literature is bound up with
social life, originating from and current among the common people, illustrating their common life with its interests and enthusiasms must have prompted some Arab scholars to use the term 'national' as a variant of 'popular' to denote oral literature and distinguish it from the classical one, the role of the latter being limited since it is only practised by and meant for a fairly small elite.

The immediateness and truthfulness of popular literature has been emphasised by the pioneer Sudanese historian, Muḥammad ‘Abd al-Raḥīm, who chose in his Nafathāt to start his survey of Sudanese literature by reviewing the popular traditions. 1

To this spontaneity and truthfulness one might attribute the fact that during the troubled times of Al-Turkiyya and Al-Mahdiyya it was only the voice of the colloquial poets that could be heard in protest against the injustices and grievances which befell the people. In this respect Sudanese popular literature may pride itself on the immortal expressions of patriotism and enthusiasm contained in the poems of the poetesses Mihayra Bint ‘Abbūd, Umm Misaymis, Bint al-Makkāwī, and the renowned poet, Al-Ḥār dallu.

Main Branches

Popular literature has three main branches: the popular

tale, colloquial verse and proverbs. Although a detailed study of popular literature as such lies outside the scope of this study, it is worth dwelling upon the first two for a while in order to acquaint ourselves with them and to explain their place in Sudanese social and cultural life.

The Popular Tale:

To a greater or less degree the popular tale may be considered to be the basic form of popular literature. The other two either branch out from or flow into it: the proverbs are in essence stories or anecdotes, while colloquial verse or the song, is but another manifestation of this. The popular tale, it is to be borne in mind, even at the present time, is either composed in poetry or is a mixture of prose and poetry. ¹

As to the ability to compose in popular literature, it goes without saying that it is much easier to relate, compose, or invent, a tale or a story than it is to compose a poem, or construct a proverb. Hence, it is reasonable to reckon the popular tale as the main source of popular literature. To this one may add that in it too, a greater reflection of the true nature of the people and their artistic abilities can be found.

Of the different forms of the popular tale the heroic ballads merit particular consideration. These ballads are

¹ 'Abdīn, Tarīkh, op. cit., p. 395.
to be found all over the world, and among peoples who may or may not possess any kind of literature, poets, singers or reciters.¹

Not unlike the English ballads, they are the poetic illustration of a community's heroic ideal, and a means of sustaining a way of life based on that ideal. From the ballad of Shā' al-Dīn, for instance, to take a local example, or that of Abū Zayd al-Hilālī, which has been imported from the Arab world, the listeners learn how to comport themselves in the face of adversity or dilemma; this may be regarded as the social and artistic purpose of the popular tale of heroic deeds. To achieve this purpose these epics went far beyond objective reality and presented heroic values and actions in high relief by means of hyperbole.

Such exuberant themes with their dreams of a remote past of clubs and lances are still capable of inspiring the common people and indeed modern intellectuals who feel involved to the hilt when they listen to songs in praise of such heroes. The popularity of the Abū Zayd and 'Antara tales in the Sudan might be likened to that of Robin Hood as far as the themes are concerned, the social struggle being the motive force for the heroes' adventures. Each of the three heroes is simply an

artistic generalization, a hero conceived as ideal by the common people.

As for the historical stories proper, they are songs based on the chronicles of great events and major battles. Most of what has survived seems to be of less interest to the common people. Such songs are few and tend not to maintain their position in the singers' repertoire.

Colloquial Verse:

The pleasure in faṣaḥa, i.e. the ability to use the language skilfully and with a view to rhetorical and linguistic effects, is most conspicuously displayed in the colloquial verse. Indeed this verse depends for its effect on the linguistic treatment rather than originality of ideas or depth of emotional content. The subject matter, it might be argued, is stereotyped and limited to a few conventional topics together with worn-out colloquial similes and metaphors. But the art of the poet consists in discovering a variety of ways for the expression of a narrow range of ideas. The sincerity of the poet along with the simplicity and familiarity of his language made colloquial verse all the more successful.

The vocabulary of this poetry may sound archaic and incomprehensible to the modern reader, and accordingly he may not find much enjoyment in it. But one has to remember

1. E.g. the song of Shaqba of the Marghūmāb tribe believed to have been composed in the last quarter of the 18th century.
the times and the society in which it was composed. Sudanese Arabic has undergone a tremendous change since the times of the Mahdiyya and, before it, the Turkiyya. Indeed, the history of the popular song or poem can be compared with that of language, in which the formative process is strongest in the period before it has been committed to a written form.

The verse rarely attains a high standard of excellence. Much of it can be described as crude, since the art is not cultivated with conscious effort, nor held in great esteem by the townsmen today. Although people of taste and learning might be tempted to compose in dialect, the authors of colloquial verse are often unlettered people composing in the folk-song traditions. It would, therefore, be unfair to compare the colloquial verse with the finished art of the classical poem. Nonetheless, some of the tendencies and characteristics which are operative in the creation of the classical qasīda have certainly survived and displayed themselves in the colloquial verse of the Sudan. The laments of Umm Misaymis, for example, reflect some of the characteristic features of the ancient Arabic marthiya, such as the 'negative praise', i.e. the denial of bad qualities in the person to be praised, and the frequent change from the third person to the second or from statement to address.

Until quite recently the colloquial verse was at the centre of the Sudanese people's life. Whether chanted in the old traditional manner or sung on Omdurman Radio
Station it used to provide the listeners with much joy and entertainment. The traditional types of it vary from one part of the country to another, but its uses may be briefly enumerated as follows:

1. **Namm or Namlm**: songs of camel-riders, generally love-songs in which the singer urges his mount to carry him toward his beloved.

2. **Ghuna’ l-muṭraq**: songs in praise of chiefs and great men or laments for their death. They are so called because the chant is usually accompanied by rhythmical striking of the ground with a staff (muṭraq).

3. **Ghuna’ d-dallūka**: dance-songs sung by women to the accompaniment of the dance-drum (dallūka); the conventional topics are praise of the brave and generous, generally when performed at weddings including the bride and bridegroom, if there are any, and censure of the cowardly and mean. They are generally brief improvisations containing allusions to some incidents or person, and serve as expressions of popular approval, admiration or blame. In the western Sudan, for instance, where the woman singers are called the ḥakkāmas, we find that their tongues were greatly feared, for if they sang against a man's courage, they would certainly destroy his reputation and he might as well leave the community to be quit of such an intolerable nuisance. This kind of thing reminds one of pre-Islamic times when the shā'ir's menaces hurled against the foe were believed to be inevitably fatal; and hence his rhymes were often compared with arrows.

In the Sudan, where many Arabian notions and beliefs have
been retained, it is not too surprising to hear of some
tribal chiefs who sought to win over certain women
singers by bribing them in order to avoid their tongues.
By and large, all the Arab tribes, especially the nomads,
have their stories which illustrate that the hakkâma was
an awarker of praise and blame, along with her power to
goad men into action.

4. Songs of praise chanted by men to extol the great
men of the tribe and commend their virtues as well as
those of the warrior and hunter, or the beauty of women.
The jirdâgî, the man singer, in this respect was listened
to with rapt attention as he praised the principal men or
families of the tribe.

5. Songs associated with such celebrations as weddings,
circumcisions, feasts and the ceremonies connected with
childbirth.

6. Madîh, i.e. compositions in praise of the Prophet
recited in most cases by professional maddâhûn or(madâdhû)
to the accompaniment of the tambourine (ţâr). Of a
similar type, but not called by this name are the
anâshîd in praise of holy men at the dhîkr gatherings.
The compositions of the maddâhûn which are often direct
and unsophisticated, unlike the verses previously enumerated,
are often marred by clumsy and obscure diction.

The dubayt and the Modern Song:

Two closely related but highly rated forms of
colloquial verse are the dubayt and the modern song.
The Arabic *dubayt* is a corrupt form of the Persian *du-bayt*, which literally means two verses, or a poem consisting of four hemistichs. Such poems were known to the poets of Arabia by the same Persian name, but as to whether the Persians influenced the *dubayt* of Arabia or the contrary cannot be established with absolute certainty. Nonetheless, the general tendency among literary historians today is to assume that, though the name is Persian, the art is purely of an Arab nature, especially, so long as the metres of the old Persian *du-bayt* remain undiscovered. Further, since the Arabic *dubayt* retains its distinctive Arabic Rajaz metre, it would be more sensible to assume the Arabic *dubayt*’s influence upon the Persian rather than the other way round, especially in view of the Muslim domination over Persia.

In the Sudan the *dubayt* has been reckoned as a form of colloquial verse in which are inherent some of the basic requirements of classical poetry: the metre, which is not consistently that of *Rajaz* since it is sometimes a mixture of it and *Kamil*, rhyme, imagery and sentiment. When it was first known in the Sudan, it was known by the very name of its metre, i.e. *Rajaz*; which fact indicates an early stage of the *dubayt*’s development. Later on the

---

1. Abdīn, ‘A. and Ibrahīm, M., Al-Hārdallu Shā‘ir al-
new name, *dubayt*, came into use.¹

There are, of course, essential differences between classical and dialect verse. Strictly speaking, the *dubayt* has no set rules such as those of grammar, prosody and structure. But it has retained the same length as the old Arabian *dubayt*, i.e. the four hemistichs. Though short in length, a *dubayt* is complete and independent by itself. Its function is to express a surge of passion on the spur of the moment. This may be a sudden recall of a past encounter, or an expression of joy or bewilderment at a given moment.

In the *dubayt* of the Sudan a good many classical words and phrases are to be found. Some of those which might at first sight seem corrupt forms or rustic expressions are in point of fact part and parcel of the pure Arabic language, or, in other instances, words pertaining to one of the old Arabian dialects. 'Abdīn holds that by tracing the roots of some of these words contained in the *dubayt* one may well be able to identify the regions and the tribes of Arabia which carried them into the Sudan.²

One important point which needs to be clarified is whether the *dubayt* can be considered as a part of the folk-

---

¹ Presumably this name emerged first in the east among the Bedouin of al-Butāna region, where the name of the poet Al-Ḥādallu was so closely associated with this type of verse that in the western Sudan the *dubayt* came to be known by the name 'Ḥādallu'.

lore heritage or not. From what has been said it can be assumed that the **dubayt** is a form of popular literature that stands on its own. Not unlike the case with Arabic poetry it retains certain characteristic features and has undergone different stages of development. The fact that there are a few **dubayts** whose authors are not known should in no way tempt us to relate it to the folk-lore heritage. Such anonymity can be accounted for by one of three factors: either the author's repute was too feeble to make his name memorable, or that the poet's output was too scarce to earn him reputation, or the author's name has been dropped out of the people's memory with the passing of time. When one remembers that the nomads have long been noted for the spontaneity and extemporaneity with which they compose the **dubayt** so that it is an everyday occurrence in Bedouin life, it would not be much of a surprise to discover that no great importance is attached to the name of the author.

Further, the **dubayt** cannot be considered as a crystallized heritage pertaining to the past. At every stage of its development it has taken a new shape. Some of its authors are still alive and even now there are some young poets who have contented themselves with it as a means of literary expression.

As to its subject matter, the **dubayt**'s uses cover virtually all aspects of life. Most prominent among these are those concerned with the description and commendation of the rider's mount, boasting and love.
The Modern Song:

The modern song of today is in part an evolution from the classical dubayt. There are still some song writers who were originally dubayt composers. The song is characterized by its sophisticated themes and refined language which tends to draw more and more upon literary Arabic. The most important factor contributing to its success and popularity is undoubtedly modern music.

In view of the great change in the people's ways of life and attitudes the overwhelming success of the new song comes as no surprise. Regarding the refinement of its language one might attribute it to the spreading of literacy and the centralising influence of modern political and economic conditions. These, along with social change, have contributed to the formation of the language of the capital and its ultimate dominance; a process which has been going on for the last seven decades. Another important factor that has helped in this respect is the natural striving among the educated towards a spoken language of greater refinement and elasticity than are found in the speech of the country-folk and a tendency to use elements derived from ancient and modern literary Arabic. The cultured Syrians and Egyptians who, in the wake of the Reconquest were called upon to teach at the newly established schools, have also had their share in the formation of the language of the capital. Through the mass media, especially Omdurman Radio, the language of the capital has gained tremendous popularity and general acceptance.
throughout the country. The modern song which has found expression in this language has thus come to play a most influential role in the people's life.

The decline in the traditional practice of folk-song, or of popular literature at large, is not peculiar to the Sudan. It is to be found in most parts of the world, indeed wherever education, industry and mechanical music have permeated. These and other factors of our time have all had a disruptive effect on the lives and outlook of these homogeneous communities which have in the past been dependent upon their own resources. The immediate effect of their coming into contact with new ways of life is a tendency to reject many things which are associated with the past: folk-songs as well as other home-made products.

Fortunately, there is some indication that this is merely a temporary attitude of mind, which might have been caused by lack of self-confidence during a transitional period of adjustment. Many times singers who have dropped their songs or their children who have never troubled to learn them, have regretted their negligence when they have realized that the songs were held in high esteem by others. Only those, perhaps who have been brought into close contact with the old folk-singers and composers of today, can fully realize how intimately folk-dancing, as well as folk-singing, have been bound up with the social life of the villages and countryside of the Sudan.
SECTION B

Evolution of Classical Arabic Poetry in the Sudan

(1) Main Genres:

Literary historians have come to accept that from its early beginnings to the present day Arabic poetry in the Sudan has been of four main types:

1. Popular verse which commences with the coming of the Muslim Arabs into the country and was first composed in dialect form. The most prominent feature of this verse is its celebration of desert values and virtues such as courage, hospitality and fidelity.

2. Sufi classical verse which starts in the Funj period which began in 1504. In its early stages this was composed in a mixture of colloquial and classical Arabic. Its exponents were sufis and 'fagirs' who were very powerful under Funj rule. Its predominant theme was renunciation of earthly vanities and pleasures including the favours of the Sultans.

3. Traditional poetry which started during the Turco-Egyptian administration, that is from 1821 onwards. It is traditional in the sense that it is concerned mainly with conventional themes, or aghraḍ, of classical poetry, i.e. ghazal (eroticism), waṣf (description), fakhr (boasting), madḥ (panegyric) and rithā' (elegy). The 'Ulamā', mainly Azharīs, were its exponents.

4. Modern poetry which commences in the second decade of
the Anglo-Egyptian rule which officially started after the signing of the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement in 1899.

This classification was originally suggested by Dr. 'Abd al-Majid 'Abd'In in 1951 and has been adopted by nearly all literary historians.

Over a quarter of a century has passed since Dr. 'Abd'In proposed this structure, during which time much new research has been carried out and many new discoveries have been made. In particular, Muhammed Muhammed 'Ali has made a serious challenge to it after his discovery of four poems written in the Funj era. All this makes it more necessary than ever to reconsider Dr. 'Abd'In's theory.

One central point in 'Ali's argument concerns the diction of the popular verses which have been collected by 'Abd'In on the assumption that they date back to the 16th century. This assumption has been refuted and 'Ali has pointed out that the diction of these verses sounds very modern, so much so that one can easily mistake any of 'Abd'In's songs for a present-day one.

Another point, concerning the commencement of traditional poetry, is that 'Ali strongly rejects the assumption that it was virtually non-existent from the 13th to the 19th centuries. He maintains that throughout their history the Arabs have always shown a strong inclination to give expression to their feelings of nostalgia whenever they

are away from their homeland. Furthermore, he argues, the Arabs have always acclaimed their classical language, and to them it has remained as the ideal language for poetry and any serious thought. This is not to deny the fact that each tribe has retained its own dialect and has used it in day-to-day life. In view of these facts one cannot be led to believe that classical poetry has lain dormant for more than seven hundred years. ‘All concludes by saying that classical poetry must have existed long before the 19th century. Although there is no material proof, he maintains that the Arabs must have felt the urge to compose in the classical language right from the early days of their migratory movements into the Sudan.

In the light of this argument one feels more than inclined to agree with M.M. ‘All. Nonetheless, Dr. ‘Abd‘In might well be excused for not taking much account of the traditional poems that existed before 1821, as they existed only in fragmentary and incomplete forms and as such they cannot be counted upon as a tangible and an independent literary contribution. As for the authenticity of the colloquial verse, this is a question that can only be settled by those who are now engaged in the study of popular literature.

(ii) Cultural Conditions before the Turkiyya:

The first rays of the Arabic literary renaissance (Nahda) which began to be felt in the Lebanon, Syria and Egypt by the early 19th century, and from there spread to the rest of the Arab world, did not filter through to the
Sudan until very late in the 19th century. As far as literary advancement is concerned the Sudan was lagging behind the rest of the Arab world. Many factors peculiar to the country have contributed to this situation.

Geographically, the Sudan lies on the fringes of the Arabic-speaking Muslim world. This made it isolated and cut it off from foreign influences. Further, the absence of virtually any intellectual or cultural activities and modern schools up to the beginning of this century gave it the unique opportunity to develop its own blend of religious, social and linguistic traditions.

Historically, it may be recalled, it was only during the 14th century that the country was overrun by the Muslim Arabs. The Funj kingdom, the first Muslim dynasty in the country, was established at the start of the 16th century. This comparatively recent islamization of the people resulted in a somewhat scanty knowledge of Islam, and despite the impact of its language the adoption of Arabic by the majority of the people took many centuries. The linguistic struggle that took place between Arabic and the local tongues lasted well into the 19th century.

Politically, long before the Turco-Egyptian conquest the Funj Sultanate had been passing through a state of unrest and instability. The petty autocracies which sprang up were divided and hostile to each other. By the end of the first quarter of the 19th century, the country found itself under the grip of the Turkiyya.

The attempts by Muḥammad ‘Alī Pasha and the Khedive
Isma'il to modernize Egypt did not include the Sudan. Neither the Khedives nor their administrators had any great interest in developing the Sudan culturally or otherwise. It represented a dismal and remote exile for those Egyptian officials who were in disfavour with the authorities in Cairo. Still worse, the notorious corruption of the administrators, their cruel oppression of the people, which included flogging and forced labour, engendered enmity, fear, and misery in the hearts of the inhabitants. This, along with the old Turkish school training in which the administrators were brought up, rendered any genuine attempt at reform futile.

During the short period of the Mahdist state, the Sudan remained secluded and this isolation persisted until the advent of the Condominium.

(iii) Classical Poetry in the Turkiyya Era.

It is possibly unfortunate that traditional poetry in the Sudan took its definitive shape during the Turkiyya, at a time when Arabic poetry in general was at its lowest ebb. Its exponents were the 'Ulamā' who represented that small group of individuals who had managed to pursue their studies at Al-Azhar or one of the religious schools of Mecca. After receiving extensive training in Islamic and Arabic studies they returned to the Sudan and worked as teachers or sharī'a judges. As such, they were government officials whose loyalty to the Turkish administration was assured. They were not in a
position to speak or act against it in public.

Under such circumstances poetry could not be expected to show any signs of vitality. In essence, it was influenced by the traditional mentality of Al-Azhar and its authors could neither share nor express the feelings of the common people. Its course of development is in sharp contrast with that of the classical heritage at large. While the latter started in the jāhilī form, the former was destined to take shape in the Turkish period, inevitably following the Mamlūk and Ottoman models. From these models traditional poetry in the Sudan has gradually moved away, aspiring to emulate the jāhilī and 'Abbāsid examples.¹

As far as the themes of this poetry are concerned, they are confined to panegyrics, praise of the Prophet, madīth, elegies and greetings and compliments exchanged on trivial social occasions.

The subject matter of this poetry is limited, highly subjective and shallow in content. The whole poetry can be described as artificial and lacking in sentiment, a description which applies to nearly the entire body of Arabic poetry at the time.

The poem usually opens with a kind of preaching in which the poet alludes to the subject of his poem expressing friendliness, sincerity and counsel. Not

---

¹ 'Abūn, Tarīkh, op. cit., p. 218.
unlike the jāhil poetry, this prelude is meant to impress the reader, (or audience), and the poet is at pains to attain this and eventually embark upon his theme. The art of embarkation (ḥusn at-takhallus) is thus of great importance.

The poem closes with a kind of supplication in which the poet prays for God's blessings on him, his family and relations. The poet's name is included in the last verse with chronograms giving the date of composition under the last hemistich.

Social Implications:

The panegyrics, which were generally addressed to the Khedives in Cairo, provide the reader with a glowing picture of the Turco-Egyptian rule. But this picture is by no means a true one, for the vast majority of the inhabitants lived in a state of utter darkness, bewilderment and misery. It can be said, that by writing these panegyrics the 'Ulamā' were serving their own interests, but one cannot describe them as a socially distinct class which was totally alienated from the people as some critics have suggested. The point to stress in this respect is the 'Ulamā' s narrow conception of poetry and its role in life. They looked upon it as a part-time hobby which had nothing to do with actual life, and which could only be written and appreciated by the learned.

The panegyrics are not profound in meaning and their composers were preoccupied by verbal jugglery and pursuit
of empty figures of speech. Besides this, praises rarely attain a high standard because of lack of concentration. The poet lets his thoughts and ideas wander and does not concentrate on a specific theme which is related to the object of his praise. This sort of distraction has been observed by one scholar who writes, "One common feature of this poetry is its tendency to date the happenings of the time rather than draw a dimensional picture of the one to be praised."¹ He attributes this to the spirit of the age which favoured the collection and memorization of facts and genealogies. Hence more than one person could be included in one panegyric as is the case with Mahmūd Al-Ḍairi's eulogy which, originally meant for Tawfīq Pasha, includes other persons.

It may also be noted that in these panegyrics expressions of praise are usually mixed with those of Ṣūfism, or may be interrupted by a description of a current event, with the ultimate result that the character of the mamdūh is enfeebled and diminished.

As for the madīḥ, or praises of the Prophet, they are reminiscent of the purely Ṣūfī poetry of the past which dominated the Funj era. As can be expected the prelude of a madīḥ poem is in most cases based upon wine-description or on a sort of puritanical eroticism. This

¹. Badawī, Al-Shīr al-Ḥadīth fi’l-Sūdān, Cairo, 1964, p. 311.
is, of course, characteristic of Sufi poetry in general. Sufi poets like Al-Busiri and Ahmad Al-Rifai, were known to the Sudanese poets and some of their compositions were taken as models and imitated.

Having finished with the prelude, the poet proceeds to praise the Prophet and expresses his love for him. Then he confesses his sins, sheds his tears of regret and asks for forgiveness.

As far as the subject-matter is concerned one might expect these praises to be addressed to the Muslim community at large so that it might share these experiences and feelings. But they were far from being communal. The approach is highly individualistic, and, as if to stress this individualism and privacy, the poet does not forget to include members of his family in the closing section of prayer. Moreover, the praises are lacking in terms of emotional depth.

This is what has rendered this poetry artificial and far from appealing. It is a kind of lyrical poetry in which the poet attempts in a business-like manner to show his love for and attachment to the Prophet. The practical value of this love, or rather of Islam in general, is not brought out. Instead, the poet is carried away in a world of fantasy and romance. It has been noted that the majority of these poems enumerate the miracles performed by the Prophet: the sacred fire that was extinguished in all the temples of Persia at the time of his birth, his communication with animals and objects, his power to heal
the sick and raise the dead. Such descriptions, most of which are fictitious, appeared in the writings of the late Muslim historians under the influence of Jewish and Christian folk-lore.¹

Main Features:

As far as language and style are concerned the following observations may be made about poetry in the Turkish period:

1. Despite the presence of corrupt and colloquial forms in addition to the frequent grammatical and prosodic errors it is fair to note that the language of this poetry has improved and become more poetic.

2. The poems are laden with linguistic and legal allusions. This comes as no surprise, since Islamic jurisprudence and the Arabic language formed the backbone of the studies of the 'Ulama'. The fact that, by necessity in their everyday work, they had to practise this knowledge, must have made it too difficult for the poets to resist the inclusion of such terms in their poems.

3. The overwhelming presence of rhetoric. This brings to mind the state of Arabic poetry in general which was still at its lowest ebb during the 18th and the first half of the 19th century. One distinguished scholar writes,

"The works of these poets who were popular throughout the first half of the 19th century do not materially differ from those of their predecessors. We encounter the same imitativeness and lack of originality, the same addiction to hyperbole and verbal tricks, the same lack of seriousness..."¹

In the Sudan the 'Ulama kept themselves in touch with the development of Arabic poetry in the Arab world, mainly through Al-Jawâ'ib and Al-Waqâ'i al-Misriyya, periodicals which were circulating during that time. They contributed to these papers and some of their poems appeared in them. Hence it is not surprising that they were influenced by what they read and that that influence was reflected in their output. They fell victim to this artificiality and became absorbed in it. Their style was repetitive, highly decorative and imitative.

Muhammad Muhammad 'Ali has noted that this imitation underlines two important facts: firstly, that the Sudanese poets were no longer bothered by the question of prosody and rhyme and secondly, that the new ideas of Al-Barûdî had no effect upon them. Furthermore, this imitation, as far as poetry in the Sudan is concerned, is a step in the right direction.²


But it is only fair to add that the Sudanese poets were by no means inferior to their counterparts in the rest of the Arab world. Despite its weaknesses and addiction to rhetorical devices some of their poetry surpasses some of the Egyptian examples at that time. An illustration is the panegyric by Al-Amin Al-Parīr which appeared in Al-Waqā'ī', issue of 18 Jumādā al-Ūlā 1286/26 August, 1869. Fortunately the author of Nafathāt has provided us with the two prose passages which were meant to introduce the poem, the first by the editor of Al-Waqā'ī' and the second by the poet himself. A glance at the two paragraphs will convince us of the stylistic superiority of the latter to the former.¹ On the other hand, the literary award-winning poem by 'Umar Al-Azharî leaves us in no doubt about the prevailing literary taste and its universality. Al-Shūsh has noted that, despite its overwhelming exaggeration and rhetoric, the poem won the literary competition which was organized by Al-Jawā'ib.²

(iv) **Classical Poetry in the Mahdist Period:**

The output of poetry during the Mahdist State which


started in 1885 was relatively small. This might seem contrary to expectation at a time of excitement and great upheavals, especially so in view of the opposition of the 'Ulamā' to the Mahdist ideas. The Mahdī relied heavily upon the psychological war of propaganda which found expression in his promulgations and warnings to the people as well as in poetry. In any case, it seems that it was the fanatical anṣār, the disciples of Al-Mahdī who seized the chance to voice their new ideals and beliefs in poetry. The opposing 'Ulamā' must have been frightened off by the enthusiasm of the anṣār and their surprising victories over the authorities.

Traditional poetry continued to pursue the same path with slight variations. The panegyrics are now designed to suit the situation, but the amatory and wine-description preludes have been retained. In the closing verses the poet's prayer is for God's blessing on the Mahdī and not himself or his family.

Alongside the panegyrics new themes have been introduced. These include songs of courage and heroism, boasting and defamation of enemies or disbelievers, along with battle descriptions.

The Mahdiyya was a new world state - the rule of God on earth. Those who denied the claims of the Mahdī were branded as disbelievers in God and His Apostle. 1 In all

his letters Muḥammad Aḥmad brings forward visions of the Prophet and saints as the main proof of his mission. The jihad, i.e. holy struggle, was given priority and with it was linked the idea of liqā' bi 'l-Lāh, literally meaning meeting with God, which gave such great confidence to the ansār. In a vision the Prophet told Muḥammad Aḥmad that all his warriors would be welcomed by God in the world to come. In the light of all this the Mahdī set to work strenuously to reform the morals and revolutionize the customs of the Sudanese.

These were the main new ideals of the Mahdiyya which poetry was required to reflect and propagate, and it can safely be said that despite its limitations and incapabilities, it succeeded in that objective with varying degrees. Describing the impact of the Mahdist idea on poetry one literary scholar writes, "It awakened it to reality and introduced into it the element of enthusiasm, songs of heroism, war and courage."¹ Poetry became an important public weapon and, to borrow Al-Shuṣh's expression, "The long stagnant water of poetry began to move and rush along, after many arid seasons." The people were incited to join the holy struggle and the battlefields that witness the Mahdists' sweeping victories were vividly described.

Poetry has certainly achieved much progress and signs of maturity have begun to appear. One important element is that of enthusiasm and patriotism which sprang out of the poet's overwhelming sympathy for the Mahdī and his cause. As a result poetry became more vital and exciting. The most celebrated and memorable poem in this respect is that of Muḥammad 'Umar Al-Bannā with its fiery opening verse:

War is patience, and combat is endurance,
And death for the sake of God is a renewed life.

Closely associated with this is the element of imagination, one of the essentials of poetry which has long been missing.

Among those who excelled there is little evidence of rhetoric, though traces of linguistic and fiqh expressions can still be found. A new stylistic device known as ṭarṣīʿ, i.e. the grouping of words in a rhythmic manner in such a way as to produce harmonic sounds, has appeared.¹ In contrast with the argumentative nature of the Mahdī's prose, poetry has developed a descriptive and narrative approach.

Description and narration were not entirely limited to the actions and happenings of the time. There was, of course, that great world of eschatology which was enhanced

¹ M. M. 'All, Al-Shi'r al-Sudānī, op. cit., p. 186.
by the Mahdī's continuous revelations and visions. The rule of God on earth could only be restored through His representative, the Mahdī, who is quoted as having said, "The Prophet said to me, 'You are created from the light of the inmost depth of my heart.'" All this testifies to the fact that the spiritual side was a predominant factor in the Mahdist idea. Hence, the greater part of this poetry was overshadowed by this spirituality and the poets were swept away into a world of millenarian mythology.

Finally, the language of this poetry has become richer and more poetic than in the Turkish period. It contains many of the essentials of poetry; and the poets are now able to convey certain ideas to their readers, in a fairly correct and sometimes beautiful language. It is also worth noting the presence of an overwhelming emotion which has been reflected in elegies on the Mahdī.

But, on the whole, poetry is by no means immaculate. A great deal of it is weak and unappealing. This is mainly because the majority of those who tried to write poetry neither had the competence nor the disposition. They were moved by enthusiasm and excitement, rather than poetic potential; and at a time of great upheavals this is not uncommon.

---

SECTION C

The Modern Era

(i) The Anglo-Egyptian Sudan:

(a) Political Development:

The advent of Anglo-Egyptian rule in the Sudan marks a turning point in the country's modern history. With the firm establishment of the new regime the inhabitants were brought under an organized system of government for the first time. They felt secure from warring factions within and exploitation without. Through its contacts with Western civilization, the country began to make adaptations in the administrative, economic, intellectual and social spheres of life. True the impact of these adaptations on Sudanese life could not be felt in the early stages, but there was a gradual build up over the years and by the 1930s signs of this change had become evident.

In the early days the administration was somewhat rudimentary and was run on military lines. When the inhabitants had been pacified the authorities turned their attention to reconstruction and maintenance of law and order. The outbreak of World War I enhanced the growing tendency to separate the administrative from the military branches of the government. Following the precedents of the Turkiyya and Mahdiyya, the country was divided into a number of provinces.
It was implied in the Condominium Agreement that the Sudan was to be regarded as a province of Egypt and the former, it was stipulated, was to follow the guidance of the Agent and Consul-General in Cairo in important matters. This principle of supervision and control from Cairo, which was strongly advocated by Lord Cromer, was thus adhered to and the two countries were regarded as units of the same dominion.

The outbreak of the First World War necessitated that this policy be reversed, for the Ottoman Sultan, of whom the Khedive was merely a vassal, had joined the Central Powers. Britain promptly declared Egypt a British protectorate. The feelings of resentment in Egypt were steadily growing and culminated in the 1919 Revolution. This, coupled with the increased danger of Sudanese pan-Islamic sentiment and fraternal feelings with Egypt made it expedient for the British to put an end to the existing relationship between the Sudan and Egypt. The former was quickly removed from the jurisdiction of the proposed Egyptian parliament.

A short-lived period of 'Sudanization' followed and some Sudanese were recruited to replace the Egyptian personnel in the administration. Great numbers of agriculturists, engineers and telegraphists were also trained. In 1922 it became possible to provide the necessary funds and proceed with the development of the Gash Delta and the Jezira Scheme, a step that proved to be of great significance in the economic history of the
The 1924 military rising - better known as the White League Movement - by a Sudanese battalion dealt a fatal blow to the process of 'Sudanization' which was not in any case viewed with any real enthusiasm by the British authorities. Only the fact that the rising was a manifestation of Sudanese national awakening as well as an expression of solidarity with the Egyptian Revolution can account for the repercussions, within and without the Sudan, that followed. All the purely Egyptian units of the army were evacuated to Egypt where Sir Lee Stack, the Sirdar and Governor-General, had been murdered. The Sudan Force was set up after taking an oath of allegiance to the Governor-General instead of the King of Egypt.

The authorities took fright, and reacted with unprecedented violence. Relations between the government and the small educated class, who were now regarded as the enemy of the British, became worse than ever, and a period of mistrust, hostility and bitterness ensued which lasted well into the 1930s. In the decade which followed the rising not a single school was opened in the north. It was in the south that the administration began to take interest in education. Many non-Arabic and Christian schools were set up in close co-operation with the Christian Missions. Training courses for Sudanese administrators were discontinued, the Military College closed down and the sending of students to the American University of Beirut - a practice that was
started in 1922 in order to avoid the infectious nationalist spirit in Egypt - was stopped.

Native administration which was primarily introduced as complementary to the policy of training educated Sudanese for service in the hierarchy of the central government was now looked upon as an alternative to the employment of educated Sudanese. As such, it was vigorously pursued from 1926 onwards. In his annual report that year the Governor-General stated his conviction that under the impulse of new ideas and with the rise of a new generation, however, tribal organization, tribal sanctions, and old traditions tended 'to crumble away unless they are fortified betimes.' Accordingly, tribalism was encouraged, sub-mamūr courses were abolished in 1927 and in the same year Powers of Sheikhs Ordinance was passed to give certain administrative responsibilities and more judicial powers to the tribal chiefs.

(b) Modern Education:

Another important development was the introduction of the modern system of education in the Sudan. Government education was suspect at first, but its importance and material benefits were soon recognized, especially by the town population.

The great importance of the Gordon Memorial College as a centre around which the educational system was built lay not only in the fact that during the early years and for a long time to come it remained the major educational institution in the Sudan but also in that its graduates were the main recipients of European culture and civilization. Though the college was officially opened in 1902, its buildings were completed in 1903. It incorporated the existing training courses in Omdurman and the Khartoum primary school in addition to a new technical centre. In 1905 a secondary course for the provision of general education and engineering courses was started. In the following year another four-year secondary course was added to train primary school teachers. Admission to these secondary courses was only for those who had completed the primary school.

The college thus became a centre for advanced training and supplied the administration with the clerical, technical and teaching personnel it needed.

A network of primary schools in the main towns was begun. In 1906 two primary schools were opened in Berber and Wad Medani, in addition to the four schools in Omdurman, Khartoum, Sawakin and Halfa, with the number of primary school pupils totalling 762. From the very start the administration kept itself well aware of the consequences

of creating an educated and unemployed class, and accordingly the number of boys admitted was limited to those who were likely to be required for the Gordon College advanced courses or for minor government posts. It is not surprising then, that in 1914 the number of primary school attendance did not exceed 787.¹

The demand for education, especially at the primary level, was growing, and in many provinces the citizens willingly agreed to pay an additional tax to meet the increase in educational expenses. By 1918 there were 73 schools and the number of pupils rose to 6,086, compared with 1,280 in 1907.² The Arabic language was the medium of instruction in elementary schools, where as the teaching of English was restricted to the primary and secondary stages. In the latter, i.e. the Gordon Memorial College, English was eventually adopted as the medium of instruction and the first batch to have been instructed and brought up in it graduated in 1912.³

Traditional teaching which so far had been going on on a private basis or at the Omdurman mosque witnessed an important development in 1912, when the authorities

¹. M.O. Beshir, Educational Development in the Sudan, Oxford, 1969, p. 44.
². Ibid., p. 45.
agreed to re-organize and develop the Omdurman mosque ma'had under the headship of the Shaykh Abu 'l-Qāsim Ahmad Hashim. The necessary regulations were laid down and the studies at the ma'had were divided into three coordinated stages each leading to a certificate. Unlike the Gordon College the curricula were not geared towards government service or needs. The main objective of the ma'had was to produce a class of 'Ulama' and preachers capable of enlightening the Muslim community. It grew into an institution of considerable size with a substantial government grant. Soon it was held in high esteem and came to be regarded as the central religious institution for the whole Sudan.

Missionary schools, too, had their part to play in modern education. Although the Christian outlook and objectives remained predominant in these schools, many Muslim pupils, especially girls, were attracted to them through the tactful educational approach that was adopted by the staff.¹

(c) New Changes and Adaptations:

Egypt's social and cultural influence had steadily grown with the development of Sudanese nationalism. Most

---

¹ The history of missionary teaching dates back to the Turco-Egyptian rule, and it was first resumed in Khartoum in 1902.
conspicuous was its domination in the sphere of the arts. During the second and third decades of the 20th century Egyptian writings remained the main inspiration for Sudanese poets and writers. Cairo, the intellectual Mecca of the Sudan, was pouring out a flood of newspapers, magazines and modern and religious literature. The educated in the Sudan devoured whatever reached them with great enthusiasm and eagerness. The currents of thought and intellectual disintegration and adjustments caused by the impact of Western ideas on Islam could all be felt among the educated Sudanese in coffee-houses as well as at private gatherings. Haykal's 'Life of Muḥammad', the works of Ṭāhā Ḥusayn, the biting criticism and absorbing analytic essays by Al-‘Aqqād were eagerly read. All this had its immediate effect and some of the educated began to drift away from their conventional beliefs.

Along with the printed material there came to the Sudan Egyptian films and theatrical groups. The news of such visiting troupes appeared in Al-Fajr along with reviews of films and shows.

Moreover, Egypt, in some ways, bridged the gap between the cultural and social life of the Sudan and that of Europe. It was under Egyptian tutelage that a fully conscious literary movement emerged, and, as with the greater Arab awakening in Syria, it was accompanied by a political ferment.

These new adaptations enabled the people of the Sudan to gain a wider outlook. New possibilities, including the
development of motor and railway transport and telecommunications, entered their life and gave them a wider conception of the world. Though the fスキ still retained their place as teachers and oracles, the cafes and other excitements, like gambling and the cinema, had found their way to the big towns. Certain tastes were modernized through greater prosperity and new amenities like tea and sugar became necessities in life. Old customs which were out of gear with new economic facts gradually began to disappear. The tension between the educated and uneducated began to show clearly by the beginning of the 1930s. It took the form of lack of understanding between the generations, a loss of authority on the part of the older people over the younger generation and a tendency for the less mature of the educated elite to acquire habits of intellectual arrogance.

The penal and criminal codes which were introduced in 1899, along with the native courts, and the traditional Islamic Shari’a law which was retained in personal matters, helped to inculcate in the people a sense of law. A far-reaching development in this respect was the legalization of prostitution. Cathedrals and churches soon became a familiar sight in the main towns, and the predominantly Muslim population had to put up with the realities of life and adopt a tolerant attitude towards the Christian minority. The number of foreigners steadily increased and distinct residential areas for each community emerged.

The economic centre of gravity moved to cities and
big towns, and hence for many individuals the chances of making a living or seeking a fortune lay outside the small community. Many insignificant villages had grown into market towns. The proclaimed commercial policy of the 'open door' in the Sudan meant that the sphere of trade and commerce was securely reserved for the foreigners. Syrians, Indians, Copts, Armenians and Greeks dominated the scene with their entirely different cultural, social and moral values.

(ii) Later Development in Classical Arabic Poetry:

Let us at this juncture turn our attention to the development of poetry in the Sudan. It can safely be said that traditional poets were stunned by the turn of events during the early period that followed the final defeat of the Mahdist troops at Karar1. Not a single verse that commemorates the Mahdist cause or grieves for the downfall of the Khalifa has come down to us. This is partly due to the feelings of disappointment and bewilderment that befell the people at large after what had seemed a final victory for the Revolution over its enemies, but mainly because of the poets' unsympathetic attitude towards the Khalifa and his 'people'. The poets, it is to be remembered, originally came from among the sedentary villagers, better known as the 'awlād al-Balad' who lived along the Nile and with whom the reign of the Khalifa was highly unpopular.1

It was a time of perplexity, and the poets felt at a loss. They reverted to their former state of apathy and after a short while they resumed their Prophetic compositions. Nearly every 'alim or faqih managed to compile a diwan comprising his eulogies on the Prophet. Mingled with the mystical cliches was the poets' feeling of pessimism and estrangement. Hence poetry was once more reduced to its ceremonial and negligible function.

This state of affairs persisted until the 1920s when a newly educated generation had emerged. They were mainly the first graduates of the Gordon Memorial College who had received a kind of secular education based on religious lines. Their instructors were Azhar graduates. Because of their religious background they are commonly known as the 'first generation' as distinct from the 'second or younger generation' of the college. The first generation were not reconciled to the new civilization. From their experience in public life and through their contacts with the Arab world in general and Egypt in particular they gained a wider outlook. As far as Arabic literature is concerned the literary renaissance movement was in full swing and at the hands of the neoclassicists - Ḥāfiz Ibrāhīm and Aḥmad Shawqī in Egypt, Jamīl Śidqī Al-Zahāwī, Maʿrūf Al-Ruṣāfī and Mahdī Al-Jawāhirī in Iraq and Bishāra Al-Khūrī in Lebanon - classical poetry was revived, elevated to great heights and made once more relevant to life. It is with these revivalists or neoclassicists that the traditional poets in the Sudan,
lead by the 'first generation', can best be associated.

The neoclassicists:

By the early 1920s traditional poetry in the Sudan had firmly established itself. With the gradual spread of education people began to take a keen interest in Arabic literature, and poetry came to be recognized as a noble product of the mind which was appreciated as a high accomplishment and regarded as a qualification for exaltation of rank and esteem in society. The Graduates' Club at Omdurman, which was founded in 1918, became a literary shrine to which poets and orators came to emulate and vie with one another to carry off the palm. The club was thronged by big crowds from the Three Towns who might have considered it another 'Ukāz where poets resorted and placed their poetic talents before the public for their enjoyment as well as for their judgement and commendation.

This is not unnatural in a country whose people have always been noted for their love for rhythm and song and where poetry remained the sole literary form of expression in classical Arabic. Further, the greater esteem and popularity which traditional poetry had come to enjoy from the 1920s onwards might be explained by the captivating nature of that poetry which was, and still is, best suited to the social life of the people. A predominant feature of that life is the community spirit which underlies every aspect of it. Whatever befalls the individual, be it joy or sorrow, success or failure, the community at large
voluntarily participates in it. In such a community social convention stipulates that the strong and powerful speak for the weak and less strong, the wise for the less experienced, the old for the young, and the enlightened for the ignorant. Another feature is a deeply-rooted belief in Islam, and the strong - if inflammable - feelings which the Sudanese people have about religion. It was against this background that the traditionalists began to write poetry and set themselves up as teachers and moral guides for their society.

Through their tendency towards an emotional expression of patriotic and social themes, they reached a wider public, and with their relatively imposing standards of refinement in structure and style, correctness and good sense, the poetic language was revived and the dying aesthetic sensibility was revitalized.

Neoclassical poetry in the Sudan ruled supreme till the mid-thirties, and everything of public importance from the opening of a masjid (mosque) or a school to the anniversary of the Prophet's birth was greeted with a spate of poems. The poets became the spokesmen of their community and their dominance was so great that their works were conceived of as unmistakable revelations.¹

¹ H. Najīla in his Malāmīḥ relates that when one of the young critics spoke disapprovingly of 'Abd Allāh M. 'Umar Al-Bannā, one of the outstanding traditional poets, an enthusiast responded by attempting to throw a chair at the speaker in protest. See Malāmīḥ, p. 158
The supremacy of traditional poetry was stressed by a young critic in the 1930s, who observed that it was difficult to change the public literary taste because of the people's stagnant mental environment and a rigidity which was irreconcilable with anything new. Hence classical poetry had been, and still remained, favourite with the public taste.¹

The seriousness and frequency with which the poets played their new social role must have enhanced traditional poetry and rendered it all the more commanding and glamorous. Apart from the spontaneous excitement and joy it gave to the audience, its effect was a lasting one. Poems such as 'Damascus', 'Venus' and 'Communing with the Crescent' have been cherished over the years up to the present time. True the subjects of this poetry range far and wide, and to a certain extent its function might be likened to that of the modern newspaper; but because it is poetry written in a flexible and very rich language, its effect was far greater than that of any prose writing.

The main achievement of Al-Barud1 and the neoclassicists who followed in his footsteps was to revive and renew Arabic literature, especially poetry, its subtlest and most congenial form. Firstly, poetry had to be freed from the artificiality and false archaism it had been plunged into for centuries. Secondly, a genuine poetic taste along with

a better command of the language had to be acquired, and
to do so poets had to turn to the rich Arabic tradition
and the great heritage of the 'Abbāsids. Only in these
works could they find sound literary rules and standards
of judgement. The traditionalists were then required to
follow the examples of the past and model their works on
them. Though the classical tradition was their main
inspiration, the neoclassicists hoped that through creative
imitation they would be able to reflect the problems and
preoccupations of their society on the one hand, and place
their work within the context of the larger Arabic tradition
on the other.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the predominant
theme of this poetry is the return to the past. It was a
call to the Arabs to cast off their apathy, reassert them-
selves and carve out for themselves a respected place in
the modern world instead of being swept away by the tide
of that encroaching and suspect ·· Western civilization.
In the glorious past of the Muslim Arabs there was always
something to be proud of and cling to.

As might be expected, the neoclassicists in the Sudan
took part in every social or religious event in order to
display their talents and skills and convey their social
message which was a reflection of their own observations
about the behaviour and attitudes of the people. This
could best be done through idealization and parallelism.
A bright and ideal picture of the past would be drawn at
first then contrasted with that of the dim and gloomy
present. Having drawn this contrast as vigorously as he possibly could, the poet then concluded by pleading to the public to mend their wicked ways and realize the dangers which might befall society did they not awaken in time to revive and revitalize their life.

The poets were in search of an ideal hero who would embody high ideals and standards of behaviour, and it was only natural that the Prophet was their choice, and next to him his Companions. The evocation of that latent religious feeling was best suited to their declamatory poetry which had the greatest effect when recited or read aloud.

The qaṣīdas of the traditionalists were predominantly classical and they were alike in form and content. In order to be linked with the past the poet was in need of a medium which would take him back in time. One common device was to choose a drinking companion or a cup-bearer and to ask him in due course to relate events from the glorious past. Another means was to listen to a singing bird that would echo the past. But it was the crescent moon (hilāl) which was favourite with the poets, 'since it was the one object that may be said to have actually witnessed the past and have once shone upon the great Arab civilization.'

1. Shoush, Some Background Notes, op. cit., p. 25.
The path of the classics was faithfully followed, and the form of the ancient qaṣīda with its lengthiness, monometre, monorhyme and lack of organic unity, was retained. But one has to be reminded not to mistake the descriptions of the environment and the hardships of travel or the poet's pride in his mount that might be contained in Sudanese poetry of this period for a slavish adoption of the classical model. The people of the Sudan did travel by camel and the animals and scenery that might be observed or described by the poet, were not dissimilar to those of Arabia. Like the ancient poets he too would address his audience from a high platform at the Graduates' Club and like their Arab ancestors the Sudanese people listened to poetry with rapt attention. To them poetry represented one of the very few entertainments which were available at the time.

As for the language, it is in conformity with the social and didactic nature of this poetry. It is sonorous, declamatory and rhetorical. The style is grand and magniloquent, the idioms those of classical Arabic. The Sudanese poet had much of the conservative about him, and he took it upon himself to stand firm against any attempt at literary innovation, so much so that the modernists were often accused of unfaithfulness and disloyalty to the mother-tongue, the language of the Qur'ān. Hence the wordiness and poetic diction of their poetry was on the whole a continuation of the scholastic tradition. In seeking to lift the hearts of their audience, the poets
were more than aware of their artistry and skill and it is no wonder that they excelled as masters of rhetoric and the art of persuasion.

Finally, if one is to consider the conclusions at which the poets arrive, it is to be noted that on the whole these conclusions do not seem convincing or satisfactory answers to the present-day reader. This is perhaps mainly because of sweeping generalizations which neither pin-point the ills of the community nor provide a cure for them. But one has to be reminded of a number of facts pertaining to the function and approach of this poetry. Firstly, the main objective of the poets was to condemn and censure the community's vices and failings as such. The important thing to them was not the failings of individuals but qualities or vice in general. It therefore follows that whoever behaved dishonourably or immorally deserved to be disgraced and attacked. Secondly, because of the repressive policy of the government the poets had to disguise and generalize their attacks, especially so when they realized that the authorities were determined to revive tribalism and maintain the religious feuds which were going on. This policy necessitated the endearment and protection of the religious leaders and notables by the government.¹ Thirdly, there are many

¹. Ḥasan Naj ila relates that Al-Sharīf Yūsuf Al-Hindi was so much offended by Al-Bannā's fiery poem that he decided to take the poet to court. See Malāmīḥ, p. 86.
expressions of nationalism which are implicitly included in the qasladas of the neoclassicists. The passing of good days of youth, for instance, and many other nostalgic allusions which are seemingly signs of that return to the past can be taken to mean the youth of the Sudan, or the loss of its freedom and identity. Such allusions are inevitable ingredients in political revival and the spread of nationalism. One informed contemporary source relates that in many of their qasladas the poets meant to create and foster national consciousness and in most cases they did this implicitly.¹

It may be concluded that on the whole this poetry had no tangible effect on the attitudes of the people, who, despite their fervent applause, continued to do as they wished. But it is of equal importance to add that in their compositions the poets were not genuinely moved by social or moralistic motives. It is not fair to assume that they were committed moralists or educationists and view their poetry in this light. They were great lovers of poetry. The inclusion of morals and other behavioural attitudes was in most cases meant to add to the flavour and excitement of their poetry. This is why the power of this poetry lies in its directness and expressiveness of things seen and observed, not in the poet's own subjective visions but in the outside world.

¹ Malāmīḥ, pp. 10, 71 and 73.
It is agreed that in literature each age has its own sensibility and expectations with regard to poetry. In the light of what has been said it may safely be concluded that the Sudanese traditionalists or neo-classicists who dominated the literary scene from the 1920s up to the 30s succeeded in giving an adequate expression of the preoccupations and problems of their time within the framework of the classical qas¡lda. The Arabic language was revived and poetry revitalized.
CHAPTER II

LITERARY ORIGINS AND EVOLUTION OF THE FAJR GROUP

By the 1920s the development of political and literary consciousness was well under way. As far as the political aspect is concerned it may suffice to mention that it culminated in the 1924 Movement, 'Harakat al-liwa\' al-Abya\'. Exactly ten years after that movement a fully conscious literary movement came into being. Most representative of it is the FaJR group, whose organ the magazine Al-Fajr was launched on Saturday the 2nd of June, 1934 as the literary embodiment of the Sudanese younger generation.

This ten-year-lapse between the two developments is worthy of note. It can be accounted for by the difference in nature between the two. The political development was essentially an immediate reaction to the government's policies and as such it had much to do with the temperament and psychology of the people of the Sudan at large. The 1924 Movement was a response to powerful popular sentiments and emotions which had been ready to erupt ever since the 1919 Revolution in Egypt. For this reason it came about with little prior warning or political developments. The literary development, on the other hand, required a longer time because it was basically an intellectual process which could only be crystalized through the cultivation and training of the mind.

It is to the literary movement that this chapter will
be devoted. We shall first attempt to trace the cultural and literary sources of the members of Al-Fajr, then explain and analyse the evolutionary factors which led to the formation of the Group and the subsequent emergence of their magazine.

A. The Literary Origins of the Group

(i) Cultural and Educational Background:

The cultural makeup of the Group derives from two major sources; domestic and foreign. By domestic is meant the Group's readings in Arabic in general and the Egyptian writings of the 1920s and 30s in particular. The foreign source was mainly the English language with which the members acquainted themselves, and from which they gained a general knowledge of Western culture and deepened their understanding of English literature.

The emphasis laid on these two sources should by no means suggest however, that the importance of the locally acquired knowledge gained either through formal education at school or by way of encouragement and motivation from the aliens who were particularly interested in Sudanese culture and history can be dismissed.

The impact of Egyptian culture on the Sudan's younger generation during the second and third decades of this century has already been alluded to in the previous chapter. In that chapter it was also claimed that Egypt seemed to have bridged the cultural gap between the West and the
Sudan. It is our intention here to survey these Egyptian writings as well as the English readings which seem to have influenced the Group most. The revitalizing force of foreign literature along with the rediscovered springs of thought within the Arabic heritage are mainly responsible for moulding the literary talents of the Group. Throughout the 1920s and 30s the younger generation in the Sudan seemed totally absorbed in Egyptian writings. The interest in Egypt's printed material was universal. Thus the elite, particularly those who were literary-minded, kept abreast with the literary movement in Egypt and the Arab world. From time to time they even contributed to the Egyptian press.

One of the prominent members of Al-Fajr who has shown constant awareness of the importance of Egyptian and foreign culture in shaping and directing the literary movement in the Sudan is M.A. Mahjub. He observed that "the younger generation in this country, especially those who emerged after the 1924 Revolution realized how great their need for the increase in general knowledge was. The first step they took was to read almost all Egyptian printed material." Yet he was not unaware of the fact that Egyptian literature was a blend of many facets of Western culture. Among the younger generation of the Sudan there were students of economic and political sciences who managed to read many

books in English. There were also those who had a keen interest in the stylistic and rhetorical aspects of English with a view to introducing some of them into the literary form of Arabic as was the practice in the rest of the Arab world.

The great esteem which Egypt came to enjoy as the acclaimed leader in the field of Arabic literature was neither accidental nor exaggerated. The Group, for its part, was fully aware of the factors which contributed to Egypt's position. Its unique geographical situation at the meeting-point of three Arab regions makes her politically influential. For many centuries she had enjoyed a cultural pre-eminence since the Fatimids made Cairo the centre for the sciences of Islam and Arabic language. In the 19th century Egypt became the first Arab country to begin adopting institutions characteristic of the modern world. In view of the fact that the new literary stimulus which came from the West needed a solid foundation in the past, Cairo was best suited to become the centre for the literary revival which was in full swing by the 1920s and 30s.

There is, of course, the very special relationship between Egypt and the Sudan which consolidates the literary affinity between the two countries. Apart from the actual political tie which bound the two of them, there has always been that stronger bond of neighbourliness and brotherhood, a kind of sentiment which is constantly highlighted by the often-used epithet shatray al-wādi, i.e. the two parts of the Nile valley. By virtue of these special ties the
Sudanese must have felt that they had - and still have - a legitimate right to the Egyptian literary heritage both for guidance and inspiration.

Technically, and in terms of literary merits the Sudanese found themselves lagging far behind Egypt and the rest of the Arab world. During the first quarter of this century there was hardly any Sudanese literary publication of significance. The poetic collections that were published were compiled by enterprising non-Sudanese residents. In view of this lack of Sudanese literary contribution at the time it was inevitable that the younger generation should rely heavily on Egypt's literary output. The fact that most of the few writers of outstanding genius happened to be Egyptians must have enhanced the reputation of Egypt among the younger generation and increased their eagerness for its printed material.

Furthermore, Egyptian newspapers, periodicals and books, were abundantly available to the thirsty readers in the provincial cities and towns of the Sudan. The young devoured whatever reached them with great enthusiasm and eagerness. Taking all that into account it would not be unjustified to claim that in a sense the Sudanese readers represented an integral part of the reading public in Egypt.

The group of Al-Fajr who were naturally disposed to the arts and literature found the Egyptian writings most fascinating. In order to enlighten themselves and get to grips with the literary questions that might be raised they had to read and digest almost every line contained in these
papers, periodicals and books. As has been observed by one member of the Group they were 'addicted' to the habit of reading in those formative days.

Now that this very special cultural relationship between Egypt and the rising generation in the Sudan has been established, let us examine more closely the impact of Egypt on the Group and the writers who played a particularly influential role in shaping and directing their talents. "The younger generation," writes Maḥjūb, "have benefited from Egyptian literature especially from the writings of Dr. Ẓahā Ḥusayn, Dr. Zaki Mubārak and Dr. M. Ḥusayn Haykal, the representatives of the new Egyptian University, as well as from the self-educated literary giants 'Abbās Maḥmūd Al-‘Aqqād and Al-Māzinī. The result of all this was reflected in the appreciable improvement in style and method of research."¹ To the Group, such writers and others had opened the doors to the wider world of literature. From the Egyptian writings the members of Al-Fajr were provided with guidance and direction which proved to be most valuable and inspiring in their formative years. In Egypt's press many issues and areas of interest in Western literature were brought to light. The Egyptian writers began to take an ever increasing interest in the romantic movement in the West

¹. Maḥjūb, Al-Ḥaraka al-Fikriyya, op. cit., p. 31.
with particular emphasis on the English romantics whose works were extensively discussed and translated. This was closely followed by the young literary devotees of Al-Fajr. With such literary giants as Al-‘Aqqād, Ṭahā Ḥusayn and Haykal dominating the scene of Arabic letters there could be no doubt that the younger members would fall under the spell of modernism and romanticism.

The fact that most members of the Group graduated from the Gordon Memorial College must have greatly enhanced their chances of a better acquaintance with English literature and Western culture in general. Although the College represented the culminating point of education, academically speaking, it was only regarded as the equivalent of a secondary school. Nonetheless, the Western method had been introduced and the study of English was receiving special attention. The graduates themselves took much pride in being proficient in English, which was a pre-requisite for any promotion. Such proficiency is reflected very clearly in the writings of the Group. It is worth noting that the Al-Fajr editorials were translated into English as from vol. 1, issue no. 19 onwards.

1. The School of Engineering was an integral institution in the College and connected with it, though apart from it, was the Kitchener School of Medicine.

Of his bid for a better and higher education, with recognized certificates, one member of the Group wrote, "I have tried to sit for the Matriculation Examination and can dare to say that my College standard was not well below that of the Matriculation especially in English, mathematics and mechanics."¹ The younger generation felt that they had a unique responsibility towards their country at that difficult and important juncture in its modern history. "Our generation," writes the editor of Al-Fajr, "is the living articulated position of Young Sudan. We aspire to distinguish ourselves by having an outlook on life: political, social and literary."²

Further, the rising generation came to the conclusion that much effort should be directed to learning and serious thinking. A knowledge of the political history of the world as well as scientific understanding of Sudanese society were among the requirements which were thought necessary for the development of the new Sudan. In the existing educational institutions there was no provision of such a kind of education. Thus the younger generation were left with two choices: either to migrate to Egypt, and in a few instances, Beirut, in order to attain

cultural maturity or stay at home and rely on their own efforts. For practical and political considerations most members of Al-Fajr chose to stay at home, and their knowledge of the English language was a key factor in a better understanding of the modern world and its thoughts and culture. In five of the six courses which were conducted at the College as from 1924 onward the English language was taught as a compulsory subject for the first two years of study. In most cases it was taken throughout the courses.

In any case, one cannot assume that the Group's knowledge of English literature and Western culture was entirely gained through formal education. Indeed there is no evidence to suggest that the teaching of English at the College was of an exceptionally high standard. But it was their teachers of English who gave them great encouragement and provided them with the necessary impetus to go deeper in their study of English literature. Among those who are best remembered are the names of Mr. Thomas and Mr. Paton. There are members of the Group who can still recall with awe the way in which Mr. Paton used to recite Ulysses and The Lotus Eaters to his bewitched students. The text books included Selections from Shakespeare, A Book of English Verse, The English Library, and English Grammar and Composition. 1 John O'London's Weekly and The Spectator

1. 'Abd Allah 'Ashrî Al-Ṣiddîq, Recorded Interview, Omdurman, December, 1977.
were also provided to the students for outside reading. There were some students who even ordered books from England. Special attention was paid to composition writing. Mahjub relates how they [the students of the Gordon Memorial College] were fascinated by the oratory of the newly-appointed Governor General, John Maffey, when he visited the College sometime late in the 1920s. Following that visit their teachers asked them to write a composition subject based on an extract from the visitor's fascinating speech.¹

It is worth noting that the Group were so keen on extending and deepening their knowledge of Western literature that some of them embarked upon the task of learning French, but the college authorities forbade them from realizing such an ambition. 'Arafat, the leader of the Group, was proficient in English and French. Many of the Group went so far in pursuit of Western culture that they were influenced by Western ideas and imageries; this was reflected in their writings.²

Nonetheless, their knowledge of English literature can

2. See Mahjub, Al-Haraka, pp. 21-22.
in no way be described as complete or systematic. But given the fact that most members of Al-Fajr were addicted to the habit of reading, and in view of their temperament and calibre, that far from complete knowledge was absorbed by an intelligent and enthusiastic coterie of literary devotees who were able to elaborate on it, adapt it and, in due course, make a most valuable contribution to the development of modern Sudanese literature.

(ii) Literary Sources:

Let us now take a closer look at the Group's literary origins, by tracing the works, both in Arabic and English, to which they had access and which are thought to have influenced their outlook on life and literature. At the outset it should be stressed that it is not the present writer's intention to carry out a detailed survey of every book or article which the members happened to read. The task of identifying the cultural and literary sources by name is of a most cumbersome nature. But certain factors have made the job less difficult. Firstly, the Group's members were essentially a study group which gathered and broke up several times. Not only did the members represent a group of like-minded literary devotees, but also they used to exchange books and reading materials. This they called 'mutual learning' (al-ittila' al-mushtarak). Secondly, there was a scarcity of books at that time. There was only one book shop in Khartoum which used to cater for the needs of literary and academic-minded people. Even when inter-
esting books were available they were often too expensive to buy.\textsuperscript{1} Hence the literary sources were limited in number, and it became necessary for the Group to exchange books. Thirdly, in their writings there are instances in which the members have referred to the same book or books.

(a) \textbf{Arabic Sources:}

Of the Arabic newspapers and periodicals which the Group regularly read the following may be cited:

1. \textbf{Al-Siyāsa al-Yawmiyya} and \textbf{al-Uṣbū‘iyya} (i.e. daily and weekly). The weekly was mainly concerned with literature. Most prominent among its writers were Dr. M. Ḥusayn Haykal, the editor, and Dr. Ṭāhā Ḥusayn. The two became involved in a literary and philosophical dispute which the \textit{Fajr} group closely followed. \textbf{Al-Siyāsa al-Uṣbū‘iyya} ceased publication in 1930 and resumed in 1937, at which time the two giants seemed to have settled, or at least patched up, their differences. \textit{Al-Fajr} reported the good news in its issue no. 1, volume 3.

2. \textbf{Al-Balāgh al-Uṣbū‘ī}; also a weekly. This was of a literary nature. Among the leading figures who contributed to it was \textbf{Al-‘Aqqād}, the most influential character in this group.

3. \textbf{Al-Muqtatāf}. This is perhaps one of the earliest of the very few periodicals that showed genuine interest in Western culture as well as the modernization of Arabic literature. For example, we find that as early as 1902

\textsuperscript{1} Cf. \textit{Al-Fajr}, vol. 1, issue 23, p. 1082.
one contributor had noted that the failure of the conservative poets was due to their lack of knowledge of European literature. It was originally founded in Beirut in 1876 by Ya‘qūb Ṣarrūf and Fāris Nimr. In about 1885 its founders moved to Egypt and the publication of Al-Muqṭatatf was resumed by Ṣarrūf. It continued to be published for more than fifty years. It is interesting to note that in 1903, the proprietors of this magazine managed to found Al-Sūdān, the first newspaper to be launched in the Sudan.

4. Al-Risāla. This magazine was most famous for the fluency and charming beauty of its literary Arabic. Ahmad Ḥasan Al-Zayyāt, its editor, was totally committed to the revival of the Arabic language from the state of decadence in which it was.

5. Al-Jarida was founded by Muḥammad ‘Abduh and edited by his pupil Dr. ʿAḥmad Luṭfī Al-Sayyid, a very renowned reformer and educationist whose liberal ideas retained their impact upon the younger generation well into the 1960s. Closely associated with Luṭfī Al-Sayyid was Qāsim Amin whose ideas about the position of women in society earned him the title of ‘woman’s emancipator’ (muḥarrir al-mar’a).

The critical approach of the writers of Al-Jarida embraced the Arabic language, which, it was thought, must be reformed and made capable of expressing the concepts of modern thoughts and meeting future requirements.

6. Apollo (1932-4). With the appearance of the Apollo group romanticism in Arabic literature was firmly established. The magazine was mainly concerned with poetry. It appeared after the younger generation in Egypt had absorbed the experiences and writings of their predecessors at home and abroad. The Apollo group were mostly read in the poetry of the second generation of the English romantic poets. Shelley, Keats and Byron were extensively read and a good number of their works were translated and imitated in Arabic. To Apollo Shelley represented the quintessence of romanticism, and hence it is not surprising that in the 1920s and 30s more poems were translated by the Arab romantics from Shelley than from any other poet except Shakespeare. Ibrahim Najj, Salih Jawdat and Ali Mahmud Tahha who were more or less proficient in English and French translated many poems. In his Arwa'ah Sharida, for instance, Ali M. Tahha included two articles on Baudelaire and Paul Verlaine.

As for the publications that appeared in book form,

1. See the introduction to Diwan Najj, Cairo, 1961.
the following writers and books seem to have left their marks on the Fajr group.

1. 'Abbās M. Al-'Aqqād:
   Al-Fuṣūl (1922), Sā'āt Bayn al-Kutub (1927). A good number of the articles contained in these two books had appeared in newspapers and periodicals before. The last book included a three-part essay and a poem on Shakespeare. Yaqqāt al-Ṣabāh (1916), Al-'Aqqād's first poetic collection which included seven stanzas (in Arabic) from Shakespeare.

2. Aḥmad Amin:
   Fajr al-Islām (1927), Duḥā al-Islām, 3 vv, (1933-6).

3. Aḥmad Zakl Abū Shādī:
   Al-Shafaq al-Bakī (poetic collection) 1926. In his introduction to his diwān, Abū Shādī gives a full explanation of his conception of poetry. Masraḥ al-Adab (1928), The Tempest (a translation into Arabic) (1929).

4. Jibrān Khalīl Jibrān:
   His early writings included Al-'Awaṣif, Dam'a wa-Ibtisāma and Al-Mawākib, a relatively long poem in which Jibrān gave expression to his ideas and beliefs. During the latter part of his life he produced Al-Nabi (1926) the original text having appeared in English in 1923, Yasū' Ibn al-Insān (1928), Raml wa-Zabad (1926) and Ḫaliḥat al-Arḍ (1931).

5. Louis Cheikho:
   Al-Adāb al-'Arabiyya fi'l-Qarn al-Tāsi 'Ashar, 2 vv,
6. Ibrāhīm `Abd al-Qādir Al-Māzīnī:

Ibrāhīm al-Kātīb, (1931). Al-Māzīnī was of course well known to members of the Group for his poetry also as is shown by `Ashrī's two-part essay.¹

7. Maḥmūd Taymūr:

Al-Shaykh Jum'a wa-Aqāṣīs Ukhra (1927).

8. Muḥammad Ḥusayn Haykal:

Zaynab: manāẓir wa-akhlāq rifīyya (1914) (2nd ed. in 1929). This has been reckoned by many Arab critics as the first novel in the Arabic language. Jān Jāk Rūsū (Jean-Jacques Rousseau) two parts (1921 and 1922), Fi`Awqāt al-Farāgh (1925), a collection of essays on literature, history, philosophy and morals. Thawra fi’l-Adab (1933). Tarājim Miṣriyya wa-Gharbiyya (1929).

9. Muṣṭafā Luṭfī Al-Manfalūṭī:

Most appealing to the Group was Al-Manfalūṭī's superb display of modern Arabic 'balāgha' i.e. rhetorical devices and his ethical and social themes. Al-`Abarāt, 2 vv, (1915), Al-Naẓarāt, 3 vv, (1926)

10. Muḥammad Al-Sībā‘ī:

Al-Abṭāl (1912). This is a translation of 'On Heroes, Hero-worship and the Heroic in History' by Thomas Carlyle.

¹. See Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 2, pp. 77-82 and issue 3, pp. 96-102.
11. Muṣṭafā Ṣādiq Al-Rafi‘î:

His writings are characterized by his delicate and personal prose on love and beauty. On his death Al-Fajr devoted two of its pages to an appreciation of Al-Rafi‘î and highlighted the important place he occupied in Arabic letters.¹

Tarikh Ādāb al-‘Arab the first part of which appeared in 1911 and the second part, Taḥt Rāyat al-Qur‘ān in 1926. The latter is a collection of essays in literary criticism and was meant to refute the ideas expressed in Fi‘l-Shi‘r al-Jāhili by Tāḥā Ḥusayn. His series of books on love and beauty included Ḥaḍīth al-Qamar (1912), Rasā‘il al-Aḥzān (1924), Al-Saḥāb al-Aḥmar and Awrāq al-Kharīf, (1931).

12. Qāsim Aḥmī:

Both books were reprinted more than once.

13. Tāḥā Ḥusayn:


14. Tawfīq Al-Ḥakīm:

Ahl al-Kahf, (1933).

15. Mikhā‘il Nu‘ayma:

Al-Ghirbāl, (1923).

¹ See vol. 3, issue 7, pp. 209-10.
(b) **English Sources:**

"As a result of the Reconquest civil education was started and new schools were set up. English culture was dominant, especially at the secondary level and in the higher sections of the Gordon Memorial College. It was inevitable that English literature and other foreign literatures should spread among the educated class."¹

So one prominent figure in the Group has observed. The reading of the Group in Western literature, particularly English literature, naturally comes as a second step in the process of intellectual development. They were led into that second stage only after they had absorbed what was happening in Egypt and the rest of the Arab world. True the Group were capable of venturing into the world of English literature by themselves since their command of the English language cannot be disputed. But it was the guidance which they received from the Egyptian writers that indicated the direction in which they should go. Without such guidance and direction they could have taken a totally different course. One contributor to *Al-Fajr* has given us a vivid picture of this development.

"When the Mahdist era was over the people began to learn new subjects at the hands of the Egyptian teachers. Then the students started to imitate their teachers in form and expression with the result that what they produced

---

was similar to what the ancient Arabs composed."¹

Then a new phase followed, by the end of which the Group came of age. By means of reading and absorbing English literature they moved many steps towards intellectual maturity. Though they did not sever the intimate relation with Egypt's writers, there were many signs to suggest that they were becoming less and less dependent on what was written in Egypt. The Group began to reflect a developed and cultivated literary critical mind. Instead of conceiving of Egyptian literature as immaculate, they started to question and criticize everything they read. This new attitude could only be ascribed to the influence of English books on the younger members. Not unlike the leading writers of Egypt they were able to acquaint themselves with ancient and modern English literature, and through the English language they were able to read Russian, German, French, and Norwegian literature.²

Through the English language a wider door to the rich and vast heritage of mankind was opened to the Group. But for a start what the ambitious young men needed was a general knowledge of world culture. Having realized this

¹. Ibid.
fact they set out in search of *Encyclopaedic knowledge*.\(^1\)

Among the references which they were able to read are:

*The Science of Life*, by J.S. Huxley and H.G. Wells, *The Outline of History* by H.G. Wells, *Harmsworth's Encyclopaedia* and John Drinkwater's *Outline of Literature, History and Criticism*. "We were only too glad to make use of such great reservoirs of knowledge," writes Mahjub, "and the English language was the only means by which we could satisfy our great desire for knowledge."\(^2\)

Among the writers whom they were able to read were, Virgil, Goethe, Anatole France, Homer, Dante, Victor Hugo, Aristotle, Aristophanes, Calderon and Sophocles, and of the 19th century English writers they read Matthew Arnold (*On Translating Homer* and *Essays in Criticism*), William Hazlitt (*Characters of Shakespeare* and *Table Talk*), Thomas Carlyle (*On Heroes, Hero-Worship* and *The Heroic in History and The French Revolution*), Lamb, Lee Hunt, R.L. Stevenson and Oscar Wilde. Of the more recent writers they read J. Drinkwater (*Abraham Lincoln* and *Anthology of English Verse*), Aldous Huxley, G. Bernard Shaw, T.E. Lawrence (*The Seven Pillars of Wisdom* and *Revolt in the Desert*).

In French literature they also had access to the works of

---

1. The two words have been inserted in English in *Al-Ḥaraka*, p. 20.

Adolphe Thiers, Voltaire, Rousseau and André Maurois.

Of the current English literary magazines they were able to read *Story Teller*, *True Story* and *The Cornhill Magazine* as well as the daily newspapers such as the *Times*.

From the list of writers and poets which the present writer has been provided with it is apparent that the Group's readings were not entirely literary. In addition to the above mentioned names and titles the list covers religion, philosophy, science and education. It includes the names of Edison, Gibbon, Plutarch, Darwin, More, Cervantes, Dostoyevsky, Turgenev, and among poets writing in English, Shakespeare, Milton, Tennyson, Gray, Kipling, Coleridge, Wordsworth, Burns, Shelley, Byron, Keats and Hardy.

(c) **Influential Writers and Poets:**

It is to be noted that in the midst of these writers and poets, both Arab and foreign, certain names struck a personal chord in one member of the Group or another. In more than one instance such names have been singled out by one member, or more, and described as influential figures in the intellectual development of the Group. Most influential among the Arab writers was Al-‘Aqqād who was greatly admired by the members of the Group and, to a lesser degree, Al-Māzīnī, Al-‘Aqqād's close associate. This admiration appears in many instances. For example, in his preface to *Dīwān Al-Tinay* Mahjūb has referred to the impact of Al-‘Aqqād on Al-Tinay. Mahjūb and ‘Abd
al-Ḥallām in their jointly written biographical book \((\text{Mawt Dunyā})\) considered Al-‘Aqqād as their "guide in the wilderness of life." M. Ḥusayn Haykal was accorded a high place. His vivid descriptions were found to be most memorable. Al-Manfalūṭī and Al-Rāfī‘ī also left their marks on the young members of the Group.

The Al-Fajr group were in touch with the northern Mahjar literature. It may be assumed that the Group was influenced by the romantic, humanistic and mystical trends of the Mahjar poets and writers. Among those Jibrān stands out as the most influential writer. His book \(\text{Al-Nabīl}\) was most fascinating to the Group. This has been reflected in an elegy on Jibrān where Maḥjūb has expressed his deep sorrows and great regard for the writer. Jibrān's contributions both in Arabic and English, were keenly read by the members of Al-Fajr.¹

As regards the English writers and poets the Group were particularly impressed by the writings of the romantic critics and poets, such as William Hazlitt, Matthew Arnold, and above all, Thomas Carlyle. John Drinkwater has also been reckoned by one member as one of the major critics who have exerted their influence on the Group.² Wordsworth and Coleridge - better known in the Arab world as Shu‘arā'¹;

¹. 'Abd Allāh 'Ashrī Al-Ṣiddīq, Recorded Interview, Omdurman, December, 1977.
². See Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue no. 4, pp. 113-115.
al-Buḥayra, i.e. the Lake Poets - are among the most celebrated poets. But best known and most admired by them were the late romantics with Shelley at the forefront.

It may be concluded that the main channels through which the Fajr group became acquainted with Western literature were formal education in civil schools, reading translations and Arabic monographs and critical essays on English poetry and direct study of the originals. Through these channels and by means of much earnest endeavour by these young people a modicum of knowledge of foreign literature, especially English, was made available, even to those who knew no foreign language.

B. Evolution

(i) Early Gatherings at the College:

It can be established that the earliest contacts between the Fajr members took place in the early 30s at the Gordon Memorial College in Khartoum. Nevertheless, it is possible that some of them had met even before that, e.g. at the intermediate school. It was, however, during their study at the College that most members came to meet each other and began to establish a kind of personal relationship. It is of great significance to note that in most cases this relationship developed into a lasting friendship. The fact that these gatherings took place at an educational institution must have enhanced the
process of intellectual crystallisation. The College provided the young and academically ambitious associates with an atmosphere favourable to the discussion of matters of interest and the exchange of views on current issues.

An influential factor in these early gatherings was of a political nature. It is indeed difficult to consider such gatherings without reference to the political circumstances prevailing in the country. The state of mistrust between the government and the educated class which followed the 1924 Rising has already been alluded to. The authorities took repressive measures against the younger generation. Those harsh measures included the College students. But their effect on the young was adverse. Not only had the sentiments of national solidarity and unity been aroused, but also the young associates were brought closer together than ever before. The fact that all the students were boarded at the College was another factor enhancing the process of fraternization and strengthening the friendship between them. In those days the list of prohibitions extended to make of almost every act by the students an offence against the regime. The teachers who acted in the dual capacity of teachers and administrative supervisors, kept a watchful eye on every move by the students. It was only natural that in such an atmosphere the reading of Egyptian newspapers, or, in fact, any publication other than text books within the premises of the College was strictly forbidden. The possession of Al-Siyāsā daily or weekly or that of the more popular Al-Balagh was an
incriminating act in itself. All these restrictions made the younger generation all the more adamant on the question of reading, so much so that some of them were daring enough to smuggle such newspapers and periodicals into the College by means of hiding them under their clothes. "The prohibitory laws goaded us to study and profit," writes one colleague "under constraint and suppression we aspired to freedom." It was under such circumstances that the younger generation came to realize the importance of freedom of thought and expression.

Under those conditions literary activities provided a good and most suitable outlet for the energies and suppressed feelings and aspirations of the young associates. Literary societies were set up under the supervision of the teachers, and in due course the students were allowed to start their own magazine, Majallat al-Kulliya.

1. The circulation of Al-Balagh in the Three Towns in the 1930s reached 500 copies per issue, whereas that of Al-Siyasa was 470 copies. See Mahjub M. Salih, Al-Sihat al-Sudaniyya fî Niṣf Qarn (Part one), Khartoum University, 1st ed., 1971, p. 117.

2. See Mawt Dunya, op. cit., pp. 48-51, for a full picture of the state of suppression under which the educated found themselves.
(ii) The Al-Fajr Nucleus:

The students were willy-nilly drawn into politics. Indeed, the interest of the great majority of them in politics was so overwhelming that it is hard to overlook it in any treatment of this period. But for the sake of the literary nature of this research, let us concern ourselves with those students who had a natural disposition to literature. In the above described atmosphere one can safely assume that amidst the large group of students small groups of friends must have sprung up. Members of such groups would naturally be drawn together by mutual trust and similar attitudes. It is the present writer's belief that one of these small groups represented the nucleus of the Al-Fajr group in the College. This can be substantiated by the following facts: Firstly, outside the College - following the 1924 Rising - study groups of earnest men began to appear in the Three Towns and provincial cities. Hence, the presence of such groups inside the College under the inspiration of ex-colleagues who were active in public life is only a natural and logical development. It has been noted by one scholar that the mortality rate among these groups was high. A few of them survived, and among them was Al-Fajr. Its literary nature must have helped it to survive without any fear of the authorities. Secondly, there is evidence to prove the existence of such a nucleus though it did not assume any particular character. Two members of the Group have recorded that "The Group's inclinations were integrated during their study, their
attitudes were drawn together through their mutual readings and their views and ideals were unified by their common beliefs. ¹ Thirdly, there is more than one instance in which the members of Al-Fajr appear as closely associated friends during their study. For example, Maḥjūb and ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm refer to Yūsuf Al-Tinay, Maḥmūd Ḥamdī and M. ‘Ashrī Al-Sīdīq in Mawt Dunyā. It is also related how they, as friends, used to frequent one of the rare book shops (the Sudan Bookshop) in order to acquire English books and at the same time, admire the beauty of the lovely Greek girl who was in charge. Fourthly, on their graduation in 1929, Maḥjūb was asked to speak on behalf of his colleagues at the Welcome Party which was given by the old graduates in honour of the newly-fledged batch. ² This suggests that Maḥjūb was already reckoned as a leading figure. It also signifies that his literary abilities were well-known by then among his colleagues and friends. Further, the choice of Maḥjūb implies the existence of a close and intimate relationship between himself and, at least, a few of the graduate colleagues. Those few represented the nucleus of the Al-Fajr movement. Finally, following their graduation, the Group continued

¹. Maḥjūb and ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm, Mawt Dunyā, op. cit., p. 74 and p. 118.
². As usual, the party took place at the Omdurman Graduates' Club.
their literary activities. Fortunately we have been provided with a clear indication as to how they applied the new norms of criticism to the works of the traditional poets.¹ Even before that Maḥjūb and Al-Mubārak Ibrāhīm, a less known member, and presumably some other members had managed to contribute to the newspaper Al-Ḥadārā. Maḥjūb's article, for instance, in Al-Ḥadārā, issue no. 598, sometime in 1927, reflects signs of early intellectual maturity.² This shows that even during their college days, some members of the Group contributed something worthy of publication in one of the two newspapers which were in circulation at the time. If that was the case the assumption that there was a literary group of like-minded friends who gathered together at the College would not be hard to accept. It would indeed seem rather surprising if such a group did not exist.

(iii) The Group Amidst the Cross-Currents of Public Life, 1929-1934:

While the masses seemed fairly contented with the prevailing state of affairs in the late 1920s, the educated class were far from being satisfied. The so-called post-

1. See Mawt Dunyā, p. 95.
2. The article appears in Al-Adab al-Sūdānī wa-mā Yajib an Yakūn 'alīyah wa-Dīwān al-Ṭabī‘a by Ṭanbal, Beirut, 1972, pp. 41-6.
1924 generation was in a state of uncertainty and bewilderment. They felt that their country was passing through a difficult and most important phase in its modern history. Despite their deep sense of responsibility towards their country, they could neither participate in running its affairs nor prophesy the course its future would take. The matter was destined to rest entirely with the foreign administrators. The political status of the Sudan rested on the stipulations of the Anglo-Egyptian Agreement, the terms of which proved to be controversial and dubious. As a result, the two partners found it hard to agree with each other. Hence, the lengthy debates they were forced into on the meaning and purpose of the Agreement proved to be futile.  

This was reflected in the state of affairs in the Sudan. The educated became subjected to this process of interaction between the two partners, with Britain gaining an ever increasing power in the administration of the country and the subjugation of its people. As a result of their occupation under a single administration they began to develop a feeling of solidarity and became welded by common interests and aspirations. These factors, coupled with the Government's harsh attitude towards the educated, made the younger generation more and more aware of the question of co-operation with Egypt and Britain.

1. See M. 'Abd al-Rahim, Imperialism and Nationalism in the Sudan, pp. 29-38.
But the famous strike by the Gordon College students dealt a serious blow to the unity of the educated. In the wake of their dispute with the authorities over the retrenchment of the graduates' salaries, they emerged disunited.¹ No sooner had they rediscovered the importance of unity and organized action than splits within their ranks took place. The two camps which emerged were closely associated with the two 'Sayyids', and implied an obvious sectarian difference. Consistent with its internal policy, the government encouraged the feuds and competitions which were going on between the 'tariqas'. Further, as it was then practised, native administration based on tribalism had tended to create another form of religious sectarianism with which the younger educated class could not be reconciled. On these feuds and factions they turned their backs and joined one or the other of the study-circles which sprang up. Soon after when they had the opportunity of writing in the journals which appeared in the early and mid-thirties, they continued their attack on sectarianism and advocated the cause of national unity. Thus, matters were allowed to drift and get lost in the cross-currents of endless rivalry. The government was not prepared to allow any adequate measure of freedom of expression, except, of course,

¹. The world economic depression which started in 1929 had its effect on the Sudan. The retrenchment of salaries led to the famous strike of the Gordon College students in November, 1931.
for those with acceptable opinions.

On the literary scene the younger generation had its own differences with the older generation, the majority of whom were Shari'a judges and teachers of Arabic and Islamic religious sciences. The older generation was looked down as old-fashioned and rigid in their attitude towards life in general and Arabic literature in particular. As the younger generation appeared to have better chances of promotion in the Civil Service, they were considered a threat to the status of the older generation. The apparent change in life coupled with the daring endeavours of the younger poets and writers at literary innovation and social reform added to the anxiety of the old and made them dismiss the activities of their opponents as an attempt to undermine the established beliefs and norms of life as well as the sacred heritage of Arabic literature. Most indicative of this rift between the two is the vehement attack made by the older poets on the younger modernists whose faith in Islam and affinity to Arabism and the Arabic language were fiercely called into question. Even their loyalty to the Sudan and moral behaviour were not immune to attack.

At the Omdurman Graduates' Club the older generation were in command and always had the upper hand in the club's affairs. One incident which bears witness to this fact and highlights their disagreement with the younger generation is the row which took place in 1930 over an
article which appeared in Al-Ḥadāra, the pro-government paper. The older generation took advantage of their majority on the club's committee and capitalised on the incident. Certain members were charged with ill conduct and, to the satisfaction of the older members, one young member was dismissed from the club.¹

Being at odds with the conservative older generation and finding themselves at the mercy of a powerful and hostile government, the younger generation found it expedient to lie low for the time being. An effective outlet was required, particularly after the dramatic happenings of the recent past. The immediate post-1924 period witnessed the appearance of the colloquial patriotic song, but soon this form of expression gave way to serious discussions and study groups which were in most cases held in private.

From the cultural viewpoint the educated found themselves enchained by their social environment, yet through their education and private reading they were drawn to a wider outlook. This left them subject to conflicting ideas, beliefs and loyalties. The Western training they received was not intended to lead to an integrated character, or a developed spirit of work. What they needed was to be guided to an integration of the new world of science and technology with a system of ethics and religion which

¹. For further details see Mawt Dunyā, pp. 96-98.
would restore to their disoriented souls such serenity as would satisfy the whole man.

At the personal level, among the educated there emerged a group of young enthusiasts who entertained great hopes and ambitions. But, alas, neither their own means nor their rulers would make such hopes and aspirations attainable. They felt at a great loss and in most cases they were forced to retreat and detach themselves from public life. Sentiments of suffering, bewilderment, dissatisfaction and grievances could only be expressed in privacy and secrecy. At the private assemblies there was freedom in the wider sense of the word and when free the young could pursue their pleasures and joys and get some kind of consolation.

Thus it was not unnatural that many private assemblies and gatherings of young men should spring up in the late 1920s and early 30s.

(iv) The Search for Privacy:

A detailed look into the private world of some of the leading members of the Al-Fajr group may be of special significance and interest at this stage. By 'the private world' is meant those literary gatherings and private assemblies which ultimately led to the integration of the members of the Group and subsequently gave birth to their movement with the appearance of the magazine Al-Fajr. The private assemblies are interesting in view of the fact that at the time they represented a kind of social
phenomenon, being more than a novelty in Sudanese society. Although they were held in strict privacy many of the older generation took it upon themselves to attack such gatherings and described them as improper practices threatening the whole community.

The significance of these gatherings lies in the fact that under the prevailing circumstances they became important meeting-places for literary and political activities. So far as the Fajr group are concerned the assemblies acted as a catalyst which speeded up the process of intellectual polarization as well as that of understanding between many members of the Group. At those private gatherings many literary questions must have been raised and discussed at length. In privacy there was freedom and in the absence of conservatism with its aggressive attitude there was freedom of speech and behaviour as well. Such questions as prohibitable areas in poetry and literature could be dwelt upon in detail at liberty. Amorous and wine poems constituted an essential part in most of these assemblies.

It is worth mentioning that not all the study groups and private assemblies were of the same nature. They could be classified into three types:

1. Study groups held at the participants' homes in turn. These are characterized by their academic nature. No drinks or female companions were available. They usually took place during the College vacations.

2. Gatherings in the open air; preferably under the
moonlight. There was a kind of freedom although it was curtailed by the very fact that such meetings were held in the open. These can best be associated with the period of adolescence.

3. **The literary salons (al-sālūnāt al-adabiyya).** They were held indoors and most commonly in houses of ill fame. The presence of a hostess or a young woman was essential in these salons. The atmosphere was more than relaxed. It would not be unfair to describe it as erotic and unchaste in most cases. Apparently singing and drinking were characteristic of these assemblies. Those belonging to Al-Fajr were able to take part in such salons after their graduation from the Gordon Memorial College. It is worth noting that the term 'literary salon' sounds somewhat sophisticated. In the late 1920s and early 30s it was rather new and it was known to a few of the literary devotees of the time. It may also be noted here that 'pleasure' innocent or otherwise, formed an essential ingredient in these gatherings.

Most famous of these literary salons are those of Fawz and Waḥld, which are the nicknames of the two hostesses who became associated with the assemblies of Khalil Farah, the famous singer of the time and M.A. Mahjub and Ḥab al-Halīm and others respectively.

It is important to add that common to all three types was the interest in the arts and literature. But apart from that each of the three had its own preoccupations. Khalil Farah’s circle, for example, was
predominantly concerned with politics, and most of its members had some connection with the 1924 Rising. Wahîd's salon, on the other hand, was dominated by literature. A confidential informant has told the present writer that Wahîd was an attractive intelligent young lady who often participated in the discussions of her guests.

These three respective types of assembly may be viewed in relation to the stages of life in general. As such each of them corresponds to one stage or another in the development of the members of the Al-Fajr group. The Group passed through each stage, but certain members may have taken part in more than one assembly at a time. Mahjûb and others, for instance, had another gathering which was associated with Ibrâhîm 'Abd al-Jallîl, the well known singer.

To gain an insight into the nature of these salons let us refer to Hasan Najîla who has devoted a considerable part of his book Malâmiḥ to a description of these assemblies. He furnishes us with a contemporary record of events: "Our society during that time was devoid of any public entertainments. It was a dreary life except for those private assemblies where pleasure could be stolen."¹

In part 12 of Mawt Dunyâ (pp. 66-73) we are left in no doubt as to the identity of one of the hostesses at whose house the gathering took place. The hostess is an unchaste

¹. Malâmiḥ, op. cit., p. 189.
woman whose salon is frequented by men from different walks of life. In addition to men of letters whom she receives she retains strong connections with important and influential figures in society. "She wondered at the phenomenal feature in the life of my generation. All of them [she observed] talked about literature, beauty and love with all the wantonness, impudence and pleasure - innocent and sensual - that can be thought of." It was unavoidable to be frank with the woman and explain to her that they "were begotten of the years of desolation. When we entered the College the time of hardships had already started. Dreariness was reflected in every aspect of life: financially, socially, politically and literarily." The repercussions of the dramatic happenings of the recent past were still there. It was a time of disillusionment and despair and "it was inevitable that a new kind of thinking should emerge." "We aspired for freedom which was beyond our reach. In our state of deprivation we sought beauty and freedom and became attached to literature since it is the means to freedom and beauty." 

In other words these assemblies represented a necessary outlet for the energies and suppressed desires of many of the younger people at that time. In view of all this, to

1. Mawt Dunya, pp. 69-70.
2. Ibid., same pages.
3. Ibid., p. 70.
the daring young members of Al-Fajr, the gatherings represented a kind of oasis in the arid life they found themselves in. To such salons they would flock to enjoy themselves away from the restrictions of public life and society. At such private and secret gatherings they could dabble in politics, drink, sing, discuss literary questions or recite poetry and flirt with intelligent, good-natured and uninhibited young women.

In view of the pleasures which were 'stolen' at these salons in a society which can be described as very conservative and segregated, it was inevitable that the question of morals should pose itself to the members of Al-Fajr. The members, for their part, were true believers in the arts and literature. They believed that art is the essence of life and literature cannot flourish in the absence of freedom, beauty and joy. Hence it did not take them long to find a consolatory answer to the question of morals. History provided them with many examples and parallels. They could think of, for instance, the fabulous assemblies of Harūn Al-Rashīd, the 'Abbāsid caliph, who took delight in the singing of Ishāq Al-Mawṣillī and Abū Nuwās' poetic recitations in an atmosphere which was redolent of romance, art and beauty. Despite all that the caliph - it has been recorded - would not go to sleep until he had performed a prayer of one hundred ṭālt. Such gatherings

1. Ibid, p. 25.
have always promoted and elevated literature. There are also the famous literary debates of the Ummayyad dynasty which are closely associated with Sukayna Bint Al-Ḥusayn. In modern times the well-known literary salons in 18th century France could also be cited. These are but a few examples which the Group could think of, and they were good enough to vindicate their case and justify their venture.

(v) The Final Evolution:

The year 1929 is a landmark in the history of the Group. With the graduation of Mahjūb and others from the College and their commission into public and civil life, a new and important phase in the formation of the Group had started. Although until then the members did not assume any name which might give them a kind of identity, it was through their gatherings, in public and private, their literary activities and tendencies and the close friendship which was apparently binding them together that the public became aware of them as a distinct group whose members were closely knit by their common stand on life and literature:

"No sooner had we moved into public life than we were faced by difficulties. We realized that society was different from what we had expected. Neither did it welcome our views nor did it attach any importance to high ideals."¹ So two prominent figures in the Group have

1. Ibid., p. 100.
observed describing their early experience in public life. They discovered that the educated lived in an atmosphere of mistrust and intrigues. They were aiming for an immediate change in life and literature, but the first response was not only discouraging but their views were denied and their high ideals met with sarcasm from their own predecessors, their ex-colleagues. Their efforts were dismissed as mere signs of immaturity and inexperience.

But the young enthusiasts were not put off. They were determined to fight it out to the end. A year had passed and a new batch of graduates made its way to public life and joined the vigorous intellectual struggle which was going on at the Omdurman Club. This new batch gave strength and support to the movement of modernism with the result that the younger members became more and more outspoken in their views. There were signs of success and the Group were able to advocate their ideas and modern attitudes. The older generation decided to lie low for the time being. It was an undeclared truce between the two sides, and certain measures of freedom for the younger members were allowed. The latter seized the chance and launched a bitter attack on the traditionalists and their obsolete ideas, by criticizing their poetry and applying the new norms of literary criticism to their poems and unveiling the weaknesses and defects contained in them. That short-lived period of relative success was enhanced by the election of a few young members to the club's committee. Hence, there was an intensification of the
Group's literary and cultural activities.

The incident relating to the Al-Ḥadāra article in 1930 showed how vulnerable the modernists - including the Al-Fajr group - were. Further reprisals by the embittered older generation could be expected. The rift between the two camps became greater after the end of the Gordon College strike in October 1931. The deep division among the graduates was vigorously reflected in the Omdurman Club's elections late in the year. The modernists found it necessary to unite in the face of the conservatives. A small party comprising the Al-Fajr members and other sympathetic elements was formed. The existence of the party and its aims became known to the educated class at large. This was the first time that the future members of Al-Fajr in collaboration with others had publicly proclaimed themselves as a separate body whose main concern was to campaign in and win the club's elections. As far as the election issue is concerned the party had no success. Many squabbles between the two camps followed and ultimately the authorities intervened, apparently with the encouragement of the older members who were in command of the club. The newly-formed party of young members were

1. Maḥjūb and ʿAbd al-Ḥalīm in Mawt Dunyā have recorded that the first meeting of the small party took place at the home of a friend in Abūrawf in the east end of Omdurman, but no date has been given.
greatly dismayed and - in view of the improper practices
of the committee - they decided to withdraw from the
club altogether.¹

The defeated party did not break up immediately. It
seems that they decided to continue their activities
privately. For the future Al-Fajr protagonists, the
separation from the Graduates' Club proved to be of great
cultural benefit. During their self-imposed solitude
they were immersed in serious reading and thinking. Their
readings included 18th and 19th century English literary
criticism as well as the 'Lake Poets'. The protagonists
also had time to read ancient and modern Arabic literature.
The result of all this appeared in the Group's contribution
to the magazine Al-Nahda which first appeared in October
1931. They became its most prominent writers and at one
time two members of Al-Fajr, 'Arafat Muhammed 'Abd Allah
and Muhammed Ahmad Mahjub were in charge of the magazine.²

Despite all this the group of friends were passing
through a state of boredom and restlessness. They were
convinced that true and immortal literature could only
draw from the people's life. 'Arafat, their oldest
member, noticed this state of boredom. Experienced and
practical as he always was, he put forward the idea of

¹ See Mawt Dunya, p. 120.
² See Al-Sihafa al-Sudaniyya fî Nişf Qarn, op. cit.,
pp. 136 and 138.
forming a private small group which would concern itself with the arts and literature. The suggestion met with a warm and enthusiastic welcome and 'The Arts and Literature Society' was set up. This was by no means an organized society with offices and a constitution or regulations as the name might suggest. It was no different from the usual private gatherings which the early 1930s witnessed. But the fact that it was given a name is of significance. The Group was becoming more and more aware of its identity and hence its members thought it most appropriate to give a name to their group, however limited its activities might be.

It is possible that this group was known by another name, i.e. 'The Intellectual Awakening Society' (Jam‘iyyat al-Nahda al-Fikriyya). According to investigations carried out by the present writer this was a continuation of the party of modernists who fought the elections together. An informed source has provided a list of names of those who formed the society. The list includes: 'Arafat M. ‘Abd Allâh, Muhammad A. Maḥjūb, the two ‘Ashrīs, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Muḥammad, Yūsuf Muṣṭafā Al-Tinay, Al-Sīd Al-Fīl, Edward ‘Āṭiyya, Muḥammad Zakī Muṣṭafā, Ibrāhīm Yūsuf Sulaymān, Ḥasan Al-Kid, Ḥusayn Al-Kid, Khidr Ḥamad and others.

There are very slight variations between the Jamā‘at al-Ādāb wa‘l-Funūn and Jam‘iyyat al-Nahda al-Fikriyya regarding the name and the initiation of each society. According to Maḥjūb and ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm’s account in Mawt Dunyā it was ‘Arafat who put forward the idea of forming
the 'Arts and Literature Group' where as the suggestion to form the 'Intellectual Awakening Society' was made by 'Abd Allah 'Ashrī Al-Ṣiddīq. But the fact remains that the aims of each were the same and they were of a purely academic nature. Both accounts give similar reasons for dispersal of the group or society. Mahjūb and 'Abd al-Ḥalīm relate that short talks on Shakespeare, the theatre and the short story were given at the gatherings of the group. 'Abd Allah 'Ashrī has confirmed this and recalled other subjects of discussion: M.A. Mahjūb talked about 'High Ideals', Idward 'Atiyya on Shakespeare, Ḥammād Tawfīq on the Al-Gezira Scheme and 'Abd Allah 'Ashrī presented a paper in English entitled 'Emotion and Revelation are Impossible Avenues of the Knowledge of Truth'.

As was characteristic of such private gatherings at the time the group or society lasted for a very short time. The first eight on the list, presumably with others, resumed their activities in private as usual. As most of them lived in the Al-Mawrada or Al-Ḥāshmāb quarters their gathering came to be identified by the name Tajammuʿ al-Ḥāshmāb. The others, on the other hand, came to be known as Tajammuʿ al-Abūrawfiyyīn

1. 'Abd Allah 'A. Al-Siddīq, Recorded Interview, Omdurman, December, 1977.

2. Al-Ḥāshmāb is said to be a part of Al-Mawrada quarter in the south part of Omdurman.
The Hashmāb gathering maintained its existence, or at least the links between its members, until 1934, when under the leadership of 'Arafāt Muḥammad 'Abd Allāh they launched the magazine Al-Fajr.
CHAPTER III

THE MAGAZINE AL-FAJR

Emergence:

Al-Fajr was launched on Saturday, the second of June, 1934, as a fortnightly magazine dedicated to the service of literature, the arts and general culture. By this time economic conditions inside the Sudan had improved somewhat. The retrenchment of the salaries of the graduates was ended and as a result the financial climate was more favourable for the landing of a new journal. In addition a change of attitude on the part of the authorities was apparent. The alarm caused by the events of 1924 had subsided and the ambitions of Germany and Italy dictated a more conciliatory attitude towards the leaders of opinion in the Sudan as elsewhere in the Empire. Some of the more stringent measures were modified and in this changed atmosphere it became more possible for the Al-Fajr group to launch the journal than before. The government seemed prepared to allow a certain measure of freedom of expression and educated Sudanese began to feel the need for a national magazine, or paper, which would fill the gap in the intellectual and social life of the country and give expression to their hopes and aspirations.

As an indication of the level of Sudanese journalistic activities at this time it may be mentioned that only one
paper was still in existence. Ḥaḍārat al-Ṣudān, or Al-Ḥaḍāra for short, was launched in 1918 as a weekly paper, and in 1922 managed to appear twice a week. It was mainly concerned with social and political affairs. In its early years (1918-1924) its writings were closely associated with the two sayyids - ‘Abd al-Rahmān Al-Mahdī and ‘Alī Al-Mirghanī - and their views about the Sudanese question.

In 1924 the government took the paper over and from then on it became a semi-official paper expressing the views and attitudes of those who were in authority, its successive editors being chosen from the civil service. As a result freedom of expression in Al-Ḥaḍāra was greatly curbed and educated Sudanese were far from being contented with what was published in it. During its early years and for a few years after the government take-over, the paper was edited by Ḥusayn Sharīf, the first Sudanese journalist to run a newspaper. Ten years after his death the government decided to close down the paper and in 1938 Al-Ḥaḍāra ceased to be published.

In June 1934, a short time after the appearance of Al-Fajr, the periodical Al-Ṣudān was revived under the editorship of the two shaykhs ‘Abd al-Rahmān Aḥmad and Aḥmad Al-Sayyid Al-Sawākinī.¹

Al-Ṣid‘ān followed in August of the same year and became

¹. Al-Ṣudān was launched in 1903 as the first newspaper in the Sudan. It disappeared in 1925.
the first daily newspaper to be published in the Sudan. It was edited by an Egyptian archaeologist, Ḥasan 'Subḥān.

To the members of the Al-Fajr group the launching of the journal was a great happening which meant the realization of a long-cherished dream. But they were also aware that it was only the start of their long endeavour to bring about the desired change in the life and literature of the Sudanese people and contribute towards the cause of their progress and civilization.

With the emergence of the magazine Al-Fajr a fully conscious literary movement began for the first time in Sudanese history. The signs of this movement were already to be seen and were clearly reflected in the Group's writings in the short-lived magazine Al-Nahḍa, which did not survive long enough to bear much fruit. The role of Al-Nahḍa was taken over by Al-Fajr, whose emergence was but a resumption of the message which had already been started. To the pen and efforts of 'Arafat Muḥammad 'Abd Allāh, the editor of Al-Fajr, Al-Nahḍa owed a great deal. 'Arafat and his close friend Mahjūb took part both in its editing and administration. The leader of the Group had always hoped that Al-Nahḍa would survive its editor and proprietor Muḥammad 'Abdū al-Rūsh, but much to his disappointment the periodical never appeared again. To him the disappearance of Al-Nahḍa meant the silencing of a noble and incomplete message in a country which needed the efforts of its enlightened men more than most. To fill this gap in the edifice of the country's national
regeneration and meet the needs felt by the aspiring younger generation 'Arafat decided to shoulder the responsibility and with the help and encouragement of his intimate friends launched the magazine Al-Fajr.

Objectives:

The objectives of the journal were set out in the editorial of its first issue. This editorial may be regarded as a manifesto of the Al-Fajr group and is quoted in full:

Praise be to God who has guided us, for we would not have been rightly guided had not God guided us. And blessing and peace be upon the chosen one of His creation, the deliverer of the true message, and upon his family and the companions and followers and upon all the prophets and messengers.

Here is our paper in the hands of the reader. In it, to the best of our ability, there is a true picture of the principles in which we believe in serving the cause of literature, the arts and general culture. Our ultimate goal is to render a service to the Sudanese people and the Arabic language. The common good is our guiding principle. We shall uphold the word of justice whatever the consequences may be. Neither by subservience nor submission are we bound up with any particular grouping or individual in word or in deed.

This paper is meant for men of letters, poets and
reformers from among our people as well as from other sister Arab countries. In it they will find a wide field to exercise their pens and a show-case for their thoughts as they aspire as we do to the promotion of culture and the support of literary, artistic and moral reform which is meant to enlighten the mind and comfort the soul.

It is not a paper for the proponents of dissension or partisanship; nor is it a tool for siding with one party against another. It is committed to promoting Arabic literature, spreading the light of knowledge and dispelling the clouds of ignorance, removing partisanship and animosity; these evils from which the East has suffered from the dawn of history.

This is our paper; drawing its objectives and features from the very name we have given it. It is our cherished hope that it will be a true dawn which will soon be followed by a bright morn and a radiant day, the healing rays of whose sun will spread out and exterminate the germs of ignorance, animosity, partisanship, backwardness and stagnation, and regenerate in us and in our descendants a new spirit and zeal which will free us from the fetters of tradition which have checked our progress at a time when the innovators and great fighters have pushed their way along the path of advancement and civilization.

I think that it will be well to answer certain charges even though I have not yet been confronted with them in person. It is rumoured in certain circles that under the pretex of rejuvenation this magazine intends to obliterate
all that is old in Arabic literature, whether good or bad and that it has only been created in order to discredit the history of the Arabic language and propagate an undesired innovation merely from an attachment to the literature, art and morals of the Europeans. May I say to these people and those who believe in what they say that the idea of innovation does not mean demolition or destruction and that in literature and the arts one cannot totally ignore or overlook the established tradition. The rich and fertile heritage of Arabic will always receive the greatest care, attention and respect of which we are capable. Furthermore, we would like to emphasise to them that it is unavoidable for us to read and study foreign literatures, and that our most important task is to solve our own problems before making an offering to the rich Europeans whose bellies are full of delicious food and drink of broken millet.

This is our course, and we call people to it by reason and exhortation and argue it in a seemly manner, and we offer our hand to every worker in the service of reform, and God is our guide on the right path.¹

Shift of Emphasis:

Late in 1934, when Sir Stewart Symes was appointed Governor General, a change in the policy of Al-Fajr became imminent. Being concerned about the mounting Nazi-Fascist

campaign to woo the colonial peoples of the British and French empires and its possible effect on the growing nationalism of the Sudanese, the newly-appointed Governor decided that it was expedient to reduce pressure. In about April, 1935 the editor of Al-Fajr was informed that censorship of journals and newspapers had been lifted and that editors could publish whatever they wished on their own responsibility. Accordingly in issue number 19 dated May 1, 1935, the editor of Al-Fajr announced that the magazine was from then on making 'a called-for departure in objectives and subject matter.' While in the past it had been devoted to the arts and literature Al-Fajr's main concern was now to be with the social and political life of the country. From this issue onward the Arabic editorial was regularly translated into English with the translation appearing at the back of each issue. This pattern was slightly changed in volume three where the English text appeared on the same page alongside the Arabic version. The reason for translating the editorial article was obviously to keep those in authority and the foreigners in general informed about the younger generation's ideas and views on the different aspects of Sudanese life. It is worth noting that the policy of translating an article - or more - into English was not an entirely new practice in the Sudan. As early as 1904 a similar step had been taken by the newspaper Al-Sudan, which issued a summary of its contents in English in order to attract non-Arab readers and hence increase its circulation.
The change in policy - or rather the shift of emphasis - prompted a kind of modification in form and subject matter: "In form and editorial organization," writes the editor of Al-Fajr, "we are to follow as closely as we can, the traditions of the best known English weeklies. For this purpose we have gained the service of some young writers - all from the younger generation - each to take charge of one section. Thus the editorial task is to be discharged with real individual and collective responsibility."¹ The editorial goes on to clarify the new turn in its policy:

"What do we stand for? What is our policy? may be reasonably asked. Obviously we are not entirely satisfied with the present run of things, and we definitely wish to stand for a new order of intelligent reform, and a steady progressive life along our own lines, guided by the permanent and intrinsic lessons of the cultural heritage of the human race. We wish to see the young enlightened generation taking an active part in the affairs of their country, certainly not in the notorious, facile, negative, irresponsible way; but in a truly civic temper and real responsibility."²

The independent and neutral stand of the Group has

². Ibid.
been stressed once more. "Let it be affirmed at the very outset that we hold no brief for any social or political system .... We adhere to no party or a group already existing or having the faintest shadow of existence. Indeed our role will be to a large extent—in so far as it is humanly possible—to see things steady, and to see them whole, away from and above the sectarian, the partial and the prejudiced outlook."¹ The manner in which they would endeavour to get their ideas across to their readers would be one of nobleness and friendliness. "Our means in making our viewpoint effective will not be through shouting, agitating, or the running down of a person, a group or a class. We shall welcome co-operation in our avowed purposes, from whatever quarter it may come."² Tolerant and considerate as the editors promised they would be, they were convinced that there was nothing more effective in preserving the best in the old as well as in the new as free and critical expression.

Editing:

As far as the editing of the journal is concerned it has to be pointed out that Al-Fajr had no editorial staff of its own who were wholly devoted to this task.

---

1. Ibid.
2. Ibid.
Indeed, it was not humanly or financially possible for it to achieve such a thing in those early days of journalism in the Sudan. In view of the fact that he was not a government employee, 'Arafat was able to devote all his time to Al-Fajr, and he was virtually in charge of everything. But this should in no way detract from the great help which he received from his close friends; above all Muhammad Ahmad Mahjub.

Indeed it was that group of friends, headed by 'Arafat, who actually represented the editorial staff of Al-Fajr. All of them — with the exception of 'Arafat — preferred not to have their names published or mentioned. As usual they used to meet privately and discuss matters relating to their journal. From the present writer's investigations the following names seem to have taken part in the editing of Al-Fajr at one stage or another: Muhammad Ahmad Mahjub, Yusuf Muṣṭafā Al-Tinay, Muḥammad ‘Ashrī Al-Ṣiddīq, ‘Abd al-Ḥalīm Muḥammad Al-Sīd Al-Fīl, and ‘Abd-Allāh Ashrī Al-Ṣiddīq and Al-Tijānī Yusuf Bashīr. With the exception of the last two, they were all in the civil service and it was unavoidable that they had to work at night beside 'Arafat. It has to be stressed that they were all very enthusiastic about the laborious task of editing the journal and that the work was done quite willingly and gratuitously.

After the death of 'Arafat, Ahmad Yusuf Hashim became the editor in charge. Although Hashim was not a prominent member of the Group, it was inevitable that he should be
entrusted with the responsibility, since he was self-employed and the law at the time did not permit any government employee to edit a newspaper or magazine.

The Collection of Al-Fajr:

The publication of Al-Fajr extended from the 2nd of June, 1934 to the 16th of August, 1937. Short as this span may seem, it has been made even shorter by the fact that the periodical ceased to be published temporarily after issue number 4, volume 2, dated October 1, 1935. Its publication was resumed seventeen months later on March 1, 1937, under the editorship of Ahmad Yusuf Hashim. 'Arafat, the founder, was presumably ill during that period of cessation and his subsequent death occurred on Thursday the 23rd of July, 1936.

The Central House for Records (Dar al-Watha'iq al-Markaziyya) in Khartoum managed to collect and republish all issues of Al-Fajr which became available to its researching staff in 1969. It was through the help of people who were either closely associated with the Al-Fajr group or those who were contemporaries of Al-Fajr that the task was accomplished. In all the House managed to get hold of copies of forty different issues of the magazine. These have been collected into three volumes according to the year of publication:

Volume One comprises the first 24 issues, which appeared between June 2, 1934 and August 1, 1935. There are four books in this volume, each of which contains six
consecutive issues.

Volume Two consists of four issues compiled in one book, appearing between the 17th of August and the 1st of October, 1935.

Volume Three comprises 12 issues from March 1, 1937 to August 16, 1937.

Volumes One and Two are representative of *Al-Fajr* in its first era under the editorship of 'Arafāt, Volume Three, on the other hand, represents the second era in the magazine's life when Aḥmad Yūsuf Hāshim became the editor in charge.

In the course of his research the present author came to suspect that some issues of *Al-Fajr* might still be missing. Personal contacts were made with historians and other prominent figures who had close associations with *Al-Fajr* in order to clarify the matter. The cause of this suspicion was the relatively long period of time during which the magazine disappeared, or, at any rate, during which no trace of any issue of *Al-Fajr* could be found. 'Arafāt died on July 23, 1936, and the last and latest issue of *Al-Fajr* during its first era is dated October 1, 1935. In other words the publication of the journal ceased nine months before the death of 'Arafāt. This period of cessation seems too long even if one takes into account the proprietor's prolonged illness and the gradual deterioration in his health.

On the opening page of issue number 2, volume 3, dated March 1937, appears a portrait of the deceased.
Under this appears a copy of the text of the announcement of his death which was published in the issue of *Al-Fajr* dated July 23, 1936. This is rather puzzling, since such an issue is missing from the present collection of the magazine. Further, it is possible that another issue is missing. 'Abd Allâh 'Ashrî Al-Şiddîq, who was once an active member of the Group, told the story of a famous and inflammatory poem which was composed by Šâlih 'Abd al-Qâdir and published in *Al-Fajr* in its early days. The poem was said to have caused much controversy in Egypt because of its unfriendly and almost insulting attitude towards the Egyptian people. Ḥasan Najîla, now a prominent and influential writer, has given an identical account of the incident and related how many Egyptian subscribers to *Al-Fajr* in the Sudan and Egypt returned that issue which contained the fiery poem in protest and disapproval. When Najîla learnt that the poem and perhaps the issue in question was missing his response was one of surprise and disappointment.

To this may be added the fact that in its recent index to the collection of *Al-Fajr* the House of Records cast a shadow of doubt upon the completeness of the collection of the magazine by hinting that there were more issues to be reproduced.

It can be concluded that some issues of *Al-Fajr*, especially in the first era, are still missing. As regards the period of cessation extending from July 23, 1936 to March 1, 1937, the reasons for this seem quite plausible.
The periodical ceased to be published mainly because of the many difficulties and problems which the colleagues of 'Arafat had to deal with. Most pressing was the financial problem which became more and more acute with the passage of time. Apart from this, the Group realized that none of them was eligible to edit the magazine and the question of who would take up the responsibility of editing Al-Fajr must have taken considerable time to settle.

Format and General Pattern:

In its early days Al-Fajr appeared in book form and was approximately 6.5" x 9" in size. After the period of cessation the journal emerged in a bigger size of 8.5" x 12". It is not certain whether the covers of Al-Fajr were in white or any other colour. In the reproduction made by Dar al-Wathā'iq al-Markaziyya those of volumes one and two are in light blue. Volume three has an orange cover. On the front cover of each book of volumes one and two there is a simple drawing showing the half-rising sun. But a similar emblematic drawing does not appear on the inside first page of any issue, nor is it to be found on the outside cover of volume three or the inside pages of any of its issues.

On the top of page one of every issue the particulars identifying the journal follow one general pattern.\(^1\) Below

\(^1\) See photo-copy of a specimen title page on p. 313 of this thesis.
that appears the editorial article under the heading Hadîth Al-Fajr. The table of contents appears regularly at the back of the magazine after the English translation of the editorial. Here are the contents of Issue Number One (volume one) which consists of 48 pages: the Al-Fajr Address, Al-Fajr, Sâfû (Sappho), A brief talk about the Literary Movement, Studies: Sâliḥ 'Abd al-Qâdir, a poet lacking in artistry, David's Psalm (poems; the first issue contains seven of them), The Story: The Old Friends, The Echo of Society, From the Depths of History: Al-Mu'tamid ibn 'Abbâd, Facts from Life, To the Editor of Al-Fajr (correspondence).

The following became regular features in the first 18 issues:

One literary study, or more. The article could be of a critical or historical nature, or a review of a book, David's Psalm, The Echo of Society, The Story and/or The White Screen, Al-Fajr and its Readers. The editorial was a permanent feature and it always had a heading of its own.

Following the announced change in policy certain modifications took place as from issue number 19 (volume one). The following became prominent sections in the paper:

The Sudan in the Light of Al-Fajr, The World in the Light of Al-Fajr, Fi'il-Quṭr al-Shaqîq, The Arts and Literature, which embodied the Group's literary ideas and beliefs; Sciences, the Story and Correspondence to Al-Fajr, David's Psalm, the section for poetry disappeared,
but poems continued to be published in different places and were relatively fewer in number. 'The Cinema and Theatre' replaced the 'White Screen' section. Thamarat al-Matābi' (The product of the presses), appeared occasionally. Some new books appearing under this heading were reviewed very briefly.

Reception At Home:

Al-Fajr was met with enthusiasm and a warm welcome from its readers at home and abroad. In the Sudan it was greeted by the rising generation as the articulate body which to a great extent reflected their ideas, hopes and aspirations. Its appearance filled a gap in the intellectual and social life of the educated. The independent stand of the journal together with the modernistic attitude of its writers and their moral courage contributed very much towards its popularity among the younger generation. In Al-Fajr they were provided with a reservoir of literary knowledge and general culture since the periodical was entirely devoted to this end. Furthermore, they were provided with the opportunity to write and express their views on life and literature. Such an opportunity was severely limited in Al-Hadāra, the only other paper whose preoccupations and interests were far from being literary.

This warm reception which Al-Fajr received was expressed in many letters and poems of welcome from its readers all over the country. Most expressive of this welcoming attitude was perhaps the letter published in
Another very eloquent letter was sent by Yahyā Al-Fādīl. Mention should also be made of the supporting and encouraging letter sent by Ahmad Muḥammad Ṣāliḥ, an outstanding traditional poet. Indeed, his may well be taken as a friendly gesture from the older generation at large.¹

When Al-Fajr changed its policy with the result that less emphasis was placed on literature, one contributor objected to this change. He expressed the view that Al-Fajr had been more enjoyable and useful in its early form than it was after the change. He was convinced that there were many of its readers from other parts of the Arab world who shared his view and who were impressed by the standard of its previous literary publications. He maintained that through the publications of Al-Fajr such readers were also able to acquaint themselves with the cultural and literary movement which was going on in the Sudan.²

Hundreds of young men from all over the Sudan were attracted to the magazine and began to take an ever increasing interest in what was published in it. Many of them were anxious to contribute to it. The number of its subscribers reached 1500 by the 1st of August 1935,

¹ Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 2, pp. 45-46.
² Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 21, p. 1002.
which was a very impressive achievement by the standards of those days. Even late in the 1940s it was not possible for the proprietors of the newspaper Al-Ra'y al-'Amm to make such an achievement. ¹

However, after the change of policy the demand for Al-Fajr became even greater. This fact was highlighted by the warm public reception given to 'Arafat when he visited the town of 'Aţbara sometime before August 1935.

Reception Abroad:

There is little evidence to suggest that Al-Fajr was widely read in the Arab world. But one may safely assume that it was known in many parts of it. The editors of Al-Fajr and a few of their Arab counterparts were in the habit of exchanging copies of the magazines which they edited. Among these were the periodical Al-Fajr which was published in Palestine, Al-Majalla, which was edited by Salâmâ Mûsâ and Al-Risâla which was run by Âhmad Ḥasan Al-Zayyât. The latter two were published in Egypt.

By and large, it was in Egypt that the magazine enjoyed its greatest relative popularity. This was mainly because of the special relationship between Egypt and the Sudan and partly also due to the fact that Al-Fajr represented a new literary movement in a country which had long

¹. Ḥasan Najîla, Recorded interview, Khartoum, December, 1977.
standing cultural ties with Egypt. The Sudanese had been dependent on Egyptian writings for a long period of time, and now that a small enterprising group had emerged as an embodiment of the younger generation's views it was only fair and appropriate that Egyptian readers should pay attention to what they had to say and acquaint themselves with their literary production. What chiefly encouraged the Egyptian reading public to pay attention to *Al-Fajr* was the fact that a few of these Sudanese writers had already captured their attention by the appreciable literary contribution which they had made to some of Egypt's periodicals. Mahjub, for example, had some of his poems published in Apollo and Muḥammad 'Ashrī Al-Siddiq was the first writer to review and criticize Ṣundūq al-Dunyā by Al-Mazīnī in the weekly *Al-Siyāsa*.

Against this background it was not unnatural that many Egyptian readers became interested in the writings of *Al-Fajr* and subscribed to it. This was highlighted by the fact that many of the subscribers returned their copies of the issue containing Ṣāliḥ 'Abd al-Qādir's controversial poem.

As regards literary contributions, seven Egyptian writers have contributed to *Al-Fajr*. Among them are Muḥammad 'Abd al-Qādir Ḥamza and Ḥasan Subḥī, the first of whom was the editor of *Al-Balāgh*. The two took part in discussing the issue of Sudanese national literature which was taken up by Muḥammad Ahmad Mahjūb. Further,
Al-Māzīnī, the prominent writer, responded to the two-part critical essay on his poetry which was published in Al-Fajr by M.A. Al-Siddīq.¹ A copy of Al-Māzīnī's reply appeared in Al-Fajr.² Some of the contributions to Al-Fajr proved to be of an exceptionally high standard. To the Egyptian readers it was something beyond their expectations, so much so that Al-Siyāsa republished some of the material which appeared in Al-Fajr twice without the consent of the editor or even mentioning the name of the journal. The editor of Al-Fajr expressed his concern about the incidents and drew the attention of the editor of Al-Siyāsa to the impropriety of such practices.³

Another example which bears witness to the popularity of Al-Fajr among Egyptian writers and to the great esteem in which it was held, is the fact that many of them used to present its editor with copies of their newly-published works. Short reviews of such books appeared in Al-Fajr from time to time.⁴ Further, the emergence of Al-Fajr was welcomed by the Egyptian Mail as well as Al-Balāgh.

---

4. See, for example, vol. 1, issue 8, pp. 412-413 and vol. 1, issue 11, pp. 509-510.
General Lines and Views:

The general lines of \textit{Al-Fajr} and the literary views advocated in it derive from the set objectives of the magazine. As such they are in conformity with these objectives and are geared to fulfilling them. The following constitute the underlying principles in the policy of \textit{Al-Fajr}.

(a) \textbf{Moderation}:

One of the underlying features of the writing in \textit{Al-Fajr} is its moderation. This was dictated by the editors' own circumstances; religious, social and cultural. So far as literature is concerned this line has been stressed and highlighted in many instances in the magazine. In volume 1, issue 20, pp. 943-4, under the subtitle 'A Serious Phenomenon', the writer expresses his belief in a literary movement which is neither dependent on the output of the West nor confined to the realms of the classical heritage of the Arabs. Such an independent and creative movement should be allowed to draw from both literatures.

On an earlier occasion (volume 1, issue 2, p. 76) there is a genuine and direct call upon the older generation to take part in the new movement by contributing to \textit{Al-Fajr}. This moderate attitude persisted throughout the lifespan of the periodical. In volume 3, issue 3, dated April 1, 1937, the editor of the 'Arts and Literature'
section expresses the view that the younger generation - whom Al-Fajr represents - are fully aware of the important role which the older poets have played in the literary development of the Sudan. But he regrets the fact that the Shuyukh are standing aloof while their experience, skill and guidance are urgently needed by the younger poets.1

As far as their ambition to instruct and guide the younger poets was concerned, the editors of Al-Fajr maintained that they did not intend to disappoint those beginners to the extent of breaking their tender hearts or distressing their ambitious souls. But, at the same time, the magazine could not allow literary criticism to be reduced to mere flattery which - although it might save the younger poets' pride - was bound to be misleading and breed self-conceit.

(b) Standard of Writing:

Al-Fajr endeavoured to set an example of good writing. All its editors stood very firm throughout on the question of maintaining a high quality in everything they published in the magazine. When the first issue came out Al-Fajr appeared in an overwhelmingly literary guise, so much so

1. Al-Fajr, pp. 81-84.
that some of its critics thought that the standard of what was published was far beyond the intellectual abilities of the general public and that it looked as if it was intended to be read by its own editors. But the latter were determined to proceed along the lines which they had set out. This insistence on a high quality in the published material prompted the editors to adopt a highly selective attitude to the readers' contributions. In a country like the Sudan such a hard line could only be met with disapproval and indignation. It naturally followed that in its early days Al-Fajr was fiercely criticized by some of the somewhat dismayed readers and writers. More distasteful was the fact that such criticism was published not in Al-Fajr as might be expected, but in the other two papers; Al-Ḥaḍāra and Al-Ṣūdān.

Nevertheless, the editors of Al-Fajr remained convinced that in order to succeed and achieve their objectives it was inevitable for them to raise the standard of their magazine above those generally prevailing among the population at large. To them this attitude had nothing to do with intellectual arrogance. A true writer would have to elevate his readers to his enlightened world of thoughts and ideas and not to descend to their state of ignorance, common beliefs and superstitions. ¹

The editors kept themselves constantly aware of the paramount importance of maintaining the high standard of their journal, for in addition to educating and enlightening their fellow citizens they hoped to reflect a good image of their literary movement in the rest of the Arab world; especially Egypt, Syria and Palestine.¹

It is interesting to note that consistently with its general line, Al-Fajr rejected an article by one member of the Group who was to become the editor in charge after the death of 'Arafat. Ahmad Yusuf Hashim gives a vivid account of his own experience with 'Arafat when he entertained the hope of having one of his articles published in Al-Fajr.² Another incident which highlights the editors' concern about the standard and image of their journal is to be found on page 268 (volume 3, issue 9) where one contributor receives a rebuke for attempted plagiarism.

(c) Independence and Impartiality:

In Al-Fajr an independent and impartial line was followed. Many of the questions which were raised in the journal were treated with relative freedom and

¹ See Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 5, p. 221 and vol. 2, issue 1, p. 16 or vol. 2, issue 3, p. 101.
² Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 13, pp. 593-596.
audacity. In those days, given the prevailing conditions, a great deal of moral courage was required from those who might attempt to criticize, or even make the slightest observation about society, the government or men of letters.

"Pseudo-religious, tribal or traditional prejudices, vested interest, mystic dogmatism, the force of habit are 'jointly and severally' responsible for strewing the writer's path with thorns requiring infinite delicacy and tact in treating almost every subject of social, political, religious or even economic importance. Even in the realm of gossip and scandal, a field of inexhaustible fertility in other countries, so many cases are 'taboo' that almost all interest is stolen out of the 'local and personal columns.'"¹

Maḥjūb and 'Abd al-Ḥalīm recorded that people were so unaccustomed to criticism of the government and the public expression of nationalistic views at that time that some of them suspected that Al-Fajr published some of its articles with the consent, or even the backing of the government.²

In order to preserve their independence the promoters of Al-Fajr preferred to run their journal at a loss met

from their pockets and then chose to close down altogether rather than to accept financial help from any influential quarter or figure.

By reflecting their views in this daring and independent manner the editors of Al-Fajr won the respect and admiration of their readers. Many examples may be cited to illustrate this uninhibited critical attitude. One such example is the review of three books written by Salāma Mūsā, Ḥasan Kamīl Al-Ṣayrāfī and Mukhtar Al-Wakīl, prominent Egyptian writers at the time. Another illustration of self-confidence is to be found in the observations made about the Arabic Language Academy in Cairo.
through the writings of those who had knowledge of or particular interest in a specific field of learning. However scanty such knowledge might be, the editors believed that it would enable the journal to render a most valuable service to Sudanese society. The call was first made by an anonymous young literary devotee, and about three months later the need for specialized contribution was stressed once more.¹

Much to the editors' satisfaction the call produced a positive response from the readers. Many articles found their way to publication. Among the subjects which were treated the following proved to be most interesting and useful: The Nature of Things by 'Abd-Allāh 'Ashrī, History by Makki Shibayka, The Cooperative Movement by 'Abd al-Ra'ūf Samārā, Medical Care by 'Abd al-Ḥalīm Muḥammad. In literature Al-Tinay wrote about the Art of Drama and Kubla Khan, Maḥjūb and Muḥammad 'Ashrī contributed many essays in literary criticism and book reviews. A host of poets, including Al-Tijānī, Mīmān Khalaf and Ḥamdī published their poems regularly in Al-Fajr.

Later on, with the shift of emphasis, new columns and sections appeared. Al-Sūdān 'Alā Ḍaw' Al-Fajr reflected

¹ Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 3, p. 130, and vol. 1, issue 8, p. 366.
internal affairs, social, political and economic, where as Al-‘Alam ‘alá Daw’ Al-Fajr dealt with foreign affairs, from Sino-Japanese relations, communal strife in India and European re-armament, to T.E. Lawrence and Arab unity and Italian imperialism in the horn of Africa. Thus the call for specialized writing was successful and finally became one of the dominant features of Al-Fajr.

Literary Trends and Views:

The Al-Fajr group have embraced and attempted to propagate the following principles and ideas:

(a) Western Culture, Especially English Literature:

With great zeal the Group have embraced and disseminated it. This stems from their firm conviction that the cultural production of mankind is the common heritage of peoples of all races and at all times.¹ Mahjūb believes that there is a world-wide interrelation between men's ideas and views.² Thus, acquaintance with Western culture and the study of English literature have been regarded as invaluable assets by the Group; so much so that one prominent member counts them as one of the basic requirements for any literary production in Arabic literature.³ The editors of Al-Fajr

1. Al-Ḥaraka, p. 22.
believed that from Western culture the new literary movement in the Sudan would be provided with the re-vitalizing force and inspiring models it so urgently needed.

This trend has been highlighted in numerous instances. In one such instance the younger generation have been advised to widen the scope of their knowledge and deepen their literary experience by reading Western literature.\(^1\) The founding of the Charles Lamb Literary Society in England has been reported in Al-Fajr with enthusiasm and admiration, and a brief biographical note on the renowned writer has been given.\(^2\) The King's Literary Awards presented in 1937 has been viewed by Al-Fajr as a good example which shows Royal recognition for men of letters in England. As usual the English people have set an example and it is for the Arabs to follow suit.\(^3\)

(b) New Genres:

At the very outset in the first issue of the journal one contributor notes that Arabic literature is deficient in four valuable branches; the short story, the novel, drama and autobiography. The first three are at their

\(^{1}\) Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 8, p. 367

\(^{2}\) See Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 21, Al-Ādāb wa’l-Funūn section.

\(^{3}\) See Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 24, Al-Ādāb wa’l-Funūn section.
incipient stage whereas the last is virtually non-existent. The writer calls upon his colleagues to pay more attention to and start practising all four genres.¹

The interest in these genres has been stressed in issue 22 (volume 1) by which time many attempts had been made.

(c) **The Promotion of a National Literature:**

The idea was first expounded by Maḥjūb in a debate at the Omdurman Graduates' Club on the 23rd of March 1935. The debate was followed up in *Al-Fajr* and many writers - including two prominent Egyptian men of letters - took part in it. The theme of creating a Sudanese national literature is inevitably bound up with the emergence of Sudanese nationalism. By vigorously following it up and prolonging its discussion in their journal the editors of *Al-Fajr* have cautiously pursued one of their set objectives.²

(d) **Literary Clubs and Societies:**

One of the perpetual calls made by *Al-Fajr* is for the founding of literary clubs and societies. This is another aspect of the editors' involvement in the process of national awakening. It is apparent that the call for

¹. *Al-Fajr*, vol. 1, issue 1, pp. 11-12.
². This subject has been discussed in chapter IV of this thesis.
the presence of such clubs is closely linked with the political future of the Sudan. The editors wished to mobilize and prepare the younger generation for the national responsibilities which awaited them. It is from this angle that the question of oratory has been stressed. The younger generation were required to master the art of rhetoric before they would be able to address the public, in due course, in the most articulate manner.¹

(e) Literature in General:

Most profound and important are the literary views of Al-Fajr and its contribution to poetry and criticism. The Group's views and productions cannot be divorced from what was going on in the rest of the Arab world, and hence it is important to keep in perspective the development of Arabic literature in general. By the end of the First World War and the early 1920s much had been achieved by way of modernization and rejuvenation. By the beginning of the 1930s Arabic literature had progressed beyond the classical imitations of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and was assuming a more modern character. New forms such as the short story and critical essay appeared under Western influence. Social reforms and political problems also found expression in literature.

¹. See, for example, Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 7, pp. 209-212.
Most profound was the impact of the romantic movement on modern Arabic literature. All of this has been clearly reflected in the contents of Al-Fajr.

The Group believe in the importance of constructive and impartial criticism. In view of the local conditions in the Sudan, where men of letters were not familiar with the idea of public literary criticism and where the critical essay itself was a new form of writing, the Group's endeavours in literary criticism have not been expressed very coherently. But the Group are convinced that a healthy literary movement can only take place in the light of sound and modernistic critical ideas, and it is therefore necessary that criticism should precede any literary output since the latter will have to be based upon and judged by the set norms of the former. It has been concluded that for a start it is essential to create this kind of criticism and introduce it into Sudanese literary life. The urgent task is to lay down the foundations of criticism which is virtually non-existent in the Sudan. ¹

The Group believe that the old criteria which are predominantly concerned with the grammatical and lexical aspects of the language ought to be amended, if not abandoned altogether. The new lines along which literary criticism should be practised must take account of the

style of the poet, or writer, and his spirit and way of thinking. These are to be considered in relation to the poet's own age, and its aspirations and sensibility. The critic has been called upon to work in the light of recognized and valid canons of criticism. He should be well read in Arabic and Western poetry.¹

As far as the Group's literary views are concerned it is apparent that they are mainly concerned with poetry. This is understandable in view of the fact that as a literary genre poetry has established itself as the oldest and most common form of literary expression in the Sudan.

There is a kind of interrelationship between the Group's conception of poetry and their views about literary criticism. It naturally follows that the latter derive from the former, and literary production has been analysed or criticized according to this conception. The following constitute the main features of the Group's conception of the poet and poetry:

In view of his exceptional power of perception and imagination the poet has been conceived of as a poet-prophet. As such his compositions are regarded as the divine inspiration of a highly sensitive soul.

Poetry is required to be true to life and reflect the poet's innermost feelings and the happenings of everyday life. Sincerity and self-expression have become of

¹. See Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 9, pp. 385-388.
paramount importance to poetry. Among the poets there is a strong tendency to write about personal experiences. As a result poetry abounds in love and nature poems. Panegyrics and occasional poetry have fallen out of favour with the Group. Poetry has become marked by a high degree of subjectivity and lyricism.

In form poetry is no longer bound to the monorhymed or monometric type of the conventional qasida. The poet has come to enjoy much freedom and the presence of more than one rhyme in the poem has become a common practice in poetry. The organic and thematic unity of the poem has been constantly preached and observed by the Group.

The language of poetry is required to be more direct and expressive of the poet's feelings. The poetic diction is markedly simple and straightforward. 'Transparency of expression' is now sought after and the means of attaining it has been described for the younger poets of the Sudan.

The Group's attitude to literary criticism will be analysed in detail in the following chapter.
CHAPTER IV

AN EXPOSITION OF THE GROUP'S
LITERARY IDEAS AND CRITICISM

Of the various literary questions with which the writers of Al-Fajr concerned themselves, three particular topics may be regarded as representative of the interests of the Group and as being of importance both to literary developments in the Arab world as a whole in the 1930s and to the problem of developing an authentically Sudanese national literature. The first of these, the problem of literary identity and nationalism is specific to the Sudan, while the questions of romanticism and the development of a modern critical theory, are to some extent reflections of a similar debate which was being carried out in Egypt and other Arab countries.

A. Literary Identity and Nationalism

(i) Early Signs:

The critical works of Al-Amīn 'Alī Madanī and Ḥamza al-Malik Tanbal in the mid-twenties were a valuable contribution to literary criticism in the Sudan, especially so in view of the fact that it was the earliest genuine and whole-hearted attempt to apply the new norms of literary criticism to Sudanese poetry. But the efforts of the two men by no means completed the task. Their criticism was a first indication of the course which the
Sudanese literary movement was about to take.

As far as the question of nationalism is concerned it is clear that the two critics made no direct attempt to relate their writings to the call for a Sudanese national literature. But the fact that they insisted that literature should be geared to portraying the natural surroundings of the poet and his everyday life is a clear indication of the critics' awareness of the question of national literature. Further, the title which Tanbal gave to his collected essays - *Al-Adab al-Sudanī wa-mâ yajib an yakūn 'alayh* (Sudanese Literature and How it Should Be) - suggests that he took the existence of a specifically Sudanese literature for granted.

But the fact remains that neither of the two critics made the attempt to discuss or call for a Sudanese national literature. Apparently, Tanbal had his own reservations about the issue because of its highly sensitive nature and the political connotations which were inevitably attached to it.

By and large, the way was paved by the two critics, and by the early 30s the call for a national literature had found articulate expression in the writings of the younger generation. M.ʿA. Al-Ṣiddîq, a leading member of the Group, paid attention to the question in the first issue of the magazine *Al-Nahḍa*. From his article it is

---

1. The magazine was launched on October 4, 1931.
to be gathered that the issue was gaining more and more attention from the educated, although at that time the idea had not been thoroughly discussed.¹

In February 1931 M.A. Maḥjūb published his article *Al-Shuʿūr al-qawmī wa-ḥājatunā ilayh* (National Consciousness and Our Need for It) in *Al-Nahḍa*. This was followed by many other articles and the controversy over the matter continued for more than three years. The traditionalists who belonged to the older generation were totally opposed to the idea and became suspicious of its initiators who had been educated in modern secular schools under the influence of Western thoughts and ideas.

The traditionalists composed many poems on this topic, condemning the notion of a national literature and abusing its supporters. They maintained that the move was intended to undermine Islam and Arabic culture, and cut the Sudan off from the rest of the Arab world. The government, which also became suspicious of the call, contributed to increasing the tension between the two generations by sowing in the minds of the older generation the idea that the main intention of their opponents was to undermine their influential and highly-esteemed role in society.

The campaign against the movement was joined by three distinguished traditional poets: 'Abd Allāh ‘Abd al-Rahmān, 'Abd Allāh ‘Umar Al-Bannā and Muḥammad Sa‘īd Al-‘Abbāsi.

---

¹ See *Al-Siṭāfa al-Sūdāniyya fī Niṣf Qarn*, op. cit., p. 127.
Of the many poems composed by the three of them in dispraise of the movement and its propagators, the following poems may be noted for their explicit tone of indignation and sarcasm: Dam‘a ‘alā al-lugha al-‘Arabiyya by Al-Bannā, Al-Fawdā by ‘Abd al-Raḥmān and Al-Mu‘tamar by Al-‘Abbāsī.

(ii) The Call for National Literature Expounded:

On the 23rd March 1935, nine months after the launching of Al-Fajr, Maḥjūb made the daring attempt to debate the question in a public lecture. At the Omdurman Graduates' Club he delivered a paper under the title: Al-Thaqāfa al-Sūdāniyya Yajib an taqūm bidhāṭihā Munfaṣila ‘an al-Thaqāfa al-Miṣriyya (Sudanese Culture should stand on its own independent of Egyptian Culture). An open debate followed. Maḥjūb's opposer was Ḥasan Subhī, an Egyptian journalist who was to become the editor of the first daily newspaper in the Sudan.

Maḥjūb has thus provided us with what may be considered as the first serious, and indeed the most important attempt to expound and debate the issue of a Sudanese national culture. In view of this fact it will be appropriate to give a summary of this lecture.

Maḥjūb starts his lecture with a general and somewhat academic introduction. He conceives of culture as the ideal intellectual form of civilization. Its basic elements are knowledge, religion, habits and customs. To him the most appropriate definition of culture may be sought in Socrates' famous aphorism: 'Know thyself'. He believes that culture cannot be limited to a kind of scientific conception of things. It should investigate human behaviour, and concern itself with the social aspect of life. In effect through culture it will be possible to explain the complexities of life and help in putting right every human error. From this he concludes that culture is the way to ideal life, intellectual, spiritual and social. He sees the 'cultured man' as the individual who is capable of using such knowledge to the benefit and advancement of his society.

Maḥjūb then moves on to point out the main factors which are bound to influence culture: society, ethics and environment. He stresses the distinct differences between Egypt and the Sudan in all three spheres. Then he raises the question: Is there a purely Egyptian culture? To this he provides a negative answer. He maintains that the writings of the leading literary figures in Egypt have been overshadowed by the influence of Western writers and thinkers. In view of her geographical position Egypt has become an international centre for culture. Hence, the production of Egyptian writers reflects the influence of other foreign cultures. The result is the presence of
a mixture of cultures, and not a distinctly Egyptian culture. He believes that culture will be fruitful only when it succeeds in reflecting the people's customs, their temperament and aspirations.

He concludes by stressing the need for the Sudan to have its own culture and expressing his conviction that it is only logical for the Arab peoples to have a diversity of cultures, and that this should in no way undermine the affinities of religion and language between them. There are certain territorial, temperamental and social differences between those peoples, and hence it is only common sense to believe in the existence of a variety of Arabic cultures. Variation in itself, he maintains, should be taken as a sign of vitality and creativity. The Sudan, which is part of the Arab world, should therefore have a culture of its own, reflecting the traits and customs of its people as well as their intellectual tendencies.

Mahjub ends his lecture by expressing his conviction that the Sudanese man of letters "will endeavour to create his own literature since the fancies, dreams and aspirations of his people are different from those entertained by peoples in other countries. From the past events of his country, the temperament and customs of his people he shall draw and compose his stories and poems. And in the scenery of his country; its woods, deserts and valleys he is bound to find the necessary
setting for his descriptions.  

Al-Fajr had hoped to obtain and publish a summary of the paper which ʿHasan ʿUthmān, Maḥjūb's opposer, delivered in refutation of the call for the independence of Sudanese culture. Unfortunately, the former, who became noted for his unionist views and the call for a united culture for the Nile Valley, failed to provide the magazine with a summary. But despite this fact, and realizing the importance of the issue, Al-Fajr invited its readers to carry on the discussion in its pages.

It was not a coincidence that a summary of Maḥjūb's lecture appeared in issue number 18 of volume one. A month later the change in the journal's policy and objectives came into force. It may be recalled here that from then on there was an obvious shift of emphasis from the literary side to the social and political spheres.

The debate was reported in Al-Fajr and described as most exciting and interesting. It attracted a big audience and the stormy scenes which followed prevented its organizers from sounding out opinion on the issue. The fact that the organizers had intended to do this clearly indicates how inseparable the question of national literature was from politics. It was reported in Al-Fajr


2. Dated April 1, 1935.
that the row which followed had echoed around the country. The rest of the Sudanese periodicals were drawn into discussing the subject. Some Egyptian papers took part too. In fact the controversy was merely a reflection of the political turmoil which had been going on in the Sudan. Those who argued that the two cultures were inseparable were associated with the call for unity with Egypt, while those who opposed them became associated with the call for independence from Egypt, in the hope that such a move would ultimately lead to the country's complete independence. The moderates, on the other hand, believed in the logic of having a separate culture which would be identifiable with the Sudanese character, but at the same time they saw the importance of maintaining the close links between the two cultures. 1

As far as Al-Fajr is concerned many articles on the subject appeared in its pages. According to the chronological order in which they were published they are as follows:

1. Šadīqī (vol. 1, issue 3, pp. 131-3).
2. Al-Adab al-Qawmī (vol. 1, issue 4, pp. 164-5).

In order to gain an insight into this important issue it will be desirable to acquaint ourselves with some of these articles. Apparently, Mahjūb's article - which is a summary of his lecture - has been preceded by three articles by different writers. In article number one the writer has called for true and original literature. This call is reminiscent of the writings of Ṭanbal and Madanī in the mid-20s. Number 2 is the first article to have touched on the idea of a Sudanese national literature. Article number 3 which was contributed by Al-Tijānī Yūsuf Bashīr is an early reminder to the Egyptian men of letters of their ignorance and neglect of the literary movement which was taking shape in the Sudan. In a cordial, yet emotional, manner Al-Tijānī expresses his feeling of disappointment in Egypt's attitude and the failure of its writers to recognize the
rising generation in the Sudan and their endeavours to
join the civilized world. He expresses his belief that
it will be more useful for the two countries to know and
cooperate with one another in the literary field than to
confine their relations to the realms of politics and its
state of turmoil. The charge of complacency was repeated
later on by the editor of the Al-Adab wa'l-Funun section.¹
From articles 10, 11, 12 and 13 it may be gathered that
the debate turned into a personal wrangle which was full
of abuse. This may be attributed to the lack of an
established journalistic code of conduct. In effect the
issue was allowed to be discussed in nearly all the
periodicals which were published in the Sudan at the time.
Furthermore, the atmosphere created by certain writings
in Egypt's press was not helpful in developing a con-
structive and healthy intellectual argument. One example
is the article which was published in the magazine Abu
al-Hawl. In it the writer expresses the view that the
Sudanese people are intellectually unfit for the role of
beginning a literary movement on their own.² As a result
the editor of Al-Fajr wisely decided to put an end to the
discussion.

Articles 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9 are directly related to the
subject of discussion. With the exception of number 6
they were all written in support of the call for a Sudanese

¹ See Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 19, p. 942.
national literature.

Article number six is worthy of consideration, not only because it reflects a different viewpoint but also because it has been contributed by a prominent Egyptian journalist.\(^1\) Here is a summary of it:

The writer starts by acknowledging the fact that every nation is entitled to have its own literature. But at a certain stage in its literary development a rising nation may find it necessary to rely on the literary output of another nation. This is particularly true of nations with no established literary traditions. In order to create and enrich its own literature such a rising nation will need to copy and borrow from other established traditions. But when it reaches a certain degree of advancement and civilization it will no longer need to rely on the traditions of other nations and hence it will become literarily independent. Egypt has been through such stages in her literary development, and she could not have become independent had it not been for her temporary reliance on English and Latin literatures. Thus Egypt's national literature has come into existence.

The present situation in the Sudan is similar to that of Egypt. The aspirations of the Sudanese rising

\(^1\) The article was written by Muḥammad ʿAbd al-Qādir Hamza who was then the editor of ʿAl-Balāgh.
generation to achieve intellectual independence and create a Sudanese national literature are not only natural but also are worthy of praise and admiration. It is also inevitable that any local literature should sooner or later reach the stage of maturity and independence from other literatures.

Hamza thus points out that Egyptian and Sudanese literature should not be regarded as alien to one another. The two countries are actually regarded as one nation and their literatures reflect and complement one another. The writings, for example, of Taha Husayn, Al-Zayyāt or Al-'Aqqād are intended to be read and enjoyed by the Sudanese as well as the Egyptian people. Likewise, this affinity has been reflected in the special attention which the Egyptians pay to Sudanese literature.

This close literary relationship is the clearest indication of the spiritual affinity between the two nations, and it is important to preserve and resist any attempt to sever or undermine it.

The writer concludes by saying that the peoples of the two nations are duty-bound to retain this special relationship, and that they are required to further it by means of bilateral literary exchange. Sudanese literature should be made available in Egypt. The Egyptian reading public can only be expected to acquaint themselves with Sudanese literature when this literature presents itself to them. When this happens they will then be in a position to understand and evaluate it.
Thus literary understanding between the two nations can be achieved.

Article 7 was written in reply to Hamza's article. In it Mahjúb expresses his appreciation of the writer's views and believes that they are worthy of respect because of their sincerity and reason. But there is no indication that Mahjúb has changed his stand. He reiterates his previous views and points out that he is not opposed to the idea of cooperation between the two cultures so long as that cooperation takes place in an atmosphere of mutual respect. He adds that he sincerely believes in international cultural and literary cooperation.

(iii) Later Development:

In 1941 Mahjúb made yet another attempt to explain his views on the question of a Sudanese national literature by publishing a pamphlet under the title Al-Ḥaraka al-Fikriyya fi'l-Sūdān: ilā ayn yajib an tattajih (The Intellectual Movement in the Sudan: Where should it be directed). In it he develops the theme of his previous lecture and discusses the question in detail. He is remarkably outspoken in expressing his views and the underlying motives for the idea.

The pamphlet opens with a bitter attack on what the writer describes as 'the reactionary and rigid elements of society.' The writer believes that the presence of such elements will force the modernists into a long struggle before they can achieve their objectives. This
is a reminder that the conflict between the traditionalists or conservatives and modernists was still going on.

The first important point which the writer makes is to underline the separate identity of the Sudanese people and show how they are distinguishable from other nations. The Sudanese character is the outcome of many factors and stages of development. This fact prompts the writer to describe the traits of this character and the racial elements which constitute it. The aboriginal inhabitants of the country belong to the black negroid race. This race has undergone many changes because of the migratory movements which took place over the years. The result is a mixture of races, which fact is attested to by the varying complexions of the present stock of the Sudanese people.

It is not without significance that Mahjūb has made this point about the racial diversity of the Sudanese people. By so doing he has clearly challenged the dogmatic belief in the racial purity of the Sudanese and their affiliation to Arab ancestry. To state any contrary opinion as Mahjūb has done was a deed which required great moral courage at the time. Mahjūb has gone even further by adding that such diversity is bound to have its effect on the mentality of the people, either positively by promoting it or adversely by degrading it.

Thus the basic African element has been unequivocally asserted and the logical conclusion that the Sudanese intellectual make up is an amalgamation of many facets of
cultures, beliefs and traditions has been arrived at. It seems that Mahjub's main objective is to refute the common belief that Arabic culture is the sole influence upon Sudanese culture. Nevertheless, the writer acknowledges the prime importance of the Arabic language and Islam. He devotes a whole chapter to explaining the foremost position of the two. But there still remains a major difference between Mahjub and his generation on the one hand, and the traditionalists on the other. While the latter wished to preserve the purity of that Islamic and Arabic culture, Mahjub was convinced that such a move was doomed to failure and it was inevitable for the Sudanese culture to be influenced by Western culture and civilization. Despite this conviction Mahjub insists that the educated should not be allowed to copy this Western culture. What they are required to do is to understand and digest it then adapt its suitable aspects to the Sudanese way of life. Hence Mahjub has put a kind of restriction on the use of this foreign culture. But it has also been implied that such restriction is applicable to the revered culture of the Arabs. "This country has been influenced by Western civilization, especially the English culture. It has also been influenced by Arabic culture, notably that of Egypt. But it is to be borne in mind that it has its own nature; its climate and peculiar conditions which are bound to be reflected in the intellectual movement and direct it towards the objectives.
which have been set by its loyal and sincere men."¹

To sum up his views on the issue Mahjūb raises the questions: What is the high ideal towards which our intellectual movement should be directed? How can we achieve it? To this he answers, "The high ideal of the intellectual movement in this country is to pay due respect to the Islamic faith and its rites and work under its guidance. It [the movement] should assume an Arabic character both in language and taste, seek inspiration from the past and present history of this country, and draw from the nature, customs, relics and morals of its people. Bearing all this in mind it should endeavour to create a healthy national literature. This literary movement should in due course assume a political nature and lead to the country's political, social and intellectual independence."²

(iv) Comments and Assessment:

Now that the principal ideas on the question of Sudanese national literature have been discussed, let us make a few observations about the call: its origins and the extent of its impact on Sudanese nationalism.

---

1. Al-Ḥaraka al-Fikriyya, op. cit., p. 23.

2. Ibid., p. 37.
It may be appropriate to start with an investigation into the cultural sources from which Mahjūb and his colleagues drew and find out whether they had been influenced by certain writers. As far as the literary sources are concerned it may be noted that the Group made great use of their reading in Western and Arabic literature in general. The romantics, especially the mahjarī writers with their constant yearning for freedom and revolt against the social system in their homeland, stand out as one of the Group's main sources of inspiration. To that may be added their general reading in politics and political theory which was animated by the political movements which were taking place in the rest of the Arab world and Asia. The struggle for independence which was led by the Indian Congress Party, for example, was a great inspiration for the younger generation of the Sudan. The nearest example of political revival which was worth copying was that of Egypt which attained her independence in 1922. In Egypt, too, prominent and influential writers such as Al-'Aqqād and Al-Māzīnī had come forward and championed the cause of Egyptian national literature. They gave an effective lead to the Sudanese rising generation, especially the Fajr group. It is worth noting that the literary and political views of Al-Dīwān were still in vogue in the Sudan in the 1930s. One of the main objectives of the Dīwān school was to try to find the best form to express the genuine Egyptian national spirit, its personality and its identity. The
school realized that the distortion of the Egyptian national spirit was due to the great gap between the official literature of the court, as represented by Shawqi, and the nation.¹

The *Fajr* group also drew some of its inspiration from the societies which were founded in Syria and the Lebanon in the 19th century.²

At home the literary and political writings of one man in the 1920s seem to have touched a personal chord in the members of *Al-Fajr*. Husayn Sharif, the editor of *Al-Haadara*, had greatly influenced the younger generation in the Sudan through his writings in which he reflected his beliefs and aspirations for the future of the Sudan. Mahjub was full of admiration for the man and considered him the founder of authentic Sudanese journalism, and a leading figure in modern literary writing.³ Sharif became known for the independent stand which he took on the question of the future relationship between Egypt and the Sudan. The series of articles which he published in 1920 under the general title 'The Sudanese Question' had a far-reaching effect.⁴ In these articles he

---

2. See *Al-Haraka al-Fikriyya*, pp. 42-5.
3. At the ceremony which was held to commemorate the death of Sharif, Mahjub composed and recited a moving elegy.
expressed the idea that despite the close ties between Egypt and the Sudan, each country had certain rights and interests which must be respected and maintained rationally. He also stressed the importance of preserving the Sudanese character and called for an end to the Condominium. 1

It is important at this point to try to explain and assess the magnitude of the call and the contribution which Mahjüb made towards the cause of nationalism in the Sudan. A leading scholar has hinted that Mahjüb's endeavours in this respect were only an acknowledgement of a foregone conclusion (taḥsīl ḥāṣil) 2 'Abdīn maintains that the poetic works of any Sudanese poet are bound to represent or at least reflect certain aspects of Sudanese life and society. This is partially true, but the observation cannot stand as a general rule, for as far as the neo-classicists in the Sudan are concerned there are numerous poems which are devoid of Sudanese features or characteristics. 3 Further, it seems that 'Abdīn has totally missed

1. The full text of Sharīf's articles is to be found in Al-Siḥāfa al-Sūdāniyya fī niṣf Qarn, op. cit., pp. 73-86.
2. This is the phrase which Dr. 'Abdīn has used in his book Tarikh al-Thaqāfa al-‘Arabiyya fī l-Sūdān, op. cit., see p. 249.
3. Dr. Al-Nuwayhī has cited many examples from neo-classical poetry in the Sudan to show that a considerable number of poems are lacking in terms of
The political implications of the call which proved to be far more important than the apparent literary objectives. The political aspect is the core of the whole issue. The ultimate objectives of Maḥjūb's call was political as well as intellectual independence. As far as the political aspect of the call is concerned Maḥjūb may well be reckoned as a forerunner. With great perception and determination he realized that literature could not be divorced from the people's life and aspirations. The question of involving literature in politics was inevitable, and despite all the difficulties Maḥjūb accepted the challenge and through his unabated efforts and writings he set the pace and pointed to the direction in which the literary movement should proceed.

Finally, by calling for the employment of literature in the political awakening of the Sudan, Maḥjūb has become the first Sudanese man of letters to have advocated the idea of literary commitment. It is worth noting here that the concept of 'committed literature', i.e. mafhūm al-adab al-mūlțazīm, was a late literary development in the Arab world, which gained recognition only after the outbreak of the 1952 Egyptian revolution.

Identity. He maintains that many of these poems could be attributed to any contemporary Arab poet because of their flat character and the absence of any particular or local features by which they can be distinguished. (See Al-İttijahat al-Shi'riyya fi'1-Sūdān, pp. 1-14).
B. Three Romantic Concepts and How they have been Reflected in the Group's Writings:

(i) The Concept of the Poet as Visionary and Prophet:

With the firm establishment of romanticism in modern Arabic literature new literary concepts have evolved. One of them is that of the poet as visionary and prophet. It may be noted at the outset that this concept is by no means entirely new to the Arabic tradition, for long before our modern times the ancient Arabs had held the poet to be a person endowed with supernatural knowledge and power. They believed that he was a wizard in league with spirits or jinn.

Before attempting to trace this concept in the writings of the Group it will be useful to pause for a short while and take a brief look at its development in modern Arabic literature.

The concept was first expounded by I. A. Al-Mazini in 1915 in an essay entitled Al-Shi'ir, ghâyātuh wa-wasā'iluh (Poetry, its objectives and means). This had been preceded by M. Al-Sibaa'I's book Al-Abtâl (The Heroes) which was a translation of On Heroes, Hero-Worship and the Heroic in History by T. Carlyle. In it Shakespeare was presented as a poet-prophet (nabî al-wâhy), with creative genius. This paved the way for an interpretation of Shakespeare as a romantic. Such interpretation was carried further by the writings of Al-'Aqqâd, M. H. Haykal and Abû Shâdâl, who translated The Tempest. From then on Shakespeare
became known as nabī al-shi'r, or the poet-prophet.

Jibrān, the prominent mahjarī poet and writer, has also played an important part in consolidating this new concept. The Arabic translation of his book The Prophet appeared in 1926. In this book Jibrān has actually assumed the role of a prophet since he speaks like one.

In an unpublished thesis M. 'Abd al-Ḥayy expresses the view that the evolution of this Arabic romantic image of poet and poetry is largely dependent on English romantic theory. It may also be added that traces of such a notion are to be found in the Muslim Sufī poetry.

Nonetheless, it may be assumed that through their readings in Western literature the Arab romantics became aware of this concept. In view of their natural disposition they were bound to be influenced by it, because of its great appeal to their anguished souls. It suited the new ideas and prophecies which many of them entertained. Further, the political atmosphere which was full of repression and persecution must have enhanced the favourable response of Arab literary mind to the idea. Many of them regarded themselves as saviours of the people who were destined to play a great and serious role in society, especially so in view of the state of ignorance in which the vast majority of the people lived. In their state of anguish it was not unnatural for them to tend to exaggerate their role and liken it to a prophetic message.

It may therefore be concluded that the concept of poet-prophet has evolved out of a cross-cultural process.
Let us now trace this concept in the writings of Al-Fajr and see how it has been expounded. Apart from the scattered notes on the subject which appeared in the "Arts and Literature" section of the journal, Al-Tijānī and Maḥjūb may be regarded as the main exponents of the idea. In view of his compelling romantic nature, the former became far more concerned with it than the rest of his colleagues. This has clearly been reflected in the titles of many of his poems, including Allāh, Anbiyā’ al-Ḥaqīqa, Qalb al-Faylasūf, Ṭafrat Sāḥir and Fi’l-Mawḥā.

In his article Mushkila adabiyya kubrā Al-Tijānī makes the remark that one important fact about modern Arabic poetry is that "it has begun to assume its role in life as a heavenly language which is no longer bound by human conventional usages. Poets have started to play their role as prophets for whom the doors of Heaven are wide open." ¹ Al-Tijānī has distinguished the poet from the rest of the people whose world is bound to be full of evil. To him the close relationship between Heaven and the poet is ever present. One needs to be reminded here of the interchangeable and double meaning of the word samāw in Arabic. Although it derives from the word samā (sky) it is usually associated with God and His mighty powers. In another instance poetry has been described as a semblance of heavenly beauty on earth, a gleam of the godly inspiration in the world and a

¹ Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 11, p. 499.
heavenly magic power bestowed upon the poet in order that he may unravel the secrets of life which are inexplicable through the means of philosophy and science.\(^1\) In effect, Al-Tijani\(^2\) has regarded the importance of the poet's message in life as next to that of the prophet's.\(^2\)

From this stems the Group's belief that poetry can only be regarded as a magical world which is exclusively inhabited by and known to the poets. In Majra al-tafk\(\text{r}\) fi'1-Shi'r\(^3\) (Tendency of thought in poetry) Al-Tijani\(^1\) has used the word enchantment and its synonyms four times in the first five lines of the article in order to describe the nature of poetry. This emphasis on the inspired, or privileged, visionary is typical of romantic thoughts and tendencies. Hence the close relation between poetic experience or the process of literary creation and the poet's soul with its whims and fancies which are constantly enriched by the poetic power of imagination and the extent of the poet's inspiration. Al-Tijani's\(^1\) bitter attack on the critics of his time is a natural result of his poetic conviction. He maintains that many of them lack this secret and spiritual trait which is essential for the understanding and appreciation of poetry.\(^4\) He regrets

---

1. See his article, Fi'1-Mustaw\(\text{a}\) al-Shi'\(\text{r}\) lil-Umam, Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 6 (pp. 245-9) p. 245.
2. Ibid.
that they are unable to understand expressions such as shrub al-ḍaw' (absorption of light), rashf al-ashīk'a (sipping of rays) and iltihām al-naẓarāt (devouring looks) and that they dismiss them as unintelligible. Al-Tijānī believes that the failure to understand such expressions has come as a natural result of the critics' rigid attitude and their determination to apply the rules of logic and reasoning to what is essentially spiritual. He asserts that the source of poetry is the soul; and so long as the critics remain adamant in their denial of this important fact it will not be possible for them to pass any valid judgement on any poetic composition. Hence the major problem between the two - critics and poets - remains unsolved. 1 Al-Tijānī's views and those of his colleagues draw from the philosophy of passion, feelings and imagination in arbitrary opposition to that of rationalism or logic and reason. This is one of the underlying concepts of romanticism.

The characteristic feature of unearthliness in poetry has naturally led to greater emphasis on inspiration. Mahjūb has devoted a whole article to explaining that poetry is a combination of inspiration and craft. In Al-Shi'r ilhām wa-Ṣinā'a 2 he takes a sober attitude to

1. Ibid.
the question by striking a balance between the importance of inspiration and that of craft to poetry. Nonetheless, it is obvious that he conceives of the former as the basis for any literary creation. "There is a heavenly spirit which evokes in the soul this feeling for life and beauty and this is what we call inspiration or visionary... It is the essence and source of poetry."¹

Al-Tijānī, on the other hand, takes a more romantic attitude to the issue. He holds that it is not possible to assume that poetry is always and by necessity based on ideas. In many instances its composition is the result of sheer inspiration, in which case it will be different from any premeditated poetic practice. In the moments of inspiration the poet's will will suddenly be overcome and poetry will flow into his soul with all the joy of suddenness, which is not unlike prophetic revelations. Thus, as far as the exercise of will is concerned, like a prophet the poet can have no claim to such inspirations.²

It is under the spell of such ideas that Al-Tijānī has made reference to al-shu'arā' al-mulhamūn, the inspired poets, in the Arab world who have revolted against rhymes and prosodic rules in order to give a true representation of their inspirations. Apparently he is

1. Ibid., p. 189
inclined to regard himself as one of them, and hence his sympathetic attitude to their cause.

(ii) **Organic Unity:**

The process of literary creation from a romantic point of view is deeply rooted in the feelings of the individual. In any work of literature the essential element of self-analysis is always present. This is what is generally known as 'subjectivity' the degree of which is influenced and determined by the poetic state in which the poet happens to be. This psychological state which conditions the process of literary creation has been described by Al-Tijānī as follows: "When the poet goes into retreat, for the purpose of poetic composition he will have prepared himself for the occasion. The state in which he will then be is similar to that of the strings of a violin which are in readiness for conveying the tunes which will be played on them."\(^1\) Al-Tijānī goes on to add that according to this psychological state, and despite the varying strings on which the poet may have touched, the outcome is bound to be one of uniformity and harmony.\(^2\)

It is clear that Al-Tijānī has arrived at the presence

---

of unity in any literary work through his concept of the psychological condition which he believes is a prerequisite for any literary creation. In other words, it is the psychological state which dictates and conditions the poetic experience. In effect, every letter, collectively or individually, is bound to reflect that original emotion or state of mind. He maintains that for every state or condition there is a corresponding way of thinking in poetry. It is on this theme that Al-Tijān1 has based his article Majrā al-tafkir fi' l-Shi‘r.

Thus the concept of unity as an inherent part of any literary work has been arrived at through Al-Tijān1's romantic conception of poetry.

In his article Ḥayrat al-Adīb1 (The Literary Man's Bewilderment) Manjūb expresses a similar view. He describes the highly sensitive nature of men of letters and likens it to the strings of a guitar which readily respond to every touch on them by producing a corresponding sound or tune. This underlines the fact that uniformity is an inherent part in any literary work, and that the original motive (or emotion) for any work of literature will naturally be reflected in that work. It follows that the atmosphere which ensues from that original motive should prevail throughout the poetic

experience and colour it.

The romantics have been noted for their constant search for an ideal world whose sensibility is based on the enjoyment of the true, the beautiful and the good. One contributor to Al-Fajr writes, "Good poetry should attempt to unravel the searchings of the heart, and express the voice of conscience as well as the hopes and aspirations of an oppressed and deprived nation." 1 This stresses the overriding importance of truthfulness in any good work of literature. 2 Al-Tijānī believes that the aesthetic taste of a nation can be described as good or refined only when this nation begins to recognize beauty as the idol which it worships, and poetry as a glorification of this beauty. 3 A similar view has been expressed by the writer of the Al-Ādāb wa'l-Funūn section (vol. 3, issue 10, pp. 301-2), where it is maintained that to a true poet beauty is an everlasting source of fascination and attraction.

It is within the context of this romantic world

2. Cf. also the article Al-Adāb wa'l-Ḥayāt (literature and life), Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 4 (pp. 142-5) p. 142.
3. Fi'l-Mustawā al-Shi'rī lil-Umam, Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 6 (pp. 245-9) p. 245.
(which is based on truthfulness, beauty and goodness) that the Group have also come to consider the question of unity, and stressed its importance in any work of literature. At the outset, and in the first issue of the journal, one member of the Group has expressed his concern about the absence of unity in many contemporary poems. Another contributor has regarded unity as a prerequisite for any successful work. "The literary man should observe unity in his work and adopt a direct approach to his subject so that he may succeed in conveying his message in his own way and not according to the wish of other people." It is interesting that the writer here has linked the question of unity with that of independence and freedom in literature. There is, indeed, a close relation between the two, for when the literary man is free from outside influences which may be imposed upon him by certain moral or social considerations, he will then be able to concentrate on the original idea or emotion which has inspired him and set the process of literary creation in motion. Hence, in the absence of distracting factors or diverting thoughts it will be possible for him to achieve uniformity in his work. Further, the phrase 'direct approach' implies continuity and coherence in the

1. Al-Fajr, volume 1, issue 1, p. 11
work of literature.

But the question "How did the Group relate the question of unity to the high ideals of truth, beauty and goodness?" still remains to be answered. According to the romantic concept these high ideals can be taken to represent God, since He is the source of every truth, beauty and goodness. It follows that the three may symbolize the unity of God. This notion has found expression in the works of the Muslim Sūfī poets. Furthermore, Abū Shādī, the leader and founder of the Apollo group, has expressed the same view and come to the conclusion that all parts of the universe are related to one another by means of love.¹

As far as the Group are concerned it may be assumed that they have been influenced by such ideals as that of Abū Shādī. In addition, they have been guided by certain aesthetic views. Drawing upon these views they have come to conceive of beauty in its entirety and in complementary forms. According to this conception they maintain that in order to appreciate the beauty of a woman, for example, one will need to take account of not only her physical figure but also the manner in which she talks and the way she behaves. What is significant is the fact that this integrated outlook has been reflected in their literary

conception as well. Beauty to them includes the tangible and material as well as the intangible and immaterial: "This conception of beauty has dictated the literary norms which we apply. We consider any literary work as a whole and not as fragmented parts. We have no inclination to the kind of criticism which concerns itself with one single line in a whole poem. We are more inclined to look for the uniform idea which underlies the poem from start to finish and the chain of thoughts which runs through it."¹ A poet can be proclaimed by them as successful in his work only when he has mastered the unity of his poem and clearly expressed his ideas.² Further, his language should be correct and the music must be in tune with the theme and meaning of the poem. "It is this outlook which concentrates on the overall effect of a literary description and not the description itself and pays more attention to the uniformity of the poem than to its fragmented parts, which has made us far less interested in photographic descriptions and guided us to look for the essence of beauty, that is its effect and the emotions or feelings which it evokes in us."³

---

1. Mawt Dunyā, p. 64.
2. Ibid., same page.
3. Ibid., same page.
It is against this background that the Group have come to consider Al-Tinay's lines in description of a smile as the most subtle description:

\[
\text{نسم فان ابتسامة عذب يビル الهموم وينفي الكدر}
\]
\[
\text{نسم تسمم لبّا أحاّر وكما أفار فلا أسـتقرما}
\]

The poet here has concerned himself with the overall effect of the smile and not the smile itself. The pretty smile of the beloved is bound to overcome all signs of care and boredom, and cause the lover to be jealous and restless.

(iii) Ambiguity

Al-Tijānī conceives of poetry as an aesthetic craft similar to that of jewellery and engraving. Nonetheless, he believes that enchantment in poetry is one of its unique features. According to him, the roots of inspiration go deep into the dark corners of the soul which is full of unrestrained imaginations and fancies and whims.²

In Majrā al-Tafkīr fi‘l-Shi‘r, where he attempts to describe modern Arabic poetry, he points out the visionary or symbolic aspect which has become one of its distinctive

1. See Al-Fajr, vol. 2, issue 1, p. 20 and the preface to Diwān Al-Tinay, (pp. 7-14) p. 10.

features. Through his readings Al-Tijānī has become aware of and acquainted himself with visionary poetry which has direct bearing on the question of ambiguity in poetry.

In all four articles which he contributed to Al-Fajr Al-Tijānī has shown constant concern with the question. This fact may prompt us to raise the question: Why was he particularly concerned with ambiguity in poetry? His interest in the matter was personal. It is to be recalled that Al-Tijānī was attacked by the critics and some of the reading public of his time for the inclusion of obscure and, sometimes, unintelligible expressions in his poetry. Despite this fact his main intention was not to refute this charge. Rather, it was to try to understand the causes of obscurity by way of explaining the real nature of poetry.

A cursory look at what was written on the subject in Egypt - the Group's greatest literary stimulus - will help us to place Al-Tijānī's views and those of his colleagues in their right perspective. Among those who wrote on the subject were Tāhā Ḥusayn, Khalīl Hindāwī, Shawqī Dayf and

1. Apart from the writings which appeared in the literary magazines in the Arab world, such as Al-Risāla, Apollo and Al-Siyāsa al-Usbū‘iyya, Al-Tijānī became particularly aware of its presence in Ṣūfī poetry of which he was fond.
'Abbas Faḍlî Khammâs. They all agreed in considering ambiguity as an inherent quality in poetry. In their writings they were mainly concerned with explaining and justifying its presence. Tâhâ Husayn attempted to expound and reflect on the views of Paul Verlaine on the subject. Drawing from the French poet, the writer maintains that the excellence of poetry should not only be attributed to its meaning but is also to be sought in its expressions and forms, in its fascinating metric measures, and in the way it overwhelms the soul and evokes in it a kind of joy far greater than that created by any known music. Further, the merits of good poetry are to be found in its many shades and images.1 As regards obscurity and clarity Tâhâ Husayn asserts that clarity is not one of the fundamentals of good poetry and that excellent poetry may well do away with it.2

This was followed by a translation of Verlaine's poem The Mariners' Graveyard by Khalîl Hindâwî. The poem was introduced as a specimen of good poetry whose fascination lay in the mysterious atmosphere and obscure ideas which it contained. Hindâwî also expressed the conviction that such a kind of poetry was bound to enrich modern Arabic poetry through its symbolic expressions.

1. See the newspaper Al-Ayyâm, Khartoum, issue dated 5.5. 1978, pp. 7-8.
2. Ibid., same pages.
Shawqi Dayf, similarly, insists that obscurity is one of the main attractions of poetry and argues that the fascinating and ever-lasting beauty and effect of poetry may well be attributed to the inherent quality of ambiguity.¹

In his writings Al-Tijānī tends to agree with the views which have been expressed by the leading Arab writers on the question of ambiguity. In part he must have been influenced by these views. Nonetheless, it will not be fair to assume that he acted as a mere recipient of the ideas current in his time. His deep concern with the problem and his personal involvement in it must have provided him with a greater insight into it. In his writings he has shown a considerable degree of creativity and originality.

Al-Tijānī's views on the subject are mainly contained in his article Majrā al-Tafkīr fi 'l-Shi'r.² But before


² Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 17, pp. 790-5.
that he made some important references to the question in *Mushkila Adabiyya Kubra.*\(^1\) In it he notes that modern Arabic poetry is markedly full of sadness, emotional penetration and ingenuity of expression. He maintains that the keen observer will not fail to notice the remarkable flow of fancies and images in this poetry and its obvious and frequent breaks with the Arabic tradition.\(^2\) He also underlines the inseparable relationship between emotion and poetry which is overwhelmingly influenced by the soul and emotion of the poet. Further, he believes that the taste, emotion and the senses are the mainsprings of poetry. Hence, the diminishing role of the mental faculty in the moments of poetic inspiration.

Even earlier than this Mahjūb had made certain remarks which touched on the subject. He describes poetry as follows: "In view of its radiant nature and the different implications and shades of meaning which it contains poetry has been reckoned as a most profound experience whose meanings are hidden well beneath its apparent descriptions and expressions."\(^3\) Mahjūb likens the effect of poetry to that of photography, in that within the space of two lines of verse one would be able to convey what

---

2. Ibid., pp. 498-9.
3. *Al-Shi'r Ilham wa-Sina'a*, *Al-Fajr*, vol. 1, issue 5, (pp. 189-192), p. 190.
might otherwise need to be written in tens of lines of prose. To him poetry derives its unique nature from being brief and profound; that is, the conciseness of its words and the profundity of its meaning.¹

By this remark Mahjûb has touched on the core of the problem, for brevity is one of the fundamentals of poetry. Hence the tendency to use allusions or suggestive expressions.

Let us turn our attention to the article Majrâ al-Tafkr and see how Al-Tijânî, the leading exponent of the idea of ambiguity in poetry, has explained it and justified its presence.

There are three main points on which Al-Tijânî has based his argument:

1. **Symbolism and Concentration of Thought**

Al-Tijânî believes that there are two types of ambiguity: that of the symbolic language and that resulting from deep and concentrated thought. The poet usually resorts to the former either when it becomes difficult for him to express himself or when the ideas themselves are obscure because of the inexplicable nature of the soul, the source of every poetic expression. As for the latter, deep thought will result in brevity which is in turn bound to cause ambiguity.

¹. Ibid., same page.
"Thought in poetry tends to be summarized in a few words, for if it were to be let free it might well fail to achieve what is normally attained through brevity which is laden with an accumulation of vivid and lively descriptions. I mean to say what can be achieved in poetry through the means of a few eloquent expressions may not be achieved by prolonged and detailed explanations and descriptions."\(^1\)

2. **The Hidden Tunes:**

Shawqī Ḥāfiẓ paid special attention to the musical aspect of poetry and its effect on the reader. He notes that when at its best this kind of music will move the audience, or readers, and lift their hearts despite the fact that they may fail to comprehend the actual meanings of a poem. The great joy derived from reading or listening to poetry can only be attributed to the mysterious tunes which poetry contains.\(^2\)

Al-Tijānī has a deeper insight into the musical aspect of poetry. He points at the presence of two types of music: the mental or implicit (al-mūṣīqā al-maʿnawiyya) and the literal or explicit (al-mūṣīqā al-ẓāhira). The former may be obscure or difficult to realize, but to him

\(^1\) Majrā al-Tafkir fi'īl-Shi'r, Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 17 (pp. 790-5) p. 791.

\(^2\) Al-Ayyām, op. cit., p. 8.
it is one of the basic elements of poetry. In his mind Al-Tijānī conceives of the presence of an implicit music which is commonly confused with the explicit music of poetry. "It may be difficult for the reader to understand what we call the implicit spirit and the hidden rhythm, but it is a fact which is not at all imaginary, which exists not beyond the wording but beyond the real meaning."¹ He believes that when the reader penetrates deep enough, "he will be able to realize that beyond every rhythm there lies another meaning and beneath every meaning another rhythm is to be discovered."²

It is this concept of poetical music which has led Al-Tijānī to call for a certain degree of prosodical freedom for the poet: "The need for new tunes (i.e. metres) must have been felt by the modern poets at one time or another."³ As far as metres are concerned, he believes that the door should be open to the modern poets so that they may venture into new and 'unheard of' themes and metres whenever they are urged by the poetic thought (al-fikr al-shā'ir) or any new experience.⁴

¹ Majrā al-Tafkir fi 'l Shi‘r, op. cit., p. 793.
² Ibid., same page.
³ Ibid., pp. 790-1.
⁴ Ibid., same pages.
3. **Differences in Taste:**

Al-Tijānī was fully aware of the question of individual aesthetic tastes and how literary appreciation was bound to be affected by them. To him the inevitable differences in taste and temperament are mainly responsible for the rift between the poets and critics of his time. "It is only true to observe that when the understanding of things is based solely on taste many differences are bound to emerge."¹ For, when the individual attempts to judge a matter it is his psychological makeup, culture and temperament which are essentially reflected in his judgement. In effect it is always possible for the reader to fail to understand a poem or parts of that poem, and hence the question of vagueness and obscurity will arise. This fact prompts Al-Tijānī to call for a new kind of literary criticism which will keep pace with developments in modern Arabic poetry and its new and complex tendencies. He maintains that such tendencies, including obscurity, are a distinctive feature of our modern time with its mysterious, and sometimes symbolic way of thinking. An example of this is the poet's tendency to draw from nature and closely relate it to his character, or his inclination to express and describe private experiences and feelings.

---

¹ Mushkila Adabiyya Kubrā, op. cit., p. 499.
means of suggestion, implication or association. Hence the emergence of a new way of poetic thinking and the inevitable presence of obscure phrases and vague ideas.

C. Literary Criticism:

(i) Theoretical Aspect:

At the outset it must be pointed out that the Group did not succeed in laying down any specific standards according to which a literary work might be judged. Despite this apparent lack of coherent and organized critical canons the Group seem united in their general conception of poetry and literature.

There are two main factors which seem to underlie the Group's critical outlook:

1. They are opposed to the traditional method of literary criticism, mainly because it confines the critic to the linguistic and rhetorical aspects of the work. In his article Wajib al-Udabā' Nahw Ummatihim wa-Fannihim Mahjub has noted that the traditional critic was mainly concerned with the question of grammatical correctness or soundness. Beyond that he can only be expected to look for ornamentation and rhetoric.

Unfortunately, this was the method which prevailed in Arabic literary criticism until well into the 20th century.

The Group aspired to a kind of criticism which would lay greater emphasis on the essential, i.e. the content of poetry, and pay less attention to the superficial. They believed in a new critical outlook which would take account of the poet's or writer's style, his spirit and his way of thinking and relate all these to the age in which he lived. In his article Mushkila Adabiyya Kubra Al-Tijanj expresses a similar view on the matter. He notes that the old critics limited their efforts to minor issues such as whether the poet's meanings had been explored before, poetic diction and the presence of obscure or undesirable expressions or grammatical and linguistic irregularities. Both writers called for the adoption of a new critical approach.

Through his Arabic reading Al-Tijanj acquainted himself with some of the literary trends in the West. He became aware of the special attention which Western men of letters paid to their literary heritage and how in their studies they started to explain and analyse the classics and search for new areas of interest and ingenuity in them. To his dismay, he realized that there was no sign of any similar attempt in the Arab world. He believed that great poets including Ibn al-Rûmî, Mihyâr and Abu 'l-‘Alâ' could have been studied in a new light and that the adoption of a modern approach to their works would have benefited the literary man and helped him to understand those poets and appreciate their ability and poetic genius more fully.¹

¹. Cf. his article Fî 'l-Mustawa al-Shi'ri lil-Umu, Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 7, (pp. 293-6), pp. 294-5.
In other words, Al-Tijānī believed in and called for a new critical outlook which would be useful not only in studying modern Arabic literature but also in generating a new life in the classics. By describing and analysing these classics, searching deep into them and taking account of the spirit of the age in which the poets lived, new areas of ingenuity would be discovered and great joy would be derived.

Four weeks later Mahjūb returned to the subject and wrote, "A study of poets like Al-Mutanabbi', Al-Ma'arrī and Ibn al-Rūmī which will describe their poetic talents, their way of thinking, the spirit of their age and their private life will enable us to arrive at their philosophical views and introduce them in an attractive way."¹ He believed that such an attempt would render an invaluable service to the Arab nation.

2. Fundamental to the Group's literary criticism is the question of truthfulness (or al-ṣidq al-fannī). Most of them were convinced that literature must be true to life. Hence the frequent use of words like honesty, truthfulness and sincerity. Indeed such words and epithets seem to have inspired many of the Group's critical writings. The idea of a Sudanese national literature, for example, was initially based on the conception of literature as a true

¹ Wājib al-Udabā' Naḥw Ummatihim wa-Fannihim, op. cit., p. 386.
reflection of the life and surroundings of the poet or writer. Further, the major differences between the neo-classicists and the modernists, as represented by the Fajr group centred on the question of honesty and genuineness.

It is to be noted that the emphasis on genuineness is commonly associated with lyrical poetry and the romantics who are inclined to write about their personal experiences and feelings. The school of Al-Dīwān took a similar stand. Al-'Aqqād and Al-Māzinī had an artistic conception of life and believed that literature should have a close resemblance to life.¹ Maḥjūb maintained that literature was part and parcel of life. "It is part of it [of life] drawing from it and merging into it. True and lasting literature is what touches on and derives from life. Hence the striking similarities between real life and the work of literature, so much so that it is sometimes difficult to distinguish one from the other."² Not only is literature a reflection of the individual's life, but also it is a representation of past and present human experiences. This is so because no work of literature can hope to attain any degree of excellence without relying on or drawing from the experiences,

1. See Al-Ṣiddīq's article on Al-Māzinī, Al-Fajr, vol. 2, (pp. 77-82) p. 80.
observations and lessons of the past. "The work of a poet is a reflection of his own experiences, amorous, ethical and political, in close association with those of his society, including his contemporaries and predecessors." Thus, the individual character of every man of letters and its presence in his work has been asserted. While past and present experiences continue to provide him with the necessary background to his work, his own private life remains as the core of this work.

The Group believe that the main objective of literature is to help people enjoy life and appreciate beauty. Literature should as well endeavour to improve the quality of life. They maintain that the literary man is duty-bound to be honest in his writings and should first try to listen to the voices of his own conscience before attempting to appease others. Mahjub realizes that such an obligation will require a high degree of artistic dexterity from the literary man who should always perfect his language and strive to give a clear expression of his views on life. This is the only means by which he can play his role in life and achieve the main objectives of literature.

These ideas bring to mind the question of literary

1. Ibid., p. 144.
2. See Wajib al-Udabā' naḥw Ummatihim wa-Fannihim, op. cit., p. 388.
freedom. Maḥjūb clearly implies that men of letters should have a right to express their own beliefs. He sees them as the saviours of the people and believes that any attempt to impose set ideas upon them will prove to be futile and a waste of their time and efforts.¹

In the article Muthul ‘Ulyā lil-Ḥayāt al-Sudāniyya al-Muqbila² the writer has outlined what he considers to be the basic features of any literary creation. From this article, and some other scattered remarks, it may be gathered that the Group were on the whole agreed on certain criteria of criticism. In any good work of literature the writer, or poet, would be required to reflect or demonstrate the following:

(a) A power of perception and observation.
(b) An ability to draw conclusions and to justify them.
(c) An ability to express his ideas clearly and beautifully.
(d) An originality of thought and ingenuity of exposition.
(e) An ability to portray his surroundings and society.
(f) High ideals by which he is guided.
(g) A mastery of organic and thematic unity.

1. Ibid., same page.
(ii) The Practical Aspect:

Through their critical writings Muḥammad 'Ashrī Al-Ṣiddīq and Muḥammad 'Abdū Maḥjūb have rendered an invaluable service to the Fajr movement. Their efforts in this respect clearly stand out from those of others. Apart from personal aptitude and calibre, the two men have succeeded in reflecting the common tendencies and beliefs of the Al-Fajr movement. Hence, it will not be inappropriate to reckon them as the representatives of the Group. Let us first outline the general features of their criticism and then have a close look at a few specimens of it.

M. A. Al-Ṣiddīq:

The writings of Al-Ṣiddīq are marked by deliberation and carefulness. In effect, it seems that he lacks the enthusiasm, warmth and glitter of Maḥjūb. Nonetheless, in his essays Al-Ṣiddīq has demonstrated his abilities as a literary writer. His outstanding qualities are: deliberation, polished language and independence. Underlying all these is the writer's scientific character with its scholarly and learned attitude. The fact that he was an ardent reader not only of Arabic literature but also English and Western literature in general must have helped to provide him with the solid intellectual background which he has. This fact has been recognized by many Arab
1 scholars.

Under the influence of the English critics Al-Ṣiddīq adopted the analytic method in his literary criticism. This has been reflected in his two-part essay on Al-Māzinī. In his writings he has also reflected certain features which may well be attributed to Al-ʿAqqād, the Group's acclaimed literary idol. Al-Ṣiddīq's tendency to use splendid and grand style and structurally balanced passages bears close resemblance to the writings of Al-ʿAqqād. But there are, of course, some basic differences between the two. While the latter became noted for the daring and unreserved manner in which he made comments and passed judgements, the former resorted to a conscious and somewhat restrained attitude to his criticism. This attitude suited the sober and unbiased critic which he hoped to be. Nonetheless, the quality of independence remains as one of the distinctive features of Al-Ṣiddīq's writings.

M.A. Mahjūb:

The most distinctive feature of the writings of Mahjūb is his artistic and intellectual originality. As far as the artistic aspect is concerned it may be discerned from the new form and style in which he endeavoured to combine the eloquence of the Arabic language with the

1. Pref. 'Abd Allāh Al-Ṭayyib, for example, has pointed out that Al-Ṣiddīq is an extremely widely read man. (Al-ITTijāhāt al-Ḥadītha fi'l-Nathr al-'Arabî fi'l-Sūdān, op. cit., p. 64)
fluency of English. Originality of thought has been reflected in the high ideals which he has set up for himself and his society in the fields of literature, politics and social advancement.

From the articles which he contributed to Al-Fajr, as well as in his early writings in Al-Nahda, 1 Mahjub's qualities as a writer may be analysed as follows:

1. Arrangement of thoughts and ideas: Mahjub has shown constant awareness of the form of his articles. The layout of these articles looks good and convincing. The sections are usually well divided and each of them tends to express or discuss a single idea or a number of closely related points. Within the section, it is obvious that the sequence of thoughts and development of ideas is carefully observed. Further, the sections are kept in close relation to one another. This has been achieved through the observance of a gradual and logical movement between them. Hence continuity of thought is retained and the underlying idea (or ideas) is present throughout the article. ’Abd Allah Al-Ṭayyib believes that Mahjub has been influenced by the style of the English controversial

1. See, for instance, his article Al-Shu’ūr al-Qawmī wa-Ḥājatunā Ilayh, Al-Nahda, issue dated February 24, 1931.
essay.\textsuperscript{1} The fact that at the Gordon Memorial College Mahjūb and his colleagues were trained in this kind of writing may well serve to support this assumption.

2. The special attention which Mahjūb has paid to form is coupled with a tendency to balance his sentences and weigh one of them against the other. This feature is one of the essential ingredients of Arabic literary writing and of the eloquent style which the Arab modern writers have set out to achieve. Its best example is to be found in the writings of Ṭāhā Ḥusayn.

3. Another feature is Mahjūb's tendency to detail his ideas. In many instances this has caused him to drift away from the main point of discussion. But it is his disciplined nature as a writer and his vigilant mind which have guarded him against the potential danger of being carried away and losing sight completely of his arguments. The side issues on which he may touch or the detailed examples which he draws are indulged in as far as they are useful in explaining or fostering his arguments.

4. Mahjūb's style is also marked by a tendency to use long sentences. One sentence may run into five lines or

\textsuperscript{1} Cf. Al-\textit{Ittijāḥāt al-Ḥadīthā}, op. cit., p. 53.
more. This feature is commonly attributed to the English style, more so, perhaps, than it is associated with the Arabic language. This has led to the overwhelming presence of antitheses and syntheses.

As for his general attitude to criticism, Maḥjūb has become noted for the frank and direct approach which he has adopted in his writings. But in view of his tender and kind nature he sometimes sounds apologetic in his remarks. Kindness and courtesy, when coupled with impartiality, seem to provide a sound basis for any valid and acceptable critical judgement. This was specially true of the Sudanese literary movement in the 1930s.

**Common Features of their Criticism:**

1. In their critical essays the two men have paid special attention to the individual character of the writer or poet. Their concern with his individual character is not limited to biographical accounts, for in addition they endeavour to penetrate into that character by describing and exposing features or traits which are likely to influence his literary production. They have also paid attention to social background.

Examples of this are to be found in the opening sections of the articles on Ṣāliḥ ‘Abd al-Qādir, ‘Alī Maḥmūd Ṭāhā and Abū al-Qāsim Ḥāshim by Maḥjūb and the two-part essay on Al-Māzinī by Al-Ṣiddīq. In his first critical
essay \(^1\) Mahjúb has set out to describe this Sudanese contemporary poet in a beautiful, yet penetrating, manner: Šálíh has an anguished soul. This has resulted from a life full of hardships and misfortunes. He has failed not only in his personal relationships but also in politics. Mahjúb acknowledges that he has no intimate acquaintance with the poet, and hence makes the remark that he had to seek the necessary information about him from his close friends. This remark highlights two things; the critic's honesty and his endeavour as a modern researcher to establish his facts before publishing them.

In his second article, Al-Malláh al-Tá'ih,\(^2\) Mahjúb realizes that he is in a similar situation, for he lacks the necessary information about the Egyptian poet. He feels at a loss since he is convinced of the importance of an introductory note which will help in creating a kind of relationship between the poet whom he intends to discuss and the reader. But the writer, who is not lacking in ingenuity, has found a way out by introducing the poet as an architect, a profession which the two of them share. By this means of identification Mahjúb moves on to describe the close relationship between the concept

---

of architecture as an art and that of poetry as a branch of literature. He makes the remark that common to both are the qualities of strength, beauty and economy.

Al-Ṣiddīq has adopted a similar attitude in his essay. He starts his critical study by describing the character of Al-Māzinī and relating its traits to his poetry. He maintains that the poet reflects very clearly the true Egyptian spirit, not only because he is a native of Egypt but also because in his poetry the Egyptian character with its distinctive traits has been closely portrayed. By way of giving a general description of the Egyptian character Al-Ṣiddīq has penetrated into the individual character of Al-Māzinī, whose poetry has been marked by a kind of perpetual yearning for the past and its memories. The poet has been described as light-hearted, sincere and peaceful.

The significance of these brief introductory parts lies in the fact that they serve to introduce us to the poet or writer in question in a direct and humane manner. As such they are bound to create a kind of relationship between the poet, for example, and the readers of his poetry. This relationship is by no means superficial since the critic tries to deepen it through his analytic

1. Ibrāhīm ‘Abd al-Qādir Al-Māzinī
   (i) Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 2, pp. 77-82.
descriptions. In this way, and from a psychological viewpoint, the reader will be prepared to associate himself with the poet and try to understand his literary production in the light of the information which he has gained about his individual tendencies and personal life.

2. One technical aspect of this criticism is the critic's tendency to start with a general rule or remark and move on from there to a particular point or question. The writer will usually give a general account or picture of the literary work pointing to its distinctive features. This may include an outline of the themes which happen to dominate the poet's production or hints at certain areas of interest, weakness or excellence.

After a brief introductory note, Mahjūb, for instance, has pointed out the prominent aspects of Ṣāliḥ's poetry. There are four; reflecting his sadness and boredom, his comic and cynical character, his adoration of beauty and his dissipated life. The diversity of the poet's themes and metres has been considered to be one of the merits of his poetry. But amidst this early praise for the poet the writer does not forget to refer to the charge to which he has already alluded; that is the poet's apparent lack of perfection which has resulted from his careless attitude to the process of literary creation.

It is to be noted that while making these general observations and remarks Mahjūb has made no attempt to go into great detail. This has been postponed for a later
stage when he embarks on a detailed study of specific examples. By this means Majjūb has been able to delay his conclusions until he has substantiated his arguments and explored them in depth.

The same procedure has been followed by Majjūb in his article on 'Alī M. Tāhā, where he starts by making the general remark that the title of the poet's collection does not reflect any aspect of Egypt's nature. By this remark the writer intends to point at the presence of foreign cultural elements in Tāhā's poetry, particularly that of English poetry. This early remark has prompted the writer later on to raise the question of truthfulness in poetry.

Following his introductory section on Al-Māzīnī, Al-Siddīq raises the question of the poet's identity and wonders whether he may be assigned to the traditional school or the modern one. In his attempt to answer this question the writer has been able to shed light on the main areas of interest and significance which he intends to study. Similarly, the observation that the poet has not succeeded in creating any new forms or metres is significant in that it points to one of the areas with which the critic intends to concern himself in his study.

---

1. That is Al-Mallāḥ al-Tā'īh, or the Lost Mariner, the first edition of which appeared in 1934.
This technique is of great importance to the Group's literary criticism. It has helped to provide it with the organized form which it possesses and hence enhanced its understanding and contributed towards a better exposition of their ideas.

3. The impartial attitude which the critics have adopted is perhaps best reflected in their commitment to a fair treatment which not only focuses on the weaknesses of the literary work but also takes account of the poet's achievement and recognizes and praises the merits of his work. It is worth noting here that the critical remarks which Maḥjūb makes are always characterised by an apologetic tone. This stems from his peaceful and kind nature and explains why in his articles he is inclined to start with commendation rather than criticism.¹

Finally, let us consider certain examples of their criticism which will help to illustrate their impartiality and shed light on the areas of emphasis in this criticism.

(a) Maḥjūb is critical of the opening part of one of Şāliḥ's pessimistic poems. He maintains that the poem should have started in a more emotional manner in order to arouse the reader's sympathy. Maḥjūb has composed four lines and suggested that they will serve as a more

¹. See, for instance, his article on Şāliḥ.
appropriate prelude to the theme of the poem. By this suggestion he has clearly demonstrated how practical he is. What is important is the fact that Mahjūb mingles this early critical remark with a kind of praise when he recognizes that as a whole the poem is full of genuine and true feelings, and that Ṣalih has succeeded in reflecting his pessimistic nature.¹

(b) Another critical remark which Mahjūb makes is that the poem in question has been composed in a disorderly manner and hence displays a lack of relationship between its parts and images. Further, the rhythm sounds somewhat tedious and is in effect less moving.

Mahjūb cites another example which gives evidence of these failings. In this instance too he tries to sweeten his criticism by suggesting that the poet's own misfortunes and his great concern about the state of his people may have hindered the process of organizing his thoughts and ideas.² Then in a didactic manner he reminds Ṣalih that a true poet should combine inspiration and imagination with craftsmanship, and that he should continually revise and polish his compositions.

(c) Then the critic moves on to consider the merits of Ṣalih's poetry. He points out that the poet has excelled

---

¹ Al- Ḥajr, vol. 1, issue 1, p. 16.
² Ibid., p. 17.
in love poetry, and commends him on his polished style, the beauty of its musical aspect and the tender quality of his descriptions. Maḥjūb also maintains that the poet provides us with some of the best examples of love poetry in the Sudan. His judgement has been based on two important factors: that the poet has adopted an immaterial approach to his themes and that he has succeeded in reflecting his genuine feelings and deep emotion.¹

(d) The areas of emphasis in Maḥjūb's criticism are demonstrably consistent with the Group's literary ideas. In his article Al-Mālāḥ al-Tā'īh he makes yet another attempt to stress the importance of music in poetry. He is critical of Ṭāḥā because his metres are repetitive and monotonous. Maḥjūb has discovered that sixteen out of the thirty three poems which the collection comprises are in one metre. He asserts that this overwhelmingly repetitive 'tune' is one of the drawbacks of the collection. The poet could have avoided this had he tried to exploit his potential, especially in view of his knowledge of English poetry and the different tunes which it contains.² This brings to mind Maḥjūb's positive stand on the issue of modernizing and enriching Arabic poetry and his belief

1. Ibid., p. 19.
that such an objective may be achieved through borrowing from Western literature, especially English poetry.

(e) Mahjüb also blames the poet for his lack of sincerity. To him it is shameful to write about far-fetched ideas while the problems of one's country remain to be solved and its local scenery remains to be described. This again, raises the questions of truthfulness and literary commitment.

(f) Tähâ has also been criticized for being carried away by his imagination. The writer believes that in many instances this resulted in absurd and incredible ideas. He cites the poem Milād Shâ'ir (A Poet's Birth) and observes that despite the grandeur of its style it has been marred by excessive imaginations which have gone well beyond the boundaries of reason.¹

(g) Another criticism of Tähâ is his lack of economy. It is worth recalling that Mahjüb and his colleagues have regarded brevity as one of the prerequisites of poetry. The tendency to compose lengthy poems has resulted in much resonance and clatter, which in turn led to verbosity in Tähâ's poetry.²

1. Ibid., p. 106.
(h) Maḥjūb ends his critical survey by focussing on the poet's merits. He notes that the scientific nature of the poet has clearly been reflected in his poetry. As a result a considerable number of his poems are marked by deep reflection. This element of reflection which is combined with the poet's profound emotion has contributed to the excellent quality of lyrical poems which the collection contains. The poet's adoration of beauty has also been noted by the writer and his poems on love and its anguish and sorrows have been reckoned as most beautiful and enjoyable, especially so because the poet has succeeded in reflecting his tender feelings and the resounding memories of the past.

(i) One of the current issues of the time was the question of traditionalism and modernism in Arabic literature. Maḥjūb shows his concern with this question in his study of Ṭāḥā. He attempts to answer the question whether Ṭāḥā is to be regarded as a modern or a conservative poet by weighing the elements of modernism in his poetry against those of traditionalism. Al-Ṣiddīq has adopted a similar method in his study of Al-Māzinī. The two critics have also expressed identical views on the question of introducing new metres into Arabic poetry and the possibility of deriving or modifying them from the metres of English poetry.¹

(j) In his two-part essay Al-Ṣiddīq has also paid attention to the question of unity and organization. He also recognizes Al-Māzinī's great ability to compose narrative poems; and in view of the orderly sequence of events and the flow of imagination in these poems the critic has described them as worthy of praise and admiration.

(k) One of the main demerits of Al-Māzinī is the apparent lack of proportion between the different parts of his poetry.

Thus, as representatives of the Group, Muḥammad 'Ashrī Al-Ṣiddīq and Muḥammad Aḥmad Maḥjūb may be said to reflect its common tendencies, beliefs and preoccupations in their literary criticism. The areas of emphasis in this criticism and their critical approach are not only similar but also seem to conform with the Group's literary conceptions and expectations.
CHAPTER V

AN ANALYTICAL STUDY OF THE GROUP'S POETICAL WORKS

I. Subjectivity:

A remarkable feature of the poetical works of the Group is the presence of a strong element of subjectivity, an element which underlies nearly all their compositions. Through it the poets tend to express their own experiences, their response to others, including nature, and their metaphysical speculations. Hence the abundance of poems of introspection, confession or poems which record a mood, usually one of anguish and despondency. An explanation of this underlying element is therefore of essential importance to the understanding of this poetry. Two questions may be raised in this respect, and by answering them it is hoped that an explanatory account of this strong element of subjectivity will result. The questions are: (i) What are the factors which were responsible for the spreading of this subjective tendency? (ii) Why were the Group particularly prone to it?

The impact of outside influences upon the Group has been underlined many times in this study. It has also been pointed out that the modern literary movement in the Arab world played a considerable part in shaping the Group's literary thoughts and ideas. But the most profound single influence which left its unmistakable mark on them is that of the Diwan movement. The leaders of this
movement attached great importance to the part played by emotion in poetry. Under the spell of the English romantics, they advocated a kind of poetry which was primarily of a subjective nature. Al-'Aqqād, for example, maintained that what distinguished a poet from the rest of men was the strength, depth and wide range of his feelings, and his ability to penetrate in the reality of things.¹ One member of the Group has expressed a similar idea, "A true artist is the one who attempts to realize his high ideals and objectives in life through the expression of his own experiences."²

Subjectivity and individuality are two distinctive features of romanticism of which Al-'Aqqād and his colleagues were among the early exponents. By the early 30s the romantic movement had taken hold of nearly all the Arab world, and through the mahjar¹ writings and the publications of Apollo it reached a climax. As far as the Fajr group are concerned it may suffice to note that they were contemporaries and, to a certain degree, close associates of the Apollo members. Hence, they were naturally influenced by the strong currents of romanticism. Further, and as has been pointed out in an earlier chapter,

¹ Badawi, A Critical Introduction to Modern Arabic Poetry, p. 91.
² Mawt, op. cit., p. 49.
the Group had direct access to foreign cultures, and many of them became particularly acquainted with the English romantic poets and critics.

Notwithstanding the outside impact on the Group it is perhaps more important to look into their own circumstances and consider how far the prevailing conditions in the Sudan influenced them and enhanced their individualistic and introspective attitude to life and literature. Reference has been made to the tension between the older and younger generations, which had become clearly apparent by the 1930s. More serious were the repercussions of the 1924 rising and the pressures which were brought to bear on the Sudanese rising generation, including the Fajr group, who found themselves at odds, not only with an essentially alien and repressive government, but also with their own people, including their parents and elders.

Further, at the socio-cultural level the Group seem to have been drawn into a psychological battle, a kind of internal crisis within themselves. This crisis was brought about by the new system of education under which they were trained, the new ideas to which they were exposed and the sharp contrast between these and the actualities of life and the limitations of their own society. In effect a few of them became social rebels, while the majority kept their modern ideas and those pertaining to religion and tradition in separate watertight compartments, and sustained a kind of split personality. The method and content of the training they received at the Gordon Memorial College, which
was Western in outlook and approach, had exposed their minds to greater ephemeral distraction, but left their spirits hungry. One should also bear in mind that the members of Al-Fajr were mostly effendis, i.e. government employees, and that while their social environment restricted them totally, through their education, private reading and the shared experience of government service they acquired a wider outlook which made them realize the constraints of their social and family life and left them subject to conflicting loyalties, desires and aims.

The conflict which resulted explains the state of perplexity in which they found themselves. The educated person might seek modern medical treatment which had become available in the big cities and towns, but he would not be able to resist his family’s persuasions to visit a feki. He might show an attitude of agnosticism one day in the presence of his close friends and join the crowd in defending religion the next. In many instances he was forced to assume a double character in his life, daring to criticize the old ways only within his circle and fearing the censure of his elders. Hence he found himself reduced to a state of intellectual cowardice.

In view of their highly sensitive nature, the high ideals and hopes which they entertained and the unfavourable conditions in which they found themselves, the Group were even more inclined to subjectivity and speculation. In most cases they forced themselves into retreat and detachment from the harsh realities of their life. Sentiments of
suffering, bewilderment and disappointment found their way into their compositions. Thus the greater part of their poetry became centred on their private world, reflecting their anguish and sorrows. They set out on what may be described as an inward journey, in search of peace and consolation.

The fact that the predominant themes of their poetry are those of love, nature and lamentation highlights the underlying element of subjectivity. But although their lyrics were mainly an expression of their innermost feelings, it is easy to discern in them allusions to injustices and predict upheavals in the social and political life of the country.

II. Main Poetic Themes:

A. Love:

Love is the foremost theme of this poetry. The preponderance of love poems is indeed most remarkable, as over eighty per cent of the Group's compositions revolve round the subject of love, reflecting the personal feelings and experiences of the poets.

This is not surprising in view of the underlying element of subjectivity. To the Group love represents an oasis. "The best and most tender part," writes one of them, "of what the Arabs have composed is to be found in their love poetry, where their literary talent has been urged and inspired by the passion of love." 1

They are convinced that poetry in particular is bound to become immortalized when it is centred on the emotions of the soul and its fancies. To those critics who attacked the Group and criticized its members for the preponderance of love poetry in their compositions a writer in the Al-Ādāb wa'l-Funūn section has this to say, "Those critics seem to overlook the fact that this poetry has been composed by the younger poets and that youth is the time of exuberance and passion..... It is more appropriate to leave them [the younger poets] to themselves and enjoy their songs, the echo of spring."¹

More emphatic is the explanation and justification which has been contained in some of their poems. In a poem entitled Ḥadīth ma‘a Shaykh² M.U. Mahjūb explains in explicit terms why he and his colleagues have become attached to the world of love. They have been forced to abandon their political and social endeavours in the face of strong opposition from their elders. To them the world of beauty and love represents a haven where they can get some peace and temporarily forget their troubles before awakening to the realities of a life full of greed, deceit and injustices.

² Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 8, pp. 241-243. See Appendix, citation no. 1, p. 282
In the poem Qadiyyat al-Alwān\textsuperscript{1} M.A. 'Umar provides us with yet another poem expressive of the attitude of the younger poets towards love and beauty and how they have been fascinated and attracted by it. It is interesting to note here that this wonderful world has been described as the ka'ba, i.e. the holy shrine, around which Muslim pilgrims continuously throng.

It may be concluded that love poetry provided an outlet for the Group. In their love poems, which are essentially an expression of their repressed feelings and desires, there is an undertone of discontent and a revolt against the political and social inhibitions of their time.

Taken as a whole these love poems cover a wide range of emotions, varying from the most passionate adoration of beauty, to pure platonic idealization, from the joy and excitement of meeting the beloved to the utter despair of loneliness and disappointment, from total surrender to love and immersion in its pleasures to doubt and jealousy in the absence of the beloved. What is new about this poetry is the fact that in contrast with traditional love poetry, through it many of the poets have given expression to a new kind of sensibility, a sensibility which we encounter in the equally large proportion of love poetry

\textsuperscript{1} Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 1, p. 13. See Appendix, citation no. 2, p. 283
in the works of Ibrāhīm Nājī and 'Abd al-Rahmān Shukrī, the two noted Egyptian romantics. In the poetic compositions of the Group, as in the works of the two latter poets, love has become the context in which so many of the poet's attitudes, such as his sense of exile and isolation, the dreadful thought of death, the state of bewilderment as to the place of man in the universe and his fate, are revealed.

Aspects of Love Poetry

(1) The Passion of Love:

Many of the Fajr poets have attempted to describe the deep emotion of love. Of the many poems which have been studied the following provide us with compositions of a particularly high quality: Al-Zawra\textsuperscript{1} (The Visit), Yā kull mā atamannā\textsuperscript{1} (O! You Are All I Could Wish For), Dumnāya al-jadīda\textsuperscript{1} (My New Found World) and Ilayk\textsuperscript{1} (To You) which have all appeared in the collection Al-Shabāb al-Awwal by Muḥmūd Ḥamdī. From the anthology Qiṣṣat Qalb mention should be made of the poems: Buʿd wa-gurb\textsuperscript{2} (Parting and Meeting) and Khafqat Qalb\textsuperscript{2} (A Heart Beat); and from Diwān Al-Tināy: Hubb wa-ghufrān\textsuperscript{3} (Love and Forgiveness), Iʿlān hubb\textsuperscript{3} (Declaration of Love) and Tabassam\textsuperscript{3} (Do Smile).

\begin{enumerate}
  \item Al-Shabāb al-Awwal, pp. 69-71, 73, 145-6 and 147 respectively.
  \item Qiṣṣat Qalb, pp. 39-40 and p. 82 respectively.
  \item Diwān Al-Tināy, p. 57, 133 and 55-6 respectively.
\end{enumerate}
Those which have appeared in Al-Fajr include: Jayashān (Flare up), vol. 3, issue 9, p. 282; Ma‘dhirat al-Sāḥî (An Excuse for the Inattentive), vol. 1, issue 17, pp. 802-4; Al-Qalb al-‘Aqq (The Disobedient Heart), vol. 3, issue 3, p. 80; Awadā‘ā? (Is it a Farewell?), vol. 2, issue 1, p. 24; Ilā Qalbī (To My Heart), vol. 3, issue 6, pp. 172-3 by the poets M.A. ‘Umar, Khalaf, M.U. Maḥjūb, Mīmān and Najilā respectively.

Let us examine some of these poems and see how far the poets have succeeded in conveying the intensity of their passion.

In the poem Awadā‘ā Mīmān attempts to describe the feelings of anguish and sorrow which he experiences before parting with the beloved. The poem consists of three sections of uneven length. In the first, which consists of five lines, all of which start with the exclamatory word awadā‘ā the poet conveys to us his feelings of disbelief and surprise when he suddenly realizes that the hour of separation has come. "Is it really a farewell?" he exclaims, "even before the thirst of my loving soul

1. Al-Fajr, vol. 2, issue 1, p. 24. This poem is reminiscent of two different Arabic translations of the poem Ae Fond Kiss and Then We Sever by Robert Burns, cf. Appendix, citation no. 3, pp. 284-5
has been quenched? Are we parting while my heart is still unsatisfied and my wishes are unfulfilled?" Then the poet is totally overcome by his emotion, and under the obsession of parting he tells us that the very sound of the word 'wadā' is bound to kindle the fire of love and evoke the deepest feelings of yearning in him. He wishes that the word never existed in the Arabic vocabulary.

In section two the poet attempts to foresee the future by portraying the state of loss and despondency which he is bound to pass through during the period of separation with his loved one. The beloved will have disappeared and so too will the poet's hopes. There will be no trace of her except the resounding echoes of his cries after her. He will then be like a ship roaming the seas, and while his beloved will look like a rose by the morning he will have been exhausted and worn out as a result of his constant wanderings in search of her.

In the last section the poet awakes from the nightmare of separation to the reality of parting. In a prayer-like manner he addresses his beloved and beseeches her to stay with him, for his tender heart has started to beat fast although she has hardly moved a yard! "No, no parting shall take place," he cries desperately "lest the whole world will be lost." The lover then requests another last kiss to make up for their unavoidable separation and the times of longing and sorrow. He wishes once more that it was the hour of meeting and not separation.
The poem Jayashān\textsuperscript{1} describes a different experience. The poet here reflects the feelings of joy and fear regarding a new love affair in which he is about to indulge. He addresses his heart and exclaims on its entralling beats. From past experiences he has gained good knowledge about his heart and the implications of such beats. But despite this he chooses to enquire about them in the most evocative and interesting manner. He starts with a series of exclamations: What good news do you have for me my beating heart? Your beats remind me of the anguished bird. But do tell me whether they are signs of relief for my anxious and care-laden soul, or whether you intend to extinguish the fires of love, heal my wounds and comfort the sleepless eyes. Then the poet realizes that it is only one of these illusions to which his heart is susceptible. His heart is eternally weak and that is why it always emerges from its sorrows and failures to cling to yet other renewed hopes of love and happiness. "How frequently you have been exalted and brought down by these hopes! How numerous are the instances in which you have created such a new and exciting world!" By nature the heart is inclined to forget its miseries and forgive those who have caused them.

\textsuperscript{1} Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 9, p. 282. See Appendix, citation no. 4, pp. 285-6
But despite his fears the poet gives in to the fascinating idea of a new love affair. In a tone of consent he addresses his heart once more. "You my heart are never care-free, and the fire of love is continually rekindled in you. For you are inevitably bound to be attracted by beauty. Weak as you ever are you always extend a hand of welcome to every new-comer."

The last two lines of the poem are most expressive of the attitude of the poet and his friends to beauty. In them he proudly proclaims that they are eternally destined to sing for the beautiful and fill the entire world with their songs whenever they set eyes on it.

*Ilan hubb* is a poem of a different theme. Although the expression of the passion of love remains the underlying tone of the poem the poet's intention is to uncover the secret of his heart and make his long-hidden secret known. The poem has been dedicated to the beloved, "The one who does not know, but who may be delighted to know about this affair!"

It is worth noting here that the act of declaring or making public any love affair is bound to arouse strong feelings in the Sudan, especially so in view of the many moral and religious restrictions which society imposes on such relationships. In order to understand the poem fully

1. *Diwan Al-Tinay*, p. 133. See Appendix, citation no. 5 p. 287
and appreciate the atmosphere of secrecy and tension which prevails in it, it is therefore important that we bear this particular situation in mind.

The two words with which the poem opens, ḥawā and sīrr (love and secret) are the keynote to the poem. The poet's love has long remained a secret of the heart, and its revelation has been guarded against by fear of embarrassment and censure. But to retain the secret is beyond the poet's power of endurance.

The poet describes how he has struggled to keep the secret of his heart. Years have passed and neither have the lips uttered a word nor have the eyes betrayed that strong emotion. It has not even met the ears of others through a whisper. The lover has kept his secret even from his own self, despite his awareness of the fact that every vein in his body has been thrilled by it.

The delineation of the state of fear reaches a climax when the poet complains, "How great was my fear that others might discover the secret of my passionate love, yet how difficult it has become for me to withstand its burning fires! The lover has even tried to avoid meeting his own beloved one because of his fear that his passion may betray him.

In the last five lines the poet gives in, for he can no longer keep his secret. His inmost soul has failed to contain his strong passion. His poetry has first betrayed him and through it he has uncovered his secret love affair. The dark nights, too, which have witnessed the poet's
torment of longing and sleeplessness must have imparted the knowledge to the loved one.

The poem closes on a philosophical note: Man is mortal but over the ages the epic story of love will remain alive.

In his relatively short poem *Ilayk*\(^1\) the poet Hamdil provides us with another example which is charged with the passions of love. Despite the simplicity of its language, the poem conveys the poet's most profound emotion. He starts by addressing his beloved one and relating to her the story of his great attachment to and love for her. She has become the sole attraction for his eyes and ears. He begs of her not to mistake him for a happy man, for the smile he puts on is only a forced one. The only feelings and thoughts he entertains are those of his burning passion for her.

The poem ends in a devotional manner, with the poet showing his total submission to the beloved: Whether you are oblivious of my love for you or an other affair has swayed your heart, I do forgive you. I have never forgotten you. Nor shall I dare to blame you if I perish in the fires of my passion.

---

1. *Al-Shabāb al-Awwal*, p. 147.; Appendix, citation no. 6, p. 288
(ii) Adoration of Beauty:

This is another remarkable feature of the Group's love poetry. What is important here is the new concept of love and beauty to which the members have given expression. Under the influence of the romantics the Group adopted a new philosophical outlook which approaches religion and the arts from an aesthetical angle.

To the romantics who are in constant pursuit of the high ideals of truth, beauty and goodness, love is a driving force. But these high ideals in their absolute forms can best be conceived as a few of God's attributes. Hence the close relationship between the romantic concept of beauty and religiousness. He who loves or seeks the high ideals of beauty is in point of fact a true lover of God who recognizes and appreciates His creation.

One of the early Sudanese critics who reflected this combined concept of beauty and religiousness is Ḥamza al-Malik Ṭanbal, who believed that literature might be considered as a sound basis for piety. Apart from actual worship, he maintained, literature could serve as a means through which mankind could be guided to a better understanding of the universe and hence come to realize the existence of God.¹

As far as the Group are concerned it is to be noted that the religious tendency present in their love poetry

¹. See Al-Adab al-Sudani wa-ma Yajib an yakūn 'alayh, (2nd edition), Beirut, 1972, p. 38.
is mainly attributable to the impact of religion on its members. Most of them came from a religious background. Maḥjūb and ʿAbd al-Ḥalīm, for example, were brought up in a religious home. Al-Tijānī came from a family which was noted for its religious and Ṣūfī tendencies. He also received his education at the Omdurman Islamic Institute.

Nonetheless, this religious impact is not reflected in the Group's compositions in any traditional manner. There are no traces of exhortations, nor are there any signs of a return to the glorious past of the Muslims. It has been reflected in a new philosophical outlook which combines the basic element of religiousness with that of aesthetics.¹

Notwithstanding the literary influence on the Group which came mainly from Egypt and the West, one should be reminded of the local influences, notably those which pertain to Ṣūfism. The Ṣūfī tendencies and beliefs are deeply rooted in Sudanese society. Further, many of the poets of Al-Fajr, including Al-Tijānī and Al-Tinay, took a keen interest in the Muslim Ṣūfī poets and their poetical works.

The theme of love has thus acquired a spiritual and, sometimes, semi-platonic aspect. Notably, the songs of beauty became laden with many Ṣūfī idioms and imageries.

As a result of this new concept many of the poets became inclined to go beyond the sensuous. Love has become an idealized world where many metaphysical questions can be raised. Through their description of human beauty the poets have aspired to arrive at a new sensibility which will uplift their souls, give them greater powers of perception and provide them with everlasting peace. Hence in many instances the physical description of beauty can be interpreted as a means to an end, that is the realization of God's presence and His spirit which has been bestowed upon His creatures. With poets like Al-Tinay it is the effect of beauty on their souls and not its sensual appeal which they are inclined to describe or seek to reflect in their poetry.

There is a considerable number of excellent poems which serve to illustrate the Group's overwhelming tendency to describe beauty and its fascinating effect on the poet. Let us consider some of them.

The first example is a highly lyrical poem entitled Ghannā 'aw layla 'alā al-Shāṭi'.¹ The theme is one of devotion and attachment to beauty. The poet relates how, one night, in the company of his beloved one, he plunged into the pleasures of love and became totally absorbed in them.

In the opening section of the poem the poet urges

the beloved (the bulbul) to carry on singing and ignore
the blame of the reactionaries. The loving soul will
never tire of listening to the enchanting songs of love,
for they will help to sustain his passionate yearning.
To the poet love is a creed. The fascination and effect
of the beautiful eyes is similar to that of alcohol, yet
it is sweet and free from harm.

In sections 3 and 4 a certain degree of hedonism can
be discerned. Singing quenches the thirst of the soul
and cures its illnesses. The beloved is urged to go on
filling the lover's cup, for it is continuous drinking
which drives away solicitude and boredom. In an ecstasy
of delight the lover beseeches his beloved one: Come dance
for me, you are only comparable to the sun. Come and
revive my joyful hopes. Your Creator, who has bestowed
such beautiful eyes upon you, has not deemed the pleasures
of youth as sinful.

Then in section 4 the poet exclaims: Is it out of
vanity that God has filled the earth with such pleasures
and beauty? Have we not been endowed with eyes and lips
for the sole purpose of appreciating beauty?

The poem closes with another explicit expression of
the poet's belief that earthly pleasures should be seized
when the opportunity arises as they only occur at rare
moments in life.

The poem Asîr\(^1\) provides us with an interesting account
of how the poet has fallen captive to beauty and how he

1. \textit{Divan Al-Tinay}, p. 46-7. See Appendix, citation no. 8,
p. 290.
rejoices over being captured by the charms of his beloved one. Through the subtle use of a simile - in which the poet-lover has likened himself to a bird and the beloved to a huntsman - the poet has succeeded in making his account vivid and lively.

The huntsman who is usually the object of blame for his alleged cruelty to animals has neither been cursed nor censured. On the contrary, despite the traps which he has skilfully set up, the captured bird, that is the lover, blesses him and prays for his wellbeing! What is more, the captive asks that the trap be tightened up so that he cannot escape! The traps are only those of beauty and its attractions, and the lover is quite content to remain in the fetters of charm, chanting praises for the beloved. His imprisonment by her is all he could wish for. Thus he has no reason to envy the birds their freedom. His heart tells him that in the bosom of love there is all the beauty and joy one could dream of.

A distinctive feature of the poem *Khafqat qalb*¹ is the poet's tendency to use religious idioms and imageries in description of beauty and the particular effect it has on lovers. It is also important to note that the poet has conceived of beauty and the realization of God as two closely related matters. The charm of the eyes has been described as evocative to the senses and fascinating to

---

¹ *Qissat Qalb*, pp. 82-3. See Appendix, citation no. 9, p. 291.
the beholder's eyes. In these eyes lies the secret of life and the beholder is bound to realize God, the Creator, through them. The lover has been described as a monk (rāhīb) whose job it is to look after beauty and worship it. To the thrilled heart and fascinated eyes the glittering charm and elegance of the beloved is God's light which is intended to guide mankind. To be in the company of the beloved is like being in Paradise.

In the poem Jamāl wa-qulūb Al-Tijānī has expressed his adoration in the most passionate manner. The opening words wa-‘abādnāk yā jamāl, O beauty we have worshipped you, is strikingly reminiscent of the many āyas, or parts of āyas, of the Koran in which the faithful believers express their submission and devotion to God through the means of worship.

In the first three lines an overwhelmingly religious atmosphere has been created. In seeking to express his passionate attraction to beauty the poet tells us that he has worshipped it. Through his poetry he has given expression to his deepest feelings of love. The entire world has been offered as a sacrifice at the altar of beauty.

It is interesting to note that the eyes are of particular attraction to the Group. Hence the springs of water have been included in the offering so that they may

1. Ishrāqa, p. 115. See Appendix, citation no. 10, pp. 291-2.
correspond to the glittering eyes of the beloved.

Sweet and beguiling though the effect of beauty is reckoned to be, to the poet it has been a means to transcending the everyday world.

In the two verses which follow the poet tells us how difficult it is to explain the essence of beauty. All human endeavours have been in vain.

Then through a series of leading questions the poet underlines the inseparable relation between love and beauty and expresses his belief that man is eternally doomed to be fascinated by beauty. The realization of these facts will lead us to believe in God, the Omnipotent, whose power and will has dictated these facts and made things and human beings look the way they do.

In the last four lines the poet gives expression to the Group's integrated outlook on beauty, the different forms of which are not confined to human beings. To the beholder beauty is present everywhere and its various forms and shades can be found in the tranquility of nature as well as in the clamour of everyday life.

(iii) Feelings of Anxiety and Expectancy:

Here the poet attempts to describe the anxieties of lovers and the state of unrest and disorientation in which they find themselves. While waiting to meet his beloved, the lover's feelings and thoughts are those of hope and fear.

Many of the poets of Al-Fajr have contributed
excellent poems in this vein. The moral and social restrictions which society imposed on the relationship between man and woman must have subjected their liberal minds to greater pressures and made them more sensitive to such situations.

One example in which the lover's state of doubt and anxiety has vividly been depicted is the poem *Shakk* (Doubt).  

In the first three verses the poet has succeeded in creating an atmosphere which suits the theme of his poem. Doubt has been described in terms of darkness, which impedes visual and mental perception. The lover has been likened to a ship sailing on a rough sea whom high tides have prevented from coming ashore. This picture has been intended to correspond to the lover's state of expectancy, a state of ephemeral hope and despair.

Thus the scene has been set, and the poet moves on to delineate the situation by addressing his *fu'ād*, i.e. his inmost soul: Woe to both of us when we are in such a state of doubt as to whether the beloved will keep her promise and meet the lover at the appointed hour. In the night I keep on searching for her in the hope of seeing the image of the one of whose arrival you seem so sure. How many times have you been carried away by your thoughts

---

and imaginations! Whenever a shadow appears your triumphant cry will ring in the air, but only to the disappointment of your own illusions. You will then ask for my pardon as if I ever blamed you.

The break of dawn is a clear indication that doubt has lifted. Then the rising sun is likened to the smile of an angry face, i.e. the face of the dismayed lover, and the whole poetic experience seems like a dream, a nightmare in which doubt has haunted the poet-lover.

The theme of the poem 'Awāṭīf' is similar to that of Shakk but in the former the emphasis is slightly different. Here the memories of love have been revived in the heart of the careworn and sleepless lover. Night has always been the time of remembrance. Wherever the lover goes the memories of his love, with all the joy they give and the anguish they cause, seem to haunt him.

But how about the meeting of lovers after a period of separation and longing? How does the infatuated lover feel in such a situation? Here is the poet's account:

When your voice meets my ears, it is my inmost soul which first welcomes you, even before I set eyes on you. How great is the joy of our hearts when we meet after a few days separation! But how surprising it is that when they are all alone, absorbed in their joyous whispering, the lover tends to become forgetful of his past worries.

The speech they indulge in and the captivating smile of his beloved one make the lover lose his senses. Thus in the bosom of love he falls into a beautiful trance from which he wishes he would never awake.

*Sā'at intiżār* is a poem which provides us with another example of the poet's ability to portray the mixed feelings of those lovers who wait anxiously for the appearance of their beloved ones at the appointed time. The language of the poem is remarkably simple. But it is through this simplicity that the poet has succeeded in giving a truthful account of the lover's state of doubt and hope.

To his sweetheart whom he expects to meet, the waiting lover conveys his passionate feelings and tells her of his longing for her. But some suspicion still lurks in his mind. His thoughts have been described as disturbed (*qaliq al-khawāṭir*). This description is indeed a subtle one, for the adjective *qaliq* has been used to describe, not a person as it normally does in Arabic, but the thoughts and feelings of the lover.

The lover's restless movements are comparable to those of a lunatic. Impatient as he is, the lover starts to question the precision of his watch and wonders whether something has gone wrong with it, for he fears that it may

have been affected by his burning and infectious emotion of love. To his cigarette he feels most grateful, since by burning in his trembling hands it seems to have shared with him the fire of love! But alas! Even the cigarette looks more fortunate than himself, for while it is doomed to die once by burning itself into ashes, the lover knows that he has been, and will be, through the torments of waiting many times.

In a society like that of the Sudan lovers do not feel secure. Even when they are together stealing moments of joy and happiness they are bound to be haunted by the thought of possible separation. This idea has found expression in one of Maḥjūb's poems. In the last part of Buʿd wa-qurūb the poet has reflected the anxiety of lovers and the constant fear of parting which tend to mar their happy times:

Is it true that we will be separated by the cruel time and the treacherous days? How great is our fear of the distress which will be inflicted upon us and the idea of brooding over what will be our joyous past! 0 my hope, how dreadful is the future and the looming thought of separation!

Then addressing his beloved he says:

Come to my side. You are the dream of my life which has come true. Let us enjoy ourselves and quench

the thirst of our souls. Love is an oasis in our barren life. Come and let us enjoy the pleasures of love and forget the rest of the world.

(iv) Nostalgic References to the Past:

There is a strong tendency in the Group's love poetry to reflect on the past and revive its beautiful memories in the hope of forgetting the miseries and desolation of the present. A remarkable feature of this poetry is the intensity of the poet's feelings, his unceasing yearning for the beloved, the happy times he spent in her company and the places which they used to frequent.

A considerable number of poems will present themselves for illustration. Let us consider three of them.

The first example is a poem entitled Al-rawd al-kharib\(^1\) (The Desolate Garden). Despite its length\(^2\) the poem is highly appealing. This has been achieved through the interplay of dialogue and narration, a technique for which the poet Khalaf became noted. The rosy picture of the past has been brought home by means of a close association between the poet and the song-bird. Further the changeable rhyme has contributed to sustaining the reader's interest and excitement throughout the poem.

\[\text{Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 21, pp. 987-9. See Appendix, citation no. 15, pp. 295-7.}\]

\[\text{The poem consists of forty four verses.}\]
In his state of estrangement and loneliness the lover starts to wail over the past and wonder about the gathering of lovers and the places which he used to frequent with them. By choosing to associate himself with the song-bird which was also a close companion who witnessed the meeting of lovers and their happiness, the poet has ingeniously described his recollections of the past. Like the poet-lover the bird has been forced to desert her little loved ones. But because of her great longing for them she has frequently made the journey back to see them and hence acquaint herself with the garden once more. The news which the bird brings back is heartbreaking. The garden has been deserted, and time has ruined it. The company of lovers have dispersed, although whenever they gather together, they will remember the estranged companion, i.e. the poet-lover, and drink to his memory.

Like the lovers all the other birds have flown away and dispersed, leaving their chicks behind. They have started a new life which is full of anguish and eternal longing. This fact seems to give the estranged lover some kind of consolation and sympathy. But despite this the feeling of sadness and discontent with his fate can never be overcome. He wishes that the bird would come and settle down beside him to share his sorrowful days instead of her unceasing flights.

Similar nostalgic references are to be found in the second and penultimate sections of the poem Waqfa 'alā
With the passage of time the joyful hours have been reduced to mere memories, which only evoke sorrows and tears and remind the poet of the dew-moistened trees among which he and his beloved spent their happy times. Happiness and merry laughter have given way to sighs and lamentation, and the flow of tears has replaced the beautiful songs of love and adoration. The poet has been cast away from the paradise of love into a state of isolation and humiliation. He is but a haggard being tormented by his yearning and seared by his passion.

In the last section there is yet another attempt to personify the past and describe its pleasures.

Past memories have been evoked in a remarkably novel manner in the poem Fi'l-ṭalq (In the Street). The poet here chooses to revive the past by means of describing a street with which he has close associations. The street and its signs are still recognizable to the lover despite the lapse of time. The memory of a certain house and the light which used to glitter through one of its windows is still alive in his mind. It was a time of love and joy. He can still recall the figure of his friend who used to roam the street late at night in the hope of being allowed into the house to join the company and share their merry

2. Qiṣṣat Qalb, pp. 53-4. See Appendix, Citation no. 17, pp. 298-9.
and joyous hours.

But whether the street recognizes him after these twenty years or not he cannot tell. What he is certain of is the fact that the house is still there, with the memory of its dim light, and the whispering and happy laughter which used to echo in the air.

Faithful and hopeful lovers will always cherish this beautiful memory, and if only the clock of time could be put back the longing and sad lover would be happy once again.

B. Nature:

Closely linked with the theme of love is nature poetry. Under the influence of the new literary ideas and concepts, which are mainly romantic, the Group developed a wider outlook on beauty. To them the boundaries of love are no longer limited to the admiration of human beauty. They are intended to include nature. The Group became aware of the attractions of the natural features around them. This awareness has been reflected in a considerable number of pastoral poems which abound in descriptions of local scenery such as mountains, valleys and rivers.

In nature many of them have taken refuge from what they regarded as a world of greed, hypocrisy and deceit. In her bosom they have sought a retreat which will provide them with a kind of privacy and peace and comfort their burdened souls. This tendency seems to suit their meditative nature and the philosophical outlook which
they adopted on life in general and the uncertainty of their future in particular.

To a certain extent this inclination to nature has been reflected in the book *Mawt Dunyā*. To the co-authors of the book the village is the symbol of a virgin and unspoilt life, as opposed to the city with its corrupt practices. "Have I not," writes one of them, "found inspiration in the village.... where the simple people with their clear consciences and genuine enthusiasm are to be found! Have I not been inspired by the humbleness of houses where the cattle mingle with the people and where the human voices are often confused with the barking of dogs and the bleating of sheep!"\(^1\)

But it is to be noted that on the whole nature poetry does not constitute an entirely independent theme in the Group's poetry. Their new aesthetic outlook has enhanced the process of incorporating natural descriptions into their love poetry. Hence, love and nature have often been linked together. In many instances natural scenery has served as a suitable background to their love poems, usually ennobling and idealizing the poet's passion. Further, the poet tends to bestow upon the various aspects of nature the ability to share his emotion of love, his feeling of anguish, or joy and ecstasy in the presence of his beloved.

\(^1\) *Mawt Dunyā*, *op. cit.*, p. 130.
Of the few poems which are solely concerned with the celebration of nature mention should be made of Falsafat al-wahda, (The Philosophy of Loneliness), Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 12, p. 373; Ibn al-ṭabl'a (Son of Nature), Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 9, p. 396; Munajat masjūn (A Prisoner's Communion), Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 10, p. 304; Tūti fi al-ṣabāḥ (Tūti at Morning), and Fī miḥrāb al-nil (At the Nile's Altar), the collection Ishrāqa, pp. 36 and 102 respectively; and Al-Ṭabl'a taṣḥu (Nature Awakens), Diwan Al-Tinay, p. 61.

In the first two poems there is an overwhelming passion for nature. The poet has given expression to a typically romantic notion in Falsafat al-wahda.\(^1\) Solitude has been prescribed as the best balsam for troubled and sensitive souls. This is why the poet has sought privacy and quietness in remote and undisturbed meadows where he can feel free and admire the beautiful aspects of nature. In her comeliness the burdened souls are bound to forget their sorrows and the wicked ways of society.

In Ibn al-ṭabl'a\(^2\) the sentiment of love for nature is even more marked. Virgin nature is immensely fascinating to the poet. His attachment to her is so great that he passionately identifies himself with the phrase (ibn al-ṭabl'a), i.e. the son of nature. To him she is fascinating

---

1. See Appendix, citation no. 18, p. 299.
2. See Appendix, citation no. 19, p. 300.
in every respect. But above all she is as tender-hearted as his own mother, and hence he urges her to embrace him, for he is a mere frightened child seeking the protection of its mother! Because of his fear of his own people and that maternal love and care which he is certain to get, the poet can no longer bear to stay away from nature. She has been the only source of his inspiration, and from the simple and unspoilt aspects of her beauty he has drawn his principles in life and the high ideals to which he aspires.

Of the numerous poems in which the themes of love and nature have been combined the following are worthy of note:

Al-ḥubb wa'l-jamāl (Love and Beauty), Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 14, pp. 629-630; Ṣūra (A Portrait), Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 13, p. 581; Dhikrāk (Your Memory), Ḥubb wa'l-id (A New Love Affair), and Al-qadīm al-jadīd (The Old and New) in the collection Qīṣṣat Qalb, pp. 29-30, 48-50 and 98-100 respectively; Qubla wa-'tirāf (A Kiss and Confession), Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 12, p. 368; 'Itāb (Reproach), Al-Fajr, vol. 2, issue 2, p. 94, and Najwa (Whispering) and Ilā ǧadīql (To My Friend) in the collection Al-Shabāb Al-Awwal, pp. 47-51 and 41-46 respectively.

It is to be noted that in this poetry the Group have reflected an entirely new attitude to nature. In traditional Arabic poetry, and in particular Andalusian poetry, the tendency is to merely describe nature or use its different aspects in similes which will help in making the poet's images more vivid and perceptible to the reader. The Al-
Fajr poets, not unlike their counterparts in the Arab world, are more inclined to reflect in their pastoral descriptions their personal feelings and the effect of such descriptions on them. Moreover, nature to them is a living being with whom they can communicate, a mother to whom they unburden the secrets of their hearts. Hence the ability of nature to share their troubles and soothe their miserable souls.

C. Patriotism

In its different stages of development Sudanese literature has presented us with a sizable body of patriotic poetry. During the Turco-Egyptian rule and the Mahdist period many poets came forward and gave expression to their feelings of injustice and discontent. The Fajr poets continue this tradition, and the presence of nationalistic poems in their compositions is by no means new to the poetic heritage of the Sudan. But the situation in which they find themselves is different. As a result of the enlightenment of the education which they had received they were far more aware of the political and social conditions of their country than their predecessors. Many of them were men of high ideals and great hopes. They felt they had a unique responsibility towards their country. "The present status of the country, the era which it is approaching and the progress to which it aspires," writes the editor of Al-Fajr, "all need the effort of the enlightened class, and wholly rest on the shoulders of the cultured
men of the country."

To their disappointment the political atmosphere was totally unfavourable to their aspirations. Not only was the government unprepared to allow them to share the responsibility of running their own country, but it even pursued highly repressive measures against those who expressed or propagated such wishes. It is interesting to note that the cessation of government surveillance of newspapers which the authorities announced officially in 1935 was a mere facade. In practice the censor continued to perform his duties as normal. The editor of *Al-Fajr*, in particular, remained subject to his frequent interrogations and warnings.2

It is against this background that we should read and assess the patriotic poems which were contributed by the members of *Al-Fajr*.

The poems are relatively limited in number. This is presumably attributable to the prevailing political conditions. It may also be added that as a result of the disastrous and dramatic happenings of the 1924 rising most of the poets were stunned and cowed by the aggressive attitude of the authorities. In the decade which followed only a few anonymous nationalistic poems found their way


2. This fact has been stressed in *Mawt Dunyā*, pp. 146-7.
to the public. They were mostly written in Sudanese colloquial Arabic.

As far as the Group are concerned some of their patriotic poems have apparently been inspired by events and places of historic interest. This brings to mind the inspiring effect of certain religious and social occasions on the neoclassicists in the Sudan, and how on such occasions they produced some of their finest compositions. In such poems the neoclassicists would return to the past and commemorate the glorious days of the Muslims. But with the Group there is no such religious invocation. The poem Ughniyat al-Shabab, for instance, has been dedicated to those who used to frequent Karar1 Mound and revel upon the bodies of their dead fathers.

It is obvious that such places and events have been chosen to serve as a veil which will disguise the political or nationalistic nature of the poem.

Thematically, the poems of patriotism are two-fold. They are intended firstly to awaken and foster the national consciousness of the Sudanese people, and secondly, to convey the deep feelings of injustice and discontent among them to the rulers. It is to be stressed that there is no

1. Qissat-Qalb, pp. 5-6.

2. Where in 1898 the famous battle of Karar1 between the Mahdists and the conquest troops took place.
direct attempt to attack the authorities, and representations made to the rulers are expressed through allusions.

The poems Ḥnayt al-Shabāb and ʿAlā safḥ Sirghām may well be regarded as an early reminder to the younger generation of the Sudan that they should cast off their apathetic attitude and be aware of their country's appalling state and prepare themselves for the important role which they were expected to play in the enlightenment of their fellow countrymen. In the latter poem, there is an explicit reference to the state of repression which prevailed. It is also interesting to note that because of his fear of persecution the poet has chosen to express his feelings in the third person, through a young child whose father, along with others, has met his death in the battle which took place near Sirghām Mound. On behalf of this child the poet relates how the Sudanese fighters were killed by the gunfire of the invading Anglo-Egyptian troops. In his address to the mountain the child also gives expression to his feelings of sorrow and bitterness. There are many complaints which it wishes to make, but its fear of persecution and increased repression and mischief prevents it from doing so.¹

Similar in tone are the poems Al-sharq jannat Allāh and Taʿammalt² by Al-Tinay and Ṣāliḥ ʿAbd al-Qādir respectively. In both the attack is somewhat disguised and

¹ See Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 14, pp. 630-1.
² See Diwan Al-Tinay, pp. 25-6 and Al-Fajr, vol. 2, issue 2, p. 64.
generalized. The poets brood over the ill fate of the Muslim orient and how its people have pathetically given into the Western rulers. But the implicit tone of indig nation and discontent with the foreign rule in the Sudan can easily be discerned.

In Thawrat Shā'ir¹ Al-Tinay launches a bitter attack on his own people and their complacent attitude to the present state of affairs. They are neither jealous of their own rights nor enthusiastic about the national interests of the country. Hence the poet's indignation and abuse. It is important to stress the fact that the attack here has not been directed at the nation at large but the class of educated Sudanese. This fact has been underlined by the editor's constant endeavours to remind the rising generation of its national obligations towards the country.²

The Group were particularly concerned about the dangers of partisanship among the educated. On many occasions they stood out and opposed the formation of political parties and refused to ally themselves with any single grouping. They were convinced that partisanship would only result in disunity and animosity among the few educated people whose efforts ought to be mobilized for the welfare of the country. This view has been reflected in many instances in the

2. See, for example, Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 8, p. 228.
editorials of the journal. It has also found expression in some of their poems. One such example is Waṭānī, a poem which, in view of its direct attack on party politics and the religious leaders who allied themselves with one or the other of the groupings which emerged, appeared anonymously in Al-Fajr before its publication in the poet's collection later on. In it, too, the poet has made direct reference to the political state and how the enemy, i.e. the British rulers, have ravaged the country and terrified and suppressed its people in collaboration with certain foreign and native elements.

Most outspoken in his nationalistic views is, perhaps, Ṣāliḥ 'Abd al-Qādir, a poet who was not only associated with the national rising of 1924 but also closely involved in its happenings and the persecutions which followed.

The poem Sabaqat awān reflects Ṣāliḥ's feelings of disappointment and grief over the misfortunes which have bedevilled his country. It sums up his whole career; the sad political experiences he has been through and the many sacrifices which he has made for his country. But

3. Diwān Al-Tinay, p. 29. See Appendix, citation no. 20, pp. 300-1.
alas! His own people are not only unsympathetic to the cause he has been fighting for but also they ignore the fact that he has made many personal sacrifices. He regards them as a dead nation, an intolerable fact with which he has to put up until he dies. Through his resentment he indirectly denounces the forces of imperialism and the foreign rulers who have dragged his country into such a situation.

In Ma’ltamasnā al-mustahllā (We have not asked for the impossible) Saliḥ continues his attack on the Sudanese nation, or rather its elite, which, in his view, has been doomed to stagnation because of its contentment with the state of affairs. In an indignant mood he shouts at the top of his voice that a country which does not revolt against those who have done injustice to its people should disappear from the earth. But the country does not heed his advice, nor do his pleas goad its people into any positive action. Alas! It is ignorance which dominates over the destiny of his people, and hence they are bound to remain in their fetters for ever, living on gossip and concerning themselves with trivial matters in life. The poet believes that under such circumstances a good and peaceful life is only viable for those who are prepared to overlook the appalling situation in which the country is and behave as ignorant people do.

Then in the last five lines the poet makes representation to the Governor General. He tells him that he is expected to be just and considerate to the people's demands for a better life and a brighter future.

In Alā Shuʿūr,1 Ṣāliḥ launches yet another attack on his people. The nation has not learnt its lesson from the events of history, purely because of its people's ignorance. History will have no regard or room for such a nation which seems to have fallen into a slumber, hugging its own troubles and miseries. It looks like a child who has lost its parents and has been left all alone in life. The entire world has pushed ahead along the road of progress and civilization, while the Sudanese people are still lagging behind. From the advanced age in which humanity lives they have not reaped any benefit. Indeed, they seem completely cut off from this twentieth century in which we live.

D. Lamentation:

In many respects the article Junūn al-rithā',2 seems to reflect the Group's main views on the question of lamentation in poetry. In his attempt to outline the features of modern Arabic elegiac poetry M.A. Al-Ṣiddiq

---

has helped us to gain an insight into the ideas of the Group and their outlook on one of the well-established themes of the Arabic tradition. A summary of this article is therefore of essential importance to the understanding of the Group's elegiac poetry.

The writer starts by making the remark that the body of elegiac poetry in Arabic is very large and that it is far greater than that of English poetry. The significance of this remark has been highlighted by the writer's stated conception of lamentation. Drawing upon his readings in English poetry, Al-Šiddīq conceives of it as the expression of deep sorrow over the death of a dear person, be it a noble and great man or an ordinary one. To the Western poets, with whom the writer agrees, the function of an elegy is two-fold: to praise the dead and admire their good qualities, and draw out useful lessons from the way they lived and the reality and inevitability of death. This concept has led the writer into the belief that lamentation is primarily a truthful representation of a genuine emotion which is aroused in the tender and sensitive soul of the poet and guided by his perceptive mind.

In the light of this the writer goes on to cite a few examples from English poetry including Wordsworth's elegy on Milton. From these examples the writer concludes that the English poets have conformed with his stated definition of elegiac poetry.

Having thus given a thoughtful account of the English elegy Al-Šiddīq turns his attention to the contemporary
Arabic elegy. He underlines its weaknesses and the great contrast which is to be found between the two traditions. To the writer the latter clearly reflects how unrealistic the attitude of the modern Arab poets is to the subject of lamentation. They are lacking in terms of simplicity and emotional depth. The Arab poet seems to go about the process of literary creation in a routine and business-like manner. Because of his lack of initial enthusiasm, he will have searched the *diwans* of his predecessors and collected as many of their outworn ideas, descriptions and idioms as he possibly can before he composes his elegy. Such a lament, which in most cases runs into a hundred lines or so, is bound to be boring and unmoving. It is naive in outlook, since the only sign which distinguishes it from other elegies is the practice of including the titles of books or poems which the deceased may have written.

Such lengthy poems are usually devoid of any underlying emotion which the poets may have. Further, the ideas are scattered and not connected in any orderly manner, which fact leads to loss of identity and unity.

The writer maintains that the Arab poet's main concern is to emulate his predecessors, and hence the abundance of lies, exaggerations, superstitions and affectations in such poems. What is worse is the practice of accumulating outmoded and sometimes absurd expressions and images, such as the falling of the moon, the drying out of seas or the withering away of trees for grief over the dead person.
Al-Ṣiddīq believes that this criticism applies to the greater part of the body of Arabic elegiac poetry. In effect, the majority of these poems are flat in character and unidentifiable, so much so that if one were to remove the name of the person on whom a given elegy had been composed and replace it with any other name, the descriptions which had been attributed to the former would apply to and suit the latter just as well.

Contemporary elegiac poetry has also been criticized for its lack of wisdom and perception, a quality which the reader of such poetry will normally expect to find. There is no attempt by the poets to indulge in such wider philosophical issues as the reality of death as opposed to the transience of life, the questions of eternity, evil and good or glory. This has been attributed to the poet's naive concern with incidental and superficial matters, including positions, celebrations, receptions and other appearances which only relate to social status in life.

At the end of his article Al-Ṣiddīq asks with some passion whether any of the modern poets has attempted to elegize the simple and ordinary people. He believes that none of them has made such an attempt. Apparently this is because of the poets' mean and selfish nature, and their tendency to pursue their own interests. Hence their elegiac poetry is solely concerned with and addressed to the influential and famous. This has resulted in a great deal of flattery and affectation.

In the greater part of their elegiac poetry the Fajr
poets have shown that they are in harmony with the views which have been expressed by Al-Ṣiddīq on the theme of lamentation. Firstly, the elegies tend to reflect the poet's feelings of grief and his genuine emotional involvement. Secondly, there is a marked tendency among the Group to elegize only those whom they know or with whom they have some kind of personal acquaintance or relation. Mahjūb, for instance, has lamented his own mother, Al-Tinay elegized his father and Al-Tijānī composed an elegy on the death of his beloved. This tendency has rendered the Group's elegiac poetry remarkably scanty. Thirdly, the poets are obviously inclined to reflect their feelings of sorrow and loss in a realistic manner which is removed from the exaggerations and absurdities of their predecessors, including the neoclassicists. Al-Tinay, for example, has reflected this feature in his above-mentioned elegy, where he asks whether his father's face will disappear for ever and his figure will never be seen around the house. Fourthly, many of the poets have reflected in their poems their pre-occupation with certain philosophical questions pertaining to life and death and the destiny of man.

Let us now have a close look at some examples of the Group's elegiac poetry.

Dansa 'alā ẗifl is a poem which is full of sorrow and anguish. By skilfully portraying the child's short life,

1. Ishrāqa, pp. 70-2. See Appendix, citation no. 24, pp. 304-5.
his active and merry movements about the house and the pleasure he gave to his hopeful and ambitious parents, the poet has succeeded in arousing our deepest feelings of sympathy. In the first part of the poem, the poet attempts to describe the sorrows of the family. The tragedy seems to have moved every one of them, and there is an unceasing flow of tears and sighs for the untimely death of the child. The flame of torment is unextinguishable. The poet's own anguish which is only comparable to that of the mother is renewed by the ever present memory of the child.

Like a young prince the child used to walk proudly and cheerfully about the place. His eyes glittered like those of a crowned and commanding king, and who knows! He might have achieved great success and fame had he lived.

Then in a heart-breaking tone the poet describes the unhappy state in which the parents were left: Woe to the parents who entertained the thought of guarding you against death, and that sleepless mother. In the night they would anxiously tend you, for your ill health had exhausted their endurance. They pinned their hopes on you, for you were the only great hope they had. From birth you were destined by them to a great end. But alas! The cruel hands of doom have snatched the child away while he was still young, playing in his mother's lap and looking like a purified angel. With his disappearance the family's hopes have vanished leaving behind deep sorrow and anguish.

With tears the parents have passionately kissed the
tender but cold lips and bade farewell to their dead child. The flow of tears has only been checked by the suddenness of the blow and the feeling of bewilderment and loss. In an inexplicable state of grief members of the family have extended their hands to one another with disbelief and shock. The short life of the child was like a dream, and like a passing thought he disappeared.

In the poem 'Alā qabr ḥabīb the poet laments the death of the beloved one in a most moving manner. Apart from the poet's deep feelings of sadness, there is significantly a tendency to elegize the beauties of the beloved; the charm, tenderness and liveliness which have been buried with her. In view of the time in which the poet lived such a tendency could be said to be strange. But one will have to be reminded of the poet's compelling romantic nature and how he was pre-occupied with such meditative questions as the fate of man, and the will of the individual and whether he is free in the actions which he takes. At any rate it may be assumed here that Al-Tijānī has given expression to his own doubts and dissatisfaction with the order of things. By pointing out the charms of his beloved one he seems to exclaim: How strange and unconvincing it is that such beauty, innocent and purified beauty, which has brought immeasurable pleasure and happiness to many admirers - including himself - should

1. Ishrāqa, p. 101. See Appendix, citation no. 25, pp. 305-6.
have disappeared from our world and be contained in a hole in the ground.

In the stillness of the graveyard, and presumably in the night, Al-Tijāni's wailing voice meets our ears and reminds us of the tragedy of death and how he has lost his beloved one for ever. Beside her grave he stands and in an exclamatory tone broods over his misfortunes. Here wrapped up in grave clothes lies the beauty of life. The eyes of love are closed in their eternal sleep. Here are the arrows of fate rejoicing over destruction while the cup of death pours out its wine everywhere. How unerring these arrows are for they have hit their target and destroyed both drinkers and liquor. This is the cup of fate flooding the entire earth.

Then in the last part the poet addresses himself to his dead darling:

O! You are the anguish which fills the deserts, and the secret which crowds the graves! How strange it is that you have settled in this lonely spot, for you would not even feel secure in our palaces! How surprising it is that you have put up with these stones, for you were only used to the company of virgins and the flowers which they would put around your neck!

In Bint Al-Amīr Maḥjūb laments the death of his mother in an equally passionate manner. It is interesting to note

how the poet has depicted his state of shock when he received the news of his mother's death. The news came quite unexpectedly, and was so shocking to the son that he felt that all the miseries and sadness of his future life would not weight on him as heavily as those which were caused by the untimely death of his dear mother. With her death he has lost his hopes and the only source of consolation and comfort he had. Yet how unaware he was that their last short meeting was destined to be followed by eternal separation. It is unavoidable Fate which has struck at him and left him permanently sad.

The poem reaches a climax when the wailing son reveals the extent of his tragedy by telling us that before passing away his mother had shown great anxiety about his future after her and the great state of despair in which he would be. Not only is he the only child of his parents but also he has already lost his father. Hence the son has been left all alone in this world with no mother, father, sister or brother to care for.

The poem Al-rubbān al-ghāriq provides us with yet another example of emotional depth and sincerity. It is worth noting that this elegy was composed in memory of 'Arafāt Muḥammad 'Abd-Allāh, the leader of the Group. In it the poet has depicted the feelings of sadness among

the Sudanese people over the death of one of their prominent national leaders. The tragic death of 'Arafat has been mourned by everyone, and the role which he played in the national movement of the country has been likened to that of a ship captain.

Despite his short life 'Arafat was like a guiding star to his people. His final departure from the scene of life has been described as a divorce between him and life. Apparently, he was the one who decided to end the partnership because of his discontentment with what was going on. The political implication here is obvious and can hardly escape note.

To every individual citizen the disappearance of 'Arafat has meant the loss of a great and long-cherished hope. The fire of torment has burnt everybody's heart and brought tears to every eye.

In section 4 the stillness of death has been used in a remarkable way. The poet sees this stillness as a reminder of 'Arafat's calm, if determined nature which earned him respect from everybody. His calm character was more effective than any form of clamour.

In sections 5 and 6 the poet reflects not only the mood of sadness and distress among the people but also the pitiable conditions which prevailed in the country. Addressing himself to the deceased, the poet urges 'Arafat to rise from his grave and see how wretched the nation has become. It is like a herd of animals lost in a desert. In the state of bewilderment which has resulted
from his sudden death, the nation has lost its sense of direction. It is like a small boat in cloudy and rough weather. Those who are in charge, i.e. the foreign rulers, have no concern for what has befallen it, and hence it is only bound for destruction and misfortunes.

In the last two lines of section 6 the word *rubbān* has intentionally been used in a rather general way in order to refer to those national leaders who have shouldered the responsibility after 'Arafāt. The political implication is obvious. The *rubbān*, or the leaders, have been prevented from safely bringing their boat ashore. The state of 'Arafāt's body and how it was tied up\(^1\) in the grave is analogous with that of the Sudanese people and the fetters they were in.

III. Form

Taken as a whole the poetic works of the Group present us with many distinctive features and changes in form, structurally as well as technically and stylistically. While pointing out these features and changes one should always bear in mind the classical form of the qaṣīda to which the neoclassicists in the Sudan faithfully adhered. The extent of the Group's innovative endeavours in this respect can best be appreciated and finally assessed through

\(^1\) According to the Islamic way of preparing the body of the dead the hands and feet are bound up in a certain way.
our constant awareness of the contrast which exists between the production of the two generations.

(i) **Structural Features:**

Among the *Fajr* poets there is a remarkable tendency to use short and light metres. This is not surprising, since such metres seem to suit the lyrical and subjective nature of this poetry. The long metres, on the other hand, are more suited to the grand and serious themes of boasting, defamation or eulogy than they are to this simple, tender and self-expressive poetry. Furthermore, in many instances the poets have opted to use the shortened forms of these short metres, such as the *majzū'* and *mashḥūr*, where in the former the last foot in each of the two hemistichs is dropped and in the latter a whole half of the line is left out. The two poems *Dayā'¹* and *Daw' al-misbāh¹* serve to illustrate this feature.

The framework of the poem has also undergone a certain degree of change. The conventional practice of dividing the verse into two equal halves or laying them out with a space to separate them has lost its appeal for many of the poets. A number of poems including *Al-bayn al-rahīb²*, *Khawf²*,

1. *Al-Shabāb al-Awwal*, p. 163 and *Al-Fajr*, vol. 3, issue 3, p. 79 respectively.
2. *Al-Shabāb al-Awwal*, pp. 149 and 156 respectively.
Al-wa'd\textsuperscript{1} and Isti'\textsuperscript{1}f\textsuperscript{1} have appeared without this typographic feature. In Tayf\textsuperscript{2} the poet has also ignored this feature. Despite the fact that he has adopted the full length of the Rajaz metre by using the four recognized feet in every line, the poem has appeared with unspaced lines. Further, a few of the poets have been influenced by the form of the muwashshah\textsuperscript{t}. The poems by Şalih 'Abd Al-Qadîr, Mîmân and Ḥasan Rashîd Nûr are illustrative of this new attitude.

A striking novelty in this respect is the tendency to use a line of dots and include them in the verses. An example of this is the poem Yawm al-wa'd\textsuperscript{i}. But more daring, perhaps, is the attempt by M.A. 'Umar in his poem Al-firdaws\textsuperscript{4} where only one word (hâhunâ) appears in a whole line. The empty space has been filled up with dots.

More important though is the tendency to use more than one rhyme in the poem. Unlike the neoclassicists who recognized the poem with its uniform rhyme and metre as the qaōam par excellence, the Fajr poets have aspired to more freedom in rhyme and metre. This has been reflected

3. Al-Shabab al-Awwal, pp. 100-1.
in a considerable number of strophic poems. It is worth noting that by the 1930s strophic verse had firmly been established in modern Arabic poetry.

The rhyme scheme of such strophic poems ranges from the simple form of \( a,b,a,b/c,d,c,d/ \) or \( a,a,a,b/c,c,c,b/ \) to the more complex form of the muwashshāh. The length of strophes within the poem is likewise variable. A poem may consist of couplets, triplets, quatrains or quintets. But most favoured by the Group is the quatrain.

It is important to note here that as far as strophic length is concerned the poem does not always follow a regular pattern. The poem \( \text{Al-Khurūj} \), for instance, consists of six strophes each of which comprises the following number of lines: 5, 3, 5, 3, 5 and 5.

Let us consider some illustrative poems and describe their rhyme schemes. The signs used in this description are as follows:

The comma \( , \) indicates the end of a line.

The hyphen \( - / - \) denotes a bisected verse whose halves end with two different rhymes.

The oblique \( / \) signals the end of a strophe.

(1) **Couplets:**

The poem \( \text{Rajā' } \) (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 23, p. 1089) has been composed in couplets. Its rhyme scheme is as follows:

\( a-b,a-b/c-d,c-d/e-f,e-f/ \) etc.

---

In A'dhirīnī (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 4, p. 159) the scheme is slightly different:

\[ a-a, a-b/c-c, c-b/d-d, d-b/ \text{ etc.} \]

But the poet of Qurbaṇ jadīd (Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 11, p. 337) provides us with yet another different rhyme scheme. It runs as follows:

\[ a-b, a-b/c-c, c-c/d-e, d-e/f-g, f-g/ \text{ etc.} \]

(2) Triplets:

A few poems have appeared in this form. One example is the poem A'bīsī lā (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 6, p. 253) which is in groups of three rhyming lines. The lines are bisected but the rhyme is present only at the end:

\[ a, a, a/b, b, b/c, c, c/ \text{ etc.} \]

The rhyme scheme of Qalb (Ishrāqa, pp. 27-8) is:

\[ a-b, a-b/a-c-d, c-d, c-d/e-f, e-f, e-f/ \text{ etc.} \]

(3) Quatrains:

As has been mentioned before this is the favourite with the Group. Most of the poems by Khalaf are in the quatrain. One of them is Al-rawḍ al-kharīb (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 21, pp. 987-9), which is in bisected lines that do not rhyme internally. The scheme is simple:

\[ a, a, a/a/b, b, b/c, c, c/ \text{ etc.} \]

Jannat al-āhīlm (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 24, pp. 1128-9) has a different pattern:
The five-strophe poem with its bisected but unrhyming halves follow the pattern of:

\[ a, a, a/b, b, b/c, c, c, c/ \] etc.

A remarkable feature of the poem 

\[ \text{Daw' al-miṣbāḥ} \]

is the fact that each strophe ends with the line 

\[ \text{daw'u miṣbāhin bināfidhatik}. \]

Here is its rhyme scheme:

\[ a, a, a/b, c, c, b/d, d, d, b/ \] etc.

In view of its rhyme scheme the poem 

\[ \text{Unṣūdat al-jinn} \]

has been rendered remarkably musical. The scheme runs in the following order:

\[ a-b, a-b, a-b/c-d, c-d, c-d/, \]
then \[ a-e, a-e, a-e/a-f, a-f, a-f, a-f/ \]

(4) Quintets:

The poem 

\[ \text{Ilā qalbī} \]

is in the quintet form. It has a simple rhyme scheme:

\[ a, a, a/a/b, b, b, b/c, c, c, c/ \] etc.

But 

\[ \text{Yā jamīl} \]

has a remarkably different form. It is:

\[ a, a, b, b, c/d, d, e, e, c/f, f, g, g, c/ \]

It is also interesting to note that the number of feet which the poet has used is variable. The first two lines of each strophe have four feet each, the next two have three each,
while the last line consists of one foot only.

In Lawḥat al-Shā'ir (Ishrāqqa, p. 105) the poet presents us with yet another interesting rhyme scheme:

\[ a-a, b-b, b-b, b-a, b-a/c-a, c-c, c-c, c-a, c-a/d-a, d-d, d-d, d-a, \\
\[ d-a/ \text{ etc.} \]

As can be seen the internal rhyme has been coupled with another external one.

This arrangement brings to mind the Andalusian muwashshahāt and the freer form in which they appeared. Reminiscent of them too are the following poems: Lawʿa (Qiṣṣat Qalb, pp. 117-20), Ṭarīq al-ḥayāt (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 12, pp. 527-9), Najwā (Al-Fajr, vol. 2, issue 4, pp. 160-1) and Yā layāl fī Šibānā (Al-Fajr, vol. 2, issue 4, pp. 163-4).

The poem Ilayk\(^1\) represents a climax in Mīmān's attempts at freeing his poetry from the shackles of form and metre. Prior to this poem he contributed Dawʿ al-miṣbāḥ\(^2\) and Aghfīrī\(^2\) where in the former the line Dawʿ al-miṣbāḥīn bināfīdhatik has been retained at the end of five strophes in a six-strophe poem. In the latter he has used a one-foot part, or line, as the basis of his rhyme scheme. Ilayk is remarkable in its layout. Using the mashṭūr of the Ramal metre the poet has chosen to write the first

\[ \text{References:} \]


2. Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 3, p. 79; and vol. 3, issue 4, p. 120 respectively.
two feet (falátun, flilátun) in one line, with the third one appearing separately in the following line. This third foot rhymes with yet another separately laid out part. The poem does not follow any set pattern, either in terms of the number of lines which each strophe comprises or in rhyme. Further, the occasional addition of an extra foot to the two-foot hemistich means that the number of feet has been increased to four. Apparently, the poet has by intention chosen not to observe the form of the mashţūr of Ramal which consists of three feet and in which he has started his poem.

To help clarify this point here is the rhyme scheme of each of the four strophes of which the poem consists:
The letter above the line denotes a one-foot part appearing in a separate line.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{a, a, b, b, b, a} \\
\text{c, d, c, d, c, d, e} \\
\text{f, f, e} \\
\text{h, h, j, j, k, k, e.}
\end{align*}
\]

Experimentation with Free Verse:

The poem Adam al-Saghīr (Young Adam) which appeared in Al-Fajr on the first of February, 1935, is a landmark not only in the literary history of the Sudan but also in

the development of modern Arabic poetry in general. In it Maḥjūb has made a complete break with the canons of Arabic poetry. It stands out among the few pioneering experiments which the evolution of free verse in Arabic literature had witnessed at the time.

It is perhaps worthwhile at this point to review developments in the literary arena in the Arab world, before embarking upon a detailed study of the poem in question. By 1935 the discussion about rhyme in Arabic poetry and the question of its importance and limitations had got well under way. Al-Zahāwī, for instance, discussed the issue in the preface of his diwān which appeared in 1924. Nuʿay ma had also concerned himself with it in Al-Ghirbal in 1923. Further, the current literary magazines such as Al-Siyāsa al-Usbūʿiyya, Al-Balāgh, Al-Hilāl and Al-Risāla were also drawn into discussing this highly controversial issue.

The discussion was carried several steps further by Abū Shadīl in Apollo (1932-4) and the magazine Adabī (1936-7). In his various anthologies and articles Abū Shadīl experimented with Shiʿr mursal and defended it against the attacks of its opponents. To this poet the first serious attempt in modern Arabic poetry to write free verse based upon metric not prose rhythm has been attributed.1

---

The most recent experimentations with *Shi'r mursal* or *Shi'r hurr* which might have had direct bearing on Maḥjūb's poem are those by Abū Shādi and Khalīl Shaybūb, who was also an active member of the *Apollo* group. In *Mukhtārāt waḥy al-ʾām* (Cairo, 1928) Abū Shādi tried once again a combination of metres in the poem *Munāzara wa-ḥanān*. In his introductory note on it he referred to it as an example of blank verse and used the terms *al-shi'r al-ḥurr* and *al-shi'r al-mursal* synonymously. Rhyme is absent in this poem and the number of feet varies from one line to another. Apparently, the poet has been guided by the length of his sentences rather than by a uniform number of rhythms or feet. This in turn has led to the use of enjambment (*taḏmīn*), since the poet has allowed his sentences to overflow from one line to another in order to complete the meaning. A considerable number of lines end with a *sukūn* to emphasize the unity of the sentence and its independence. Further, there is no deliberate use of rhyme.

Shaybūb published his poem *Al-Shira'* in *Apollo* in 1932. The strophes into which the poem has been divided have no regular length. There is also an irregular change in metre and rhyme. Within the strophe there is no uniform

1. 1892-1955 and 1891-1951 respectively.

2. *Apollo*, vol. 1, issue no. 3, pp. 227-231.
length of line; presumably the number of feet is determined by the length of the sentence.

As far as the poem Ādam al-ṣaghīr is concerned there are certain preliminary observations which may be made. Firstly, and as the title suggests, it is concerned with the theme of childhood. It is particularly important to note the Group's adoration of children and how many members of the Group became fascinated by the world of childhood and regarded it as a symbol of purity, cheerfulness and innocence. Al-Tijānī, for example, has composed many poems which reflect this attitude. Mahjūb must have been induced by the freedom which is usually associated with this phase of life to compose his poem and try his hand at free verse. After all the subject matter is not of a serious nature, and the world of childhood is conceived as an ideal world which is free from restraint and the feeling of embarrassment. Children are particularly noted for their innocent and sometimes ingenious play. Mahjūb might have looked on his daring poetic experiment in the same way.

Secondly, the poem appeared in a special issue of Al-Fajr. It may be recalled that Mahjūb was one of the few members in the Group who were closely involved in editing the periodical. Bearing this fact in mind, it would not be unnatural for him to hope to live up to the occasion and surprise his readers with a poem which would reflect the Group's modernistic attitude to literature and their innovative abilities. Ādam al-ṣaghīr, he must have thought, was a poem which was remarkable not only in its subject
matter but also in its total departure from the set rules of poetry.

Thirdly, the poem was not included in Maḥjūb's first anthology which was published later on. This fact may well serve to underline the importance of the experiment and the seriousness with which the poet and his colleagues regarded it at the time. By the time of publishing his anthology - that is presumably sometime between the early 40s and the early 50s - Maḥjūb had become one of the Sudan's most accomplished poets and politicians. At that time also the field of literature looked almost deserted since all the educated had been drawn into the political struggle for independence. The efforts of all the educated class, including the traditionalists and modernists, were united and directed towards the achievement of that goal. Under the circumstances, and in view of his new role as a prominent politician, Maḥjūb must have felt that the inclusion of such a literally controversial poem might distract attention from the serious and more important issue of independence. Furthermore, at this time traditional poetry in the Sudan had begun to assume its previous social role. The political circumstances made the qaṣīda the most effective means of reaching and mobilising the emotional reactions of the people and arousing their national aspirations. The appearance of Maḥjūb's poem during that particular period might well have discredited him as an accomplished poet and rhetorician.
As for the poem itself, a detailed study of it reveals the following facts:

(i) The poem consists of ten strophes each of which comprises five lines.

(ii) The poet has made use of a combination of metres. The Ramal is the most frequently used.

(iii) There is a complete absence of rhyme.

(iv) Most of the lines end with a suktūn, which fact stresses the entity of the sentence and the overriding importance of meaning with regard to the line.

(v) Consequently, the poet has made frequent use of enjambment (tāfmin), which in turn has allowed the natural flow of his thoughts and ideas. The last strophe clearly illustrates this fact.

(vi) The number of feet varies from one line to another. An illustration is to be found in the first strophe, where the number of feet in the five lines is three, four, three, two and three respectively.

Maḥjūb's poem remained as the solitary experiment in free verse in the Sudan until in 1952 Al-Tinay, an intimate friend with the poet, published his poem Ḥubb wa-salām.

---

1. See Appendix, citation no. 29, pp. 309-12.

2. The poem appeared in Diwan Al-Tinay, which comprises the poet's early collection Al-Ṣadā al-Awwal and Al-Sarā'ir. See Diwan Al-Tinay, pp. 135-7.
It may be concluded that with the Fajr group the poem became relatively shorter. This is mainly attributed to the Group's direct and unceremonious approach to the subject matter of their poems. While the neoclassicists attached great importance to the preludes of their qasidas, the younger poets have shown no inclination to use this conventional technique. One should also be reminded of the highly subjective nature of the Group's poetry, and the fact that in most of their compositions the poets were urged by their own feelings and private experiences in life.

Many short poems and segments (maqtû'ât) consisting of two to five lines have found their way to the Group's compositions. These are usually poems of an ephemeral nature and as such they were intended to express a single thought which crossed the poet's mind, the sudden eruption of an emotion or the recollection of a past experience. Here are the titles of some such poems:

Jafā' al-ḥabīb, Mawqīf and Ṣafḥat al-ballūr which appeared in Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 1, p. 27; issue 4, p. 163 and issue 6, p. 253 respectively.

‘Irduk and Al-atlāl in Diwan Al-Tinay, p. 18.

Ṣabwa and Taḥiyya in Qissat Qalb, pp. 74 and 76.


Among the poetic collections of the Group Al-Shabāb al-Awwal by Muḥammad Ḥamdī may be singled out for the considerable number of short poems which it contains.
(ii) Technical and Stylistic Features:

(a) The Image of the Singing Bird:

There is a tendency among the poets to associate themselves with the birds which sing freely in the meadows. This seems to suit their romantic nature and their constant yearning for beauty, freedom and peace of mind. Whether the bird is in its joyous and free mood or in a state of sorrowfulness it tends to represent their sensitive souls and their discontentment with the world in which they found themselves. Further, beautiful and docile as it is the bird must have provided them with the good and trustworthy companion whom they so desperately needed and made up for their loss of confidence in society.

Naturally, the place for joyous and free singing is the garden, and hence the close association between the two in the Group's poetry. Birds and lovers alike could best enjoy themselves away from the clamour of life, the greedy nature of ordinary people and the watchful eye of society.

The poems Al-bulbul al-sajīn (vol. 1, issue 6, pp. 250-1), Ma'dhirat al-sāhī (vol. 1, issue 17, pp. 802-4), Al-rawd al-kharib (vol. 1, issue 21, pp. 997-9), Jannat al-ahlām (vol. 1, issue 24, pp. 1128-9) and Ilā qalbī (vol. 3, issue 6, pp. 172-3) which have all appeared in Al-Fajr present us with a few of the numerous examples in which the image of the bird and the garden has been portrayed.

It is interesting to note here that in the poem
Al-rawd al-kharib the poet has so closely identified himself with the song-bird that it is hardly possible to distinguish one from the other.

(b) **Religiousness:**

The poets of *Al-Fajr* have adopted a highly religious language in their love poetry. A whole range of religious idioms and expressions have been borrowed in order to express their saintly adoration of beauty and total devotion to it. Amidst the atmosphere of monachism which prevails in this poetry the image of the monk-lover has naturally emerged. The poets saw themselves as monks in the kingdom of beauty and love. Within the boundaries of this monastery they felt free from earthly impurities and sins and became ecstatically overwhelmed by love and devotion to beauty, so much so that they regarded themselves as worshippers. This has been reflected in many poems including *Mawqif*, *'Aynāk* and *Najwā wa-ṣalāh* which have appeared in *Al-Fajr*, vol. 1, issue 4, p. 163, vol. 3, issue 1, p. 15 and issue 6, p. 188 respectively. Evidence of this notion can also be found in the poem *Khafqāt qalb* part of which appears in the Appendix. In it the poet has described himself as *rāhib al-ḥusn*, i.e. the monk of beauty.

Under the influence of this romantic notion which is

---

1. Citation no. 9, p. 291.
not dissimilar to that of the Sufis, the poets, or monk-lovers, made many offerings at the altar of beauty and love. And it is not unnatural that it was the bleeding or wounded heart or the anguished soul which they sacrificed. This kind of offering was the greatest sacrifice they could make in order to express their attachment and devotion to love and beauty. Hence the frequent use of the word qurban.

In his poem Al-qurban al-jarih (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 15, p. 677) the poet has repeated the phrase qurban al-hawa, i.e. love-offering, three times. Similarly Mīmān has given the title Al-qurban to one of his poems (Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 15, p. 674), and M.A. 'Umar has published a poem under the title Qurbān jadīd (Al-Fajr, vol. 3, issue 11, p. 377).

(c) Tenderness:

Tenderness and transparency of expression is another significant feature of the Group's poetry. This has been enhanced by the poets' own circumstances, social and political as well as personal. The fact that they found themselves in a highly reserved and sometimes repressive society, and their failure to realize their ambitions in love and politics led them to the conclusion that they lived in a harsh and unjust world. What is more, many of them realized that they were unable to change the order of things, for they were left powerless in the face of the deeply rooted beliefs and customs of their society
and the mighty power of their rulers. They discovered that even the woman whom they loved and frequently idealized was not always trustworthy. Hence, their poetry, particularly their love poems, has become marked by a tone of complaint and despondency. Their love poems have turned into lyrical songs in which they brood over their ill fortunes and depict their unhappy experiences in a moving and tender manner.

The poems Waqfa 'alā dār¹, Al-zawra,¹ Dunyāya,¹ Qubla,¹ Hubb walid² and 'Id al-ḥubb² present us with a few of the many examples which clearly reflect the tender quality of this poetry.

Tender expressions such as fawāshawqāh (Oh! How great is my yearning) and wā'adḥābī (What a torment I am in) have found their way to this poetry.³ Even in the titles of some of their poems the Group have given a clear indication of their tender nature and personal preoccupations. The poems Zafra (A Sigh), Anīn (Moaning), Law'at al-gharīb (The Stranger's Anguish), A'dhirīnī (Pardon Me/my beloved one²), Ilā qalbī (To My Heart), Zama' (Thirst) and Khafqat qalb (A Heart Beat) attest to this fact.

2. Qiṣṣat Qalb, pp. 48-50 and 55-7 respectively.
3. E.g. the poems Al-ḥākī (Al-Shabāb al-Awwal, pp. 56-9) and Al-Fajr, vol. 2, issue 2, p. 65.
The quality of tenderness has been achieved mainly through the poets' power of personification and ability to embody states of feelings and abstractions. Thus the images created by the poet tend to imply and suggest - rather than state - his ideas to the reader. This is what has been referred to by one member of the Group as al-ta'bîr bi'l ṣuwar wa-lays bi'l jumal, i.e. expression through images and pictures and not through statement of facts.¹

The conventional way of using similes in which the component parts would faithfully correspond to one another in terms of resemblance has fallen out of favour with the Group. Instead they have opted to embody and personify their ideas and feelings and in many instances, create complex pictures which will not only appeal to the modern reader but also underline one of the essentials of poetry, that is the element of imagination.

In the poem Tabassam² the poet does not attempt to give us a kind of photographic description of the smile of his beloved one. Instead he chooses to tell us about the effect of such a smile: It is so sweet that it makes the infatuated lover forget his anxieties and overcome the feeling of boredom. This suggestive and indirect method

---

1. Diwân Al-Tinay, p. 11.
2. Diwân Al-Tinay, pp. 55-6
of description seems to have a great appeal for the reader since it does not limit the freedom of his imagination by providing him with ready-made pictures or similes but leaves him free to wonder as to the fascination of the smile and the appearance of the beloved.

In the poem Al-tawhid, we have been presented with a complex picture of images through which the poet attempts to describe his continuous adventures in the world of love and beauty, and how they have ended in discontentment and disillusionment. Another example is to be found in the first four lines of Al-yaqza where the dark night has been described through a series of overlapping images.

Among the Group Al-Tijānī has shown a strong tendency to use figurative descriptions, so much so that in some of his poems he gets carried away by his overwhelming desire for similes and mental pictures.

Al-Tinay is also notable for his tendency and remarkable ability to personify things and embody states of feelings. In one of his poems he describes his attachment to beauty and, perhaps, the unknown, in terms of dancing with the light which has been emitted by the eyes of the stars.

1. Diwan Al-Tinay, pp. 59-60.
3. Cf. the poem Intiṣār al-Shabāb (line no. 5), Diwan Al-Tinay, pp. 23-4.
4. (lines 7 and 9 of the poem) Ibid., pp. 35-6.
period of separation which extends between the last time
the lovers met and their future meeting has been described
in geographical terms. It is a wilderness which is full
of the lover's feeling of loss and doubt. During this
period the lover is haunted by ghosts and he falls prey
to successive periods of insanity and sobriety. In this
way, and through the poet's power of personification
insanity and sobriety have been visualized. They appear
like two monsters kicking the helpless lover between them.
By this means the poet has helped us realize the unfortu-
tunate situation in which the lover has found himself,
and hence aroused our deep sympathy for him. This has
been achieved, and with a great degree of success by the
technique of personification.

Another example is to be found in the poem Min al-
maq1 al-qarib, where the poet's yearning seems to travel
long distances in pursuit of the beloved. But when the
two meet again, the lover becomes so overwhelmed by joy
that eternity seems touchable to him.

(d) Lyricism and Simplicity:

These are two other features which have contributed
to making the Group's poetry tender and appealing. As a
result of their readings in modern Arabic and foreign
literature, particularly the English romantic poets, the

Group became convinced that the best way of expressing themselves and conveying their innermost feelings to the reader was through the use of simple diction and the adoption of a direct approach to the subject matter of their poems. This conviction has found its way to many of the Group's critical writings. One such example is the two-part essay which M.A. Al-Ṣiddīq wrote on Al-Māzinī, and in which the latter was criticized for the inclusion of archaic words and outmoded expressions in his poetry.

But the tendency to use simple and direct language has been manifested most prominently in the Group's poetry. A good example is the two poetic collections Al-Shabāb al-Awwal and Diwān Al-Tinay where the reader does not encounter any difficult words or obscure expressions. Even in the themes of their poems the poets have shown their interest in the simple and ordinary aspects of life. Al-Tijānī, for example, has depicted his childhood in the poem Al-khalwa and his boyhood in Al-maʿḥad al-ʿilmī. Al-Tinay has celebrated his wedding anniversary in October 29 and recalled the destruction which was caused by the Second World War - in which he took part - in Raḥā al-ḥarb. Similarly, Ḥamdī has described the feelings of anxiety and frustration experienced by the lover while he awaits the appearance of his beloved one at the appointed time in the poem Sāʿat intiẓār. In ʿĪd mīlād and Adam al-ṣaghrīr Mahjūb celebrates the innocence of childhood and the pleasure it gives to adults.
Simplicity of language and lyricism of style are attributable to the poets' tendency to use short metres and employ various rhymes in the poem. It may also be added that many of the poets had a natural liking for singing. Al-Tinay for example, wrote an article on the art of singing and composed a few poems which, in view of their lyrical and simple nature, were rendered highly singable. Indeed, the poets paid special care to the musical aspect of their poems. Before publishing a poem or circulating it among his friends the poet would have first chanted it to himself then recited it to one of his intimate friends so that its musical quality and suitability for publication might be ascertained. 1

Here are some of the poems which are notable for their highly lyrical style and simple language. Those which have appeared in *Al-Fajr* include:

*A'dhirinî* (vol. 1, issue 4, p. 159).
*Rajāl* (vol. 1, issue 23, p. 1089).
*Yā layāl fī ṣibāna* (vol. 2, issue 4, pp. 163-4).
*Aghfīrī* (vol. 3, issue 4, p. 120).
*Ilayk* (vol. 3, issue 5, p. 155).
*Badr al-hawā* (vol. 3, issue 6, p. 189).
*Dunyā qalbī* (vol. 3, issue 8, pp. 244-5).
*Qurbān jadīd* (vol. 3, issue 11, p. 337).

1. This fact has been stressed by Mahjūb. See the preface to *Diwān Al-Tinay*, p. 13.
Those which have been published in Diwan Al-Tinay
are: Nida' al-jil, Zama', Tabassam, Ighra', Tayf and
Finus, pp. 30, 41, 55, 84, 91 and 94 respectively.

Those included in Al-Shabab al-Awwal are: Laylat ams,
Udhkurin1, Ya' jamil, Firag jadid and Shakk, pp. 82-3, 84,
88, 126-7, and 158 respectively.

The collection Qissat Qalb includes: Ughniyat al-
shabab, Najwa gharib, Bu'd wa-qurb, Fi'il-terraform, 'Id al-
hubb and 'Indama tal'1 al-safina, pp. 5-6, 33-4, 39-40,
53-4, 55-6 and 95-7 respectively.

The anthology Ishraga includes: Al-khurtum, Qalb,
Zuha 'l-husn, Unshudat al-jinn, Al-nawi al-maspur and
Lawhat al-sha'ir, pp. 25-6, 27-8, 48, 55, 79 and 105
respectively.

(e) Narration:

This is another important technical device which the
poets have made use of in a considerable number of their
poems. The tendency here is to narrate and dramatize
the event or experience rather than to tell bare facts in
a straightforward manner. It may be assumed that through
the ingenious technique of narration the poets hoped to
fascinate the modern reader and arouse his interest.

The technique is by no means new to the Arabic tradition,
for a number of Arab poets, including 'Umar Ibn Abi Rabia,
had already tried it. But in the Sudan it was not as widely
known as it was in the rest of the Arab world. Those few
neoclassicists who resorted to it only made use of its
simple and direct form. This is mainly because of the predominantly didactic nature of their poetry.

The different forms of narration which the Group have adopted are: simple narration, conversational narration and soliloquy.

In the first the poet takes up the role of a storyteller. Here conversational or direct speech is missing, since the practice is to tell or report a past incident or event in the third person. Hence the past tense is commonly in use. The poem *Al-qamar al-majnūn*¹ presents us with a good example. Apparently, the poem's didactic theme has enhanced the use of this form. Other examples are to be found in the poems *Rahā al-harb*² and *Al-maqbara al-majhūla*.³

Conversational narration is the most popular form with the Group. In it the poet would ingeniously create a situation whereby a conversation could be entered into. Normally two characters would be engaged in the dialogue, with the poet playing one part and the beloved, or the song-bird, playing the other. Of his colleagues the poet Khalaf has been noted for his tendency to use this type of narration. His poems *Gharām al-shuyūkh*⁴ and *Al-rawd al-kharīb*⁴ serve as a good illustration. Other examples

include Al-hāriba, Last ansāk and Falsafat al-qubal which appeared in Qiṣṣat Qalb, pp. 42-3, 51-2 and 60-2 respectively.

Soliloquy narration poems are few in number. In such poems the poet speaks to himself. The means of expressing his thoughts is usually the heart or his inmost being, (fu'ād). Examples of this type are to be found in Al-kanz al-qā'ī, Shakk and Bayn wa-bayn nafs1 which have all appeared in Al-Fajr, vol. 1, issue 7, pp. 299-301; issue 22, p. 1034; and issue 24, p. 1151 respectively.

It may be observed that the tendency to narrate and dramatize has resulted in a greater sense of unity in the poem. Further, in this kind of poetry there is a greater degree of freedom and flexibility. In effect the poets have made use of enjambment where the rhymes do not serve as full stops, and the sense is allowed to overflow from one verse into the next.

(f) Repetitiveness

This is another distinctive stylistic feature of the Group's poetry. In many of their compositions the poets tend to choose a single word or phrase and repeat it a number of times. Most common is the instance of repeating a word at the beginning of many successive lines. In the poem Awadā'ā1 which consists of sixteen lines the word

1. Appendix, citation no. 3, pp. 284-5.
awadāʾā has been used twelve times, and in the six-line poem IIā ʂadīqī five lines start with the word arsalṭuhā. Another example is to be found in the poem ‘Indamā taʿtī al-sarfīna where the poet has retained the word al-sarfīna at the end of all twelve couplets of which the poem consists.

The repetition of words in succession and within the line is rather rare. The poet Al-Tinay has been noted for this kind of usage. This has been reflected in the poems Arrijī, Tabassam and Hubb wa-ghufrān. This technique has helped in emphasizing the meaning and sustaining the interest of the reader of this poetry.

Another instance of repetitiveness is the use of what may be called theme-line or lines. Here a whole line is repeated in order to echo and highlight the theme of the poem. In his six-strophe poem which is entitled Ḍawʿ al-miṣbāḥ the poet Mīmān has retained the line Ḍawʿu miṣbāḥin bināfidhatik at the end of each strophe. Similarly, the independent line ʿAhī yā badraʿl-hawā mā ajmālāk has

1. Al-Shabāb al-Awwal, p. 41.
2. Qiṣṣat Qalb, pp. 95-7.
3. Inwān Al-Tinay, pp. 52-3, 55-6 and 57 respectively.
been kept throughout the poem *Badr al-hawa*.¹ Other examples are to be found in *Ilā qalbi*,² *Najwā wa-ṣalāh*² and *Lawʿa*.³

Sometimes a whole section of a poem is repeated. An illustration of this is to be found in *Al-Khurtum*⁴ and *Aʿbisī*.⁵

It may be concluded that as a stylistic device repetitiveness has served to emphasise the sense of unity in the poem.

2. *Al-Fajr*, vol. 3, issue 6, pp. 172-3 and 188 respectively.
5. *Diwan Al-Tinay*, p. 16.
SUMMARY

The Sudanese people possess a substantial and rich store of oral literature. This literature is composed in Sudanese Arabic which is notable for its relative purity.

The popularity of oral literature among the people, the majority of whom are illiterate, is mainly attributable to the fact that the art form is composed in the day-to-day language.

The main branches of oral literature are: the popular tale, the colloquial verse and the proverbs. While the first is considered to be the basic form, the second is by far the most popular form of oral literature. In it are to be found some of the tendencies and characteristics of the classical qaṣīda.

The modern song, which is an evolution from the dubayt, is characterized by the refinement of its language and the sophistication of its themes. These, along with modern music have contributed to its popularity in the Sudan.

Classical poetry in the Sudan took its definitive shape during the Turco-Egyptian rule. Its course of development is in sharp contrast with that of the classical heritage.

The exponents of this poetry are the 'Ulamā', whose themes are limited to panegyrics and praises of the Prophet.

The greatest part of this poetry is artificial and
devoid of emotional involvement, the two of which are considered to be the characteristic features of contemporary Arabic poetry in the 19th century.

In the Mahdist era classical poetry continued to pursue the same path with slight variations. New themes, including songs of courage and battle description have emerged.

On the whole poetry has made a long step towards progress. It has achieved a few of the essentials of modern poetry and become more vital and exciting.

With the advent of the Condominium important changes and adaptations in Sudanese life have taken place. The development of classical poetry has been carried many steps further at the hands of the first generation of graduates of Gordon College. By the 1920s the traditional poets of the Sudan had firmly established themselves as oracles of their community. Through their tendency towards an emotional expression of patriotic, social and didactic themes, they reached a wider public and reigned supreme till the mid 30s.

The cultural background of the Group derives from two main sources; domestic and foreign. By domestic is meant the Group's readings in Arabic in general and the Egyptian writings in the 1920s and 30s in particular. The foreign source is indicated by the presence of facets of Western culture, notably English literature.

But the impact of Egyptian literature has been found to be most profound and important in shaping and directing the movement of Al-Fajr. Many factors have contributed to
During the second and third decades of this century Egypt's periodicals and books poured into the Sudan, where they were read with great enthusiasm. The Group, who were naturally disposed to literature, took a keen interest in the literary writings of these periodicals and books, and followed very closely every debate or issue which was raised in them.

In those days, in many respects, Egypt seemed to have bridged the cultural gap between the West and the Sudan.

The readings of the Group in English literature came as a second stage in their literary development. The fact that most members of Al-Fajr graduated from the Gordon College enhanced the spreading of the English language and literature.

Certain Arab and English writers and poets have exerted their influence on the Group.

It has been established that the earliest contacts between the members of Al-Fajr took place in the early 20s at the College, where a few members are believed to have formed the nucleus of the movement. After the graduation of many of them, the Group found itself at odds with the older generation and the authorities. This enhanced their subjective outlook on life and literature and encouraged them to meet in private. The private gatherings of the Group led to their intellectual integration and ultimately gave birth to their literary movement.
Al-Fajr was launched on June 2, 1934, as a half-monthly magazine. Its appearance marks the beginning of the first conscious literary movement in the Sudan. In its early days the magazine appeared in a predominantly literary guise, but soon there was a shift of emphasis.

The collection of Al-Fajr has been reproduced in three volumes, each of which comprises a certain number of issues. But research has shown that some issues are missing from the collection.

The launching of the magazine was met with enthusiasm at home and abroad. Its editors adopted a moderate and an independent line. They endeavoured to set an example of good writing, and succeeded in their call for a kind of specialized writing.

The important literary issues raised in the periodical include the propagation of Western culture, especially English literature, the call for the introduction of new genres into Arabic literature and the promotion of a Sudanese national literature.

Most important are the Group's views on literary criticism and poetry. The members of Al-Fajr attached great importance to criticism and believed that a healthy literary movement could only take form in the light of sound modern critical ideas. Their views are in agreement with their conception of poetry.

One of the important issues debated in Al-Fajr is the question of creating a Sudanese national literature. In seeking to foster national consciousness among the people,
the editors of Al-Fajr have clearly underlined the inseparable relationship between literature and nationalism.

A leading member of the Group has provided us with the first serious attempt to expound and debate the call for a Sudanese national literature and given expression to the political motives connected with it.

Underlying the Group's literary views are the three romantic concepts of the poet as visionary and prophet, organic unity and obscurity in poetry. The Group's preoccupation with these concepts has been reflected in the writings of Al-Fajr.

The concept of the poet-prophet has evolved out of a cross-cultural process. Poetry has been considered as a magical world exclusively known to the poets, the saviours of the people. The importance of inspiration and vision in poetry greatly outweighs that of craft and deliberation.

The question of organic unity has been considered from psychological and aesthetic angles. The high ideals of truth, beauty and goodness have also been integrated in the Group's aesthetic views in relation to unity in literature.

The nature of the soul, which is the source of poetry, is complex and inexplicable, and hence the presence of ambiguity in poetry. In most cases the attraction of poetry lies in the vagueness of its meanings and the mystifying appeal of its tunes.

Individual differences in taste and temperament are
also responsible for ambiguity.

Despite the fact that the Group have not succeeded in laying down any specific norms according to which a literary work may be judged, members of Al-Fajr are united in their general conception of poetry and literature. They have reflected a coherent critical outlook in their criticism. The Group are mainly opposed to the old criteria of literary criticism which were predominantly concerned with textual criticism and language and mannerism of style.

The writings of M.'A. Al-Ṣiddiq and M.A. Maḥjūb are representative of the Group's literary criticism. Apart from personal differences and the characteristic features which underlie the writings of each of them, they have been influenced by the Arab critics of their time and to a certain extent by English style.

The special attention which the two critics paid to the individual character of the poet or writer, the logical approach to their subject matter and the impartial attitude which they adopted are the basic common features of their critical writings.

The areas of emphasis in this criticism are demonstrably consistent with the Group's literary concepts.

The element of subjectivity underlies the entire poetic output of the Group. In effect their poetry is centred on their personal feelings and private experiences. Most predominant is the theme of love. Because of their disillusionment many of them saw the pleasures of love as
the only cure for their burdened souls.

In their love poetry the poets have covered a wide range of emotions. This has been reflected in a great number of poems some of which have been cited and studied.

The Group have also become aware of the attraction of natural scenery and included descriptions of it in their poetry.

Their elegiac poetry is marked by emotional depth and sincerity.

Members of the Group have given expression to their nationalistic feelings and reflected the discontent of the Sudanese people with foreign rule.

Many significant changes in form and style have taken place. The experimentation with free verse by two members of Al-Fajr represents a climax in the Group's endeavours to free their poetry from the canons of the conventional gasida.

The language of this poetry has also witnessed a considerable change. It has become markedly simple, tender and lyrical. New images and techniques have been introduced. These include the borrowing of religious words and idioms, the tendency to personify states of feelings and the employment of narrative descriptions.
EPILOGUE

Early in the 1950s a distinguished Arab scholar noted that modern Arabic literature did not seem to adhere to the principles of any of the recognized literary movements of the West. He believed that there was no evidence to suggest that the Arab poets and writers had systematically and whole-heartedly adopted the ideas and trends of any particular movement, not even those of romanticism. But the fact remains that modern Arabic literature has been greatly influenced and inspired by the ideas and trends of these literary movements, especially so in form and technique. Most significant is the impact of the English romantics.

The members of Al-Fajr were subject to this influence too. Despite this it is not possible to assign all of them to the romantic school, for in addition to the presence of romantic tendencies certain signs of symbolism and realism can be discerned in their works. This is particularly true of the poetry of Al-Tinay and M.A. Mahjub. Moreover, the social content of the Group's poetry does not allow us to brand them as dreamy romantics who are detached from the realities of life as some critics in the Sudan have implied.

As to the overall romantic guise in which the Group's poetry appears, and which is typified by their subjective attitude and the tendency to draw from their own experiences, it may safely be attributed to the peculiarly harsh circumstances in which the rising generation of the Sudan, including the Group, found themselves in the 1920s and 30s. The fact that similar conditions led to the appearance of the romantic movement in the West serves to highlight an accidentally common factor in both movements and need not imply the Group's slavish adoption of foreign ideas.

The literary movement of Al-Fajr has had a great impact on Sudanese life and literature. It marks the beginning of the first literary renaissance in the Sudan. Through their valuable contribution to Al-Fajr, to the cultural circles and to the social clubs of the time, the members of the Group succeeded in dragging the country out of its cultural apathy to join the greater world of scientific knowledge and foreign literature. For the first time in their history the Sudanese people were introduced to new forms of culture and civilization and made aware of the need for a kind of national literature which would portray their life and reflect their aspirations.

It may be concluded that the Al-Fajr literary movement was geared to the achievement of three main objectives:

(1) To foster national consciousness and create a politically aware public. This has been achieved by focussing attention on the motherland, not only its beautiful natural scenery
but also its value and potential. The Sudanese people were made aware of their life, its promises and limitations.

(2) To disseminate the Group's new reformatory ideas. To a certain degree the Group have been successful in this respect.

(3) To help educated young Sudanese develop a kind of artistic taste and appreciate new aesthetic values. This has been accomplished through the fine specimens of poetry, essays and short stories which appeared in the journal.

At the hands of the members of Al-Fajr Arabic poetry and literary criticism in the Sudan have been carried many steps further, and brought in line with literary developments in the rest of the Arab world. They have been rejuvenated and enriched. While one can hardly trace any glimpse of originality, departure from established modes, or illuminating thought in the poetry of the neo-classicists of the Sudan, the poets of Al-Fajr have reflected a considerable degree of originality and innovation in form and content.

Although the movement was short-lived, the contributions of its members has remained as a great source of inspiration for the following generation for more than two decades. Indeed, even at the present time there are to be found some Sudanese poets who draw upon the examples of Al-Fajr.
من قصيدة (حديث مع شيخ) لمحسن عثمان محبوب
راجع الفجر مجلد 3، عدد 8، عايش (241-44) 1943

تعد فحدثني حديث موقتر
تركت لكم باب البلاد لتعلموا
وصرت اغتي للجمال مفردا
والت شيوخ حنك الدهر منهم
وقلتم شبابا قاصرون تطرفوا
فما راعتي الا بلد تقصت

جسلا اسقفيه الهوى وبوزر
تعطف منه مائس ونفور
هلما إذا بقلب منه مرير

لك الله ياهذ أنا قلت بتارك
جميل انا قلتته وحصرته
نسيت به أهل الزمان وكرهم
Citation No. 2

من قصيدة (قضية الألوان) لمحمد أحمد عر
راجع الفجر: جلد 3 عدد 106 ص 130

بما قضت الشريعة والكتاب
حسن ليس يستره نقاب
وسجنا وليس لنا تواب؟
اجبيونا فقد حان الجواب
تعشق اه جربة العجاب
تجب مناديا أبدا يجاب
نفهم به ويتذه الرقا
فنا رغم ما نبدو شبا ب

جربيتنا السوداء اجاز هذا
رأينا الجسن يدعوونا فهمنا
وقد طفنا يكتب حبيجا
كيف يهبون أنحهنا؟
والآ فأصباوا منا عيونا
والآ فاعلوا لنا قليعا
والآ فأجروا لنا جمالا
والآ فالعنونا كيف شكلتم

أحق القلب بلحقه اغتصب؟

رأينا لا يوجد لأي حق
قصيدة (أوداعاً) ٣
لعمان
راجع الفجر مجلد ٢ عدد ٤ ص ٢٤
أوداعاً قبل أن تبعد نسي
حرقة الشوق بعسول دماع؟
ما يبرع القلب او يرضي الطعام؟
هذه اللقطة من فرط التبا ع
هذه الإشواق لم يخلق وداع

***
كيف بالله تراي عند ماما
وأتاد بك فما يوجع لس
فتنم الليل قصرت السنى
وتلاقى الصبح كالزهر ند
فكأنى ملك سالاهته

***
أوداعاً؟ قف تسل أكذ
أوداعاً؟ تسل وأهدنى
أوداعاً لا نما ينفعى

***
أذنب القبلات من بعد انتفاع
أنت من فاجازك بصاع
ليلة الغدر هبوطة وارتفاع
أوداع؟ ألا ما أتسى الوداع
أوداع؟ ليلتي شكل كما
أوداع؟ أو تضي هكذا
أوداع؟ لبت كان اللقا

Citation No. 4
قصيدة (جيشان) لـ محمد أحمد عصر
راجع الفجر مجلد 3، عدد 9، ص 282

أيها القلب السفيف؟
أي شرى ستترف
تهدت وتهفسو
عندما تخفق كالطائر
أي ثقل من هبوبني
سنون ياقلب يفف؟
أي دمع في جفوني
سنون يرقى ويسف?
أي وجد بين أضلاعي
سبيبدا ويسف?
أي جرح من جرح
قلب يلمع ويعفو?
هل لعيني بعد طول
الجهد أن تغضي وتغفو?

* * *
أيها الوعي ياقلبي
كم يشاك ضعف
تألو بالعالم تطغو
أنت انت غرق لا
كم بها ياقلب تمسو
حينما تخلق منهما
أنت تنسي كمـل
أنت تنساهما وتنتسـي
كم عجيب أنت يا

كلما غادر ضيفـها
كلما نمت خشالـها
وضعين أنت ما

ليتنا والنبـل في قراق
ليلة أخليد الشـعـر
بها صداق وغلفـ
القلب لايخشأه زيف
أو إذ شمت أطفو

كم مصيح لايبالىـ
عابت علم مايرهـل
أحب الأسماء تـو

ان بدأ حسن يشف
خالدا والخليد وقف

نحن في الدنيا ترانا
مصلً الدنيا نشيد أ
قصيدة (اعلان حب) للشاعر
راجع ديوان النفي، 9-3

هواك سر على القلب مستقبلاً
فالله اليوم أهدي كتم جلدي
حملت على عيني فوق طاقشته
أجن سرى أوعوا فما نسيست
لم تسمع الأذن من أصداه أثراً
ولم أنتجز به نفس نخيلتها
أخشي عليه عيون الناس تسعده
وكم تعصفت في حبيك من نهج
فكم تحاشيت أن ألقاك خشبة أن
ولم احدثك عن حب احسن به
والله قضى به صدى فباح به
فقدنثك الليالي كيف أعد بيني
وجذبت بكرى كيف انكرها
فليس له الدهر آذاناً لاسعده
تغطي ويبقى على الأيام ملحة
Citation No. 6

قصيدة (اليك) لمحمود حمدي
راجع ديوان (الشباب الأول ) ع. 147

عيني وما سمعت إذن ي من الناس
وبيني مع الناس عن بشرواناس
لا تحسب البسات الحائرات على
لم يبق لي من شعورى بالحياة سوى
وجدت عليكوانا العائر القاسي
سواء عفوا قاني لست بالنافس
مات متتردا في نار احساسى

Citation No. 7

من قصيدة (غنى أولى على الشاطى) لمحمود حمدى
راجع: ديوان (الشباب الأول ) ع. 25 - 26

غن بابلبل عائشة وضحى
لا تحان رمايرة الرجعي فينها
واعد يا بذلة الدنيا وضحى
نغمات شفب النفس حينباها
واضحنا نفر بكحلالنت
انتا قوم تعدنا الحبدينا
وعدد خمسة هاتيك العيين
انها الخمسة ففيها عذاب
لا لو أن الأهلان رئي للتغوص
وادروا أننا نعم الكؤوس
وتمايلا وشد ياصنو الشوس
والذي انشال فتاف الجفون
لم يحرم نيب لذات الشباب
ابترين من صاغ لذات الحياة
عابثا كان بما صاغ وقال؟
صاغه معض واعتاز وجلال
أو برى من صاغت الحسن بدائه
أو برى الأعين هذى وشفاء
خلاقت الأ لا لتقدر الجمال ؟

إنا ضل أباس يحسبون
إنا الحب انتقص وسبب

يا حبيبي يا رعاك الله زدنا
نحن قوم ب казиноك فستنا
قد خلقتم بجمال وخليتنا
فصلونا نختلس صفو السنين

( إنا اللذات خلس وانتهاب)
من قصيدة (أمسير) للشاعر
راجع ديوان الشاعر ص 46

أيها الصائد لاشت بـ داك
حكم القيد فاني (طائر)
حكم القيد ءهل قيدي سوى
ان نشوء روح هاـ
مـ ان انداى نغم في خـلىـ

كيف أسلوك فانى طائر
(طائر) ميزه في سبيـه
سرى أسرك آيى نسما
ما الذي اطلت في الافق فما
ما الذي اندى في هام الربي

أهنا لدينا قاـيم
فلتدنى اتبع النفس به

انت من احكم لي هنى الشباك
هام دنياه بـ تنصب الشراك
ماتجلي أو تغفي من سناك
انه السحر فدعني من راك
هو انذارك : هيهات الجاك

اعرفت الخلد الأني نراك
انه يحيا لتجمع فننلاق
احظم الطير وقد جاز السماك
وجـ ه البدر بأشهى من ضياك
أربع الحسن منشور هناك 200
حد تثبيى عمن وجنـاك
ثم شرنى بـ حبات الجاك

Citation No. 8
Citation No. 9

من قصيدة (خفقة قلب) لحمد أحمد محجوب
راجع ديوان "قصة قلب" ص ص 82 - 83

سهر عينيك وما أعجبه
فيه سن الكون من يعرفه
عرف الله الذي قد خلقه
عند الله عبد صدقنا
فاتركص الصد وحي والها
واحمي العاشق برفورد النقي
كلما شام جمالا صعقا
راهب الحسن الذي يكلؤه
أخرى من رقه من عتقنا
سنة حر وقلب خفقة
جنة تعم فيها باللقا

Citation No. 10

قصيدة (جمال وتلويب) للتيجاني يوسف بشير
راجع ديوان "اشراقه" ص 115

وكأنفسنا هيما وحيا
وعدناك بجمال وصفنا
وهيننا لك الحياة وفجرنا
يناطيعها لعينك ترى

وفيهم سعادتنا وحبا
وكأنفسنا هيما وحبا
وعدناك بجمال وصفنا
وهيننا لك الحياة وفجرنا
يناطيعها لعينك ترى
جميل حتى استفاض وأربى
وبكما وانت تفتا صفاء
بعيدا وأين أكثر قرما
ومن ذا أوحي لنا أن نحب
وقال ابدي من السحر ربا
من جبرة الحوادث عضبا
بلجى وآن يعود وبابي
حورين اساهما جمالا وتمبا
في قابل الحسن صبا
أنا وحشيما كان رعبا
شرتيا وكل من سار غربا
أو نحن هينما على النفس رطبا
كل كنز من الشعر قربى
وسومنا بكل فائق من ضعف
وعبوناك مايزيدك بالفضر
وذ هينا بما يفسر معناك
من ترى وزع اللفائت باحسن
من ترى علم القلوب هوي الحسن
من ترى أمهم الجمال وقد أعطا
أن بيت الله مفتن في جفن
من ترى وثق العرى بين مس
انه صانع القلوب التي تنصب
إلى جمال الحياة في حيشما كان
وجمال الحياة في كل من أهل
أقص باحسن ماتريد وتيغص
أنا وحدي الدنيا هوى لك فيها

Citation No. 11

قصيدة (شك) لسيدان
راجع الفجر، مجلد 1، عدد 6، ص 34، 1934

شك كله الليل منشور الذواهب
أنا في سارية همسي

أفضى على تكرى سد ولا منغياه
عنها مرار الشث لاجب
حبيبي حبيب النفس هل تلاحظ؟ محك ضائه السما المخاوف
فديتك يا مؤلمي قدر مواطغي؟
وهل أنا يا مولاي الآمماوطغي?
والي كيد حري وتقبي واجف

Citation No. 12
من قصيدة (عواطف) للبنتي
راجع ديوان التي منصه 42-43

تعلو وتهبط تارة
فتعود طالبة كنها
ويلو ويبك يافورد
كم أنا أهوم في الديى
وتظل تفترى الظنون
فذا ابداشيف غصت
وهبيت معتد ارا كنها
لا يافورد فالنها
هذا الصباح قد انجل
والسوس تتحم التلاع
هذا الصباح فقام بنها
ما أتبت في مكانك
شرع عجيب كلية

Citation No. 12
من قصيدة (عواطف) للبنتي
راجع ديوان التي منصه 42-43

حبني حبيب النفس بلتلاطف؟ محك ضائه السما المخاوف
فديتك يا مؤلمي قدر مواطغي?
وهل أنا يا مولاي الآمماوطغي؟
والي كيد حري وتقبي واجف

Citation No. 12
من قصيدة (عواطف) للبنتي
راجع ديوان التي منصه 42-43

حبني حبيب النفس بلتلاطف؟ محك ضائه السما المخاوف
فديتك يا مؤلمي قدر مواطغي?
وهل أنا يا مولاي الآمماوطغي?
والي كيد حري وتقبي واجف
تناغمي الأشجان عني ضلالاه
وكم في سواد الليل ابتني من السني
يطول وجوبي حين ذكرك حديثا
وان سمعت اذنا صوتك قادما
واما انتظرك بعد أيام فرقته
واما اختلفنا والحديث جرى بنا
ويفقدني حبي تناج محب
كأنى في تلك السويدة مثبت

Citation No. 13

من قصيدة (ساعة انتظار) لحسين حسني
راجع ديوان "الشباب الأول" مص ١٢٨ - ١٣٩

أنا في انتظارك باحبوب فهل ترى
لقول الخواطر لورايت تلفتني
**

صرا بأنى كأني مسنين
مثلى نفس تارة وسكون؟
**

هذي الثواني ملقي الصور
يا سافتي هل فيه من دار الهوي
**

سيجارتي شجرا وقد شاركتني
نار الهوي وكذالك المها قات
في كل يوم تعبره مسون
لكن موتى واحد وأنا الذي
Citation No. 14

من قصيدة (بعد وقرب) لحمد أحمد محمد
راجع ديوان "قصة قلب" ص 39

تاس وأيام بناغدر
غدر فنبكي صفحة طيبة
وصروف دهر بالنموى ولعَت
كنا نناجيها وقد عرضت
فتب أحساء لنا ظهَّت
والعرفوضتها التي ينعت
ولتذهب الدنيا وما وسطت
اغدا يفرق بيننا زمن
انى لأخشى الين يفعَّنا
انى لأخشى الين بالطلسي
فتعالي زودني فأتى من
هلّا اهتمنا ما يصِّ لنا
ان الحياة مهانة صغر
فادع عني نعيمي نضرا

Citation No. 15

من قصيدة (الروض الخرب) لخلف الله بايكر
راجع الفجر، مجلد 1 عدد 1 987-988

فهي صغير على الفضي خقي
كيف شادتهم ألمبسطت عني؟
أين يا ابن الوضي من لحنك لحنني؟
كان شاء الظفر في العالم شأني
موحت والله هذا الوضي ما
أيها النازح من روض الهدى
غبني باطير واستمتع بصوتي
انتني احتوى الظفر اذا ما

* * * *
أيها النادر من دنياك رفقة,
بعضها أودى وهذا بعضا,
لأتي سابع من بينها,
فني اما رجعت في وكرها.

آبت يا ابن الجولا تعفر فالا,
ورفاقا كم غنت غنوا,
كيف تشكو من زمان لست فيه,
دعك من هك ياطير واما,

واستهل القول بالستور احا,
شرطت في الأرض محزونا كتلي,
انت أكيت وجدت جراحاه,
الهبت تلبي وسرلن بباحا,

أيها السائل عن روض الندامي,
روحها أو روض الحاني عليها,
والندامي منذ فارقت الندامي,
كلما الساقى ادار الكأس في.
في يد الأيام نلبيها حنيناً
نتعم الصوت بكاءً وانينًا
دعاء حري بكينا موجعيناً
تقل البعيد لكننا واعلينا

وتركن خلفنا أكبادنا
وكانا كل يوم قريبناً
هبي اما ارسلت من دمعنا
صاح لولا " قادرين " من نوتنا

العزة الجميل في طير " بتامي "
دهرنا منذ كان ياطير وكننا
فالزهرات التي في روضنا
أصبحت أنها ولت فلني

Citation No. 16
من قصيدة ( وقفة على دار ) لـ محمود حمدي
راجع ديوان " الشباب الأول " ص 32 - 37

ذر كرا يهيچ بها الندى الأحزان
ولكم اتبتكت ضاحكا فرحاننا
وبقيت لا تأتيك الا باكيا
ولكم نثرت على نويك صائدة
واليوم اثرت مد معي البِتانا
ولكم درست بك المحبة والبهوى
نارا وقى انكاره نـيرانا

* * *
تغذى ليالي الإنسان وهكذا
تغذى ليالي الإنسان وهكذا
وقت بين الذكريات مصمتا
ففي رحي نكز في سارحنا التي
وتهبجنا هبئات مابين الضحى
وتهبجنا هبئات مابين الضحى
وتهبجنا هبئات مابين الضحى
وتهبجنا هبئات مابين الضحى
وتهبجنا هبئات مابين الضحى

Citation No. 17
قصيدة (في الطريق) لحمد أحمد هجوب
راجع ديوان "قصة قلب" ص 39-54

وعرفت أعلام الطريق
وعرفت أعلام الطريق
هناك، ناذرة بحـا
هناك، ناذرة بحـا
كنتم تضيى لصاحـبى
كنتم تضيى لصاحـبى
أيام كان مع الـ و
أيام كان مع الـ و
يقول للليل أتـنـد
يقول للليل أتـنـد
ويصيح محبوس الصرا
ويصيح محبوس الصرا
ويدور حول الدار كـل
ويدور حول الدار كـل
يغدو عند الفجر مزوزما
يغدو عند الفجر مزوزما
هـذـا الطريق مرى عرفته
هـذـا الطريق مرى عرفته
عشرون عاما بعدها
لم تبق إلا دارهـا
صاحبها لا يجلـى
وحدتهما المزعج بالضحكـات
لم تبق منه علالـة
عشرون عاما ليتهـا

Citation No. 18

من قصيدة (قلـفة الوحدة) للتيجانـي عامـر
راجع الفجر، مجلـد 3، عداد 12، مـ. 273

هذـا الوحدة من طبـانفـي
وصـاء لخيالـي وبيانـي
وخلو لفؤادـي من عـنـاء
ليتني في حضنـي لا ابتغـى

هـذـا الوحدة في البعـد الصـحـيق
اـسع الأطبار في اغصـانـها
وأرـى الأطرـفي بـعـتـنـها
كـلما انـظر في احـائهـا
Citation No. 19

من قصيدة (ابن الطيبة) للطيب عبد القادر
راجع الفجر، مجلد 1، عدد 9، ص 396

ابن الطيبة لا يغور سواها في نفى والسوسو به افكار
فتوت منها أروع الإشعار
ابدا لهيرك لا يطيحيواري
وكأنه كان إلى الكمال ملزى
وتخذつなها "مذهبي" وشماري

Citation No. 20

من قصيدة (وطنى) للشتي
راجع الفجر، مجلد 3، عدد 20، ص 949
وديوان الشتي، ص 29

وطني غليط بشبهه وشماره
هذا أصله في الخراب ضحية
قد استلمك الى الخراب ضحية
وانت على التحضي والبهى
زمن مساةك السم من أكراهه
واليوم هل ترى لصوت غاربه؟
ولقد بعاني من جفا ابناه
растفا الخير بظفره وبناه
من دافع عن حوضه وحباه
وصلى النور ولا ترى
فازنا انبرى لين ودون سودانه
لم يدمع الشر الدخلي جاها
وطني اصاب بعشر آلافه
لوظى البحر والسودان من دخلائه
لهى على السودان من دخلائه

Citation No. 21

من قصيدة (سبقت أواحي ) لصالح عبد القادر
راجع الغجر ، مجلد 3 ، عدد 4 ، ص 118

فقد حدثت لي جراحي وشمات
وهبي من الأيام وهي من العدا
أضاعت قلمي أبابي وعزت لم اعنى
تجرعت ما بالكأس لا مأذننا

خلعت غربى في بلاد غريبة
واعرفت الأبيجل وفاة
وأما لنا من المبارحة
من الحزم ما بقي يا صلات
 وما اتفقت الآيات مبابة
ولما جرت كانت ورا الأقوات
وتعمل أعيننا على أعضاء
مذككة مختلطة الحركات
أبيع لها فيها أبيع حياتي
فضاعت كما ضاع الصدى بفيلة
على كبد نابت من الآهات
فكم شتى الأحياء بالأموات

Citation No. 22

من قصيدة (ما التسنين المستحيلة) لصالح عبد القادر
راجع الفجر، مجلد 3، عدد 8، ص 426

في بلاد أصبحت هكذا على القلب ثقيلا
وقد باتت على أيامها خطبا جليلا
كم يلاقى المرء في إصلاحها خصفا مسهبا
ويضى عن الدنيا وإن كان نسبها
ويعيش العرف فيها جهد مغيبون ذهبلا

......
امه لا تذكر الضمي معهها أن تسول لا
ولها أن تذكر الصبح برسمه وحمله
امه يعقد ها الجبل شبابا وكليهما
غالبا ترسن في أغلبها جيلا فيهملا

ان اردت العيش فيها
بسلام عش جهولة
وسلالة الأرض نفاقا

أيها الحاكم فينا
نظره فالصر عميلا
ما الناسه المستحيل
نحنونا ان الله ما لنا
حقها لنها القليلا
وهي ضاعت حقوق

Citation No. 23

من قصيدة (الأشعور ٣) لصالح عبدالقادر
رائع الفجر، مجلد ٣، عدد ٠٣ ص ٣٠٣

الام الجبل يفسض الا ل
هذا الايام ينفيس الا ل
لقد هنا على الأيام حقيقة
فلما تقبل لنا فيها وقها
ولم نتمطر لها فيها حقا
ولم تقبل لنا فيها كلا ما
فياكل امة تلبى وشعب

أراك في بني الدنيا يتامى
بنى وطنى يعزم على أنى
على حَبكم بينهم السلاما
ألا تتحركن ألا شعور
الأم سوككم عنها الأنا
ألا تستخفن السلاما
ال ambit والكم حقاً

سلوا أهليه هل عرفوا المناها
سلوا القرن الذي منه انعزالنا
وهل عرفوا الخضوع أو استكناوا
وهل يوما على خسفاتنا

تعرتو الف الأيوام عجل
وتحملها الليلاء
وتعبى هذى الدنيا شعب
وتعبى هذى الدنيا شعب

Citation No. 24

من قصيدة (دمتعا على طفل) للشجاعي يوسف شير
راجع ديوان "اشتراقة" ص 20 - 27

يافذن ناظرة الازهر في الضحي
للك في قرارة كل عين مسبرة
على جوانب كل عين لوحة
وجوه كحنان الرؤوم تصدح

وهي بريدن زينة الأريض الناضر
حري، ترقص ترقص تحاجر
متصفيق، جذوة بشعاعى
نكرى (محمد) بضغوثائر
يشي الزملي باديء وجه مشرق
في الأرض ناه في البقاع أمر
وبند عائلة الزمان الجائر
فلعل لوغاش يستل الكل الشرى

*********

ياوتح من ضراب عليك حماها
يدن اعتلت وخازم الصابر
عقد الدنجي من لوعة
عدد الرجاء عليك من قليهمها
وتوقعا لك في الورد مستقبلا

*********

فتصدتكم يد المنونة وأنت في
نضعكم فانزعت أماني أسرة
في قلبة حرى ودم فاتصر
تتبعت على فك الجميل وداعاها
تتعطر العبرات من هله بها
هذا الدف بعد كف ضراحة
كالخاطر الوهمي جال (محمد)

Citation No. 25

من قصيدة على قبر حبيب للتيكاني يوسف بشير
راجع ديوان "اشراقه" ص 101

*********

هنا عيون البى يطوى
وها هنا طاسة وجال
هنا جمال الحياة يطوى
هنا سهام القضاء تشوى
فوعجل الشرب والدمام
من خبرتها الأرض والرجام
وطمسا يزحم القبراء
وهل تكن تأمن القصيرا؟
كيف افتعلها ديارا
وكتب تستنفر العذاري

الف، رماحه وأشرؤى
هذي كسمه تروى
بالوعة تمل الحماعة رى
كيفانتذت العراة دارا
كيف افتعلتها ديارا
وكتب تستنفر العذاري

Citation No. 26

من قصيدة (بنت الأمير) لمحمد أحمد مجابوه
راجع ديوان "قصة قلب" ص 131-181

واي العزيمة لاتجيب ندائى
لم يبق في دنيائي ما أشتق به
ذهب الرجاه ولم أكن مترقى
ما كنت أحسبه وقد شلت النوى
أبدا ولم أحسب نهاية طغها
لكنه قدر تحت وقعته
هذي وصيتها اردد لفظها
في ساعة النزء الأخير وهو له
وأتаль ما أوهام من طياء
من خلفه كركد الصحراء
ماشتكى، ولا أخ لبلاء

كنت الفداء لسن تود ندائي
ونفت صيرى واضحل رجائي
ابكي للفقد أو نژول بلاء
واموكة عزت من النظراء
ويعم قبر بالسناء الوضاء

وتود لوأني أميش منعمًا
وتود لو ترى صبر وحدها
لأوالد يحت ولا احت ترى

اما قد حم القضاء ليستي
في يوم نحنك قد فقدت شجاعتي
وطفت أمي بالدموع ولم أكن
لكن فقدك فقد عطف شامل
الله يلبني الجميل مضاءقا

Citation No. 27

من قصيدة (الربان الغارق) لزين العابدين إبراهيم
(راجع الفجر، مجلد 3، عدد 2، ص 52-53)

لسبات طال بالقرب مداه
حكنا عاش قليلا ومضى
لاح للناس كقدر لم يغم

* * * *

باقصر العهد ما خلته
كل فرد يوم وليست رأي
حل بالدنيا فطلت الحياة
ما فيك صريعا نذاء
في لهيب يتلوا جانباه

كل صدر بات من أشجاعه
كل عين أرسلت من عينها
كل نفس أنفعت أعطابها

أبيها الطلق بعبث
لذلك الصمت بلبنغ
لم تكن تعني بما في سبيلها

كأن تلقي تأه في عرض الفتلاه
كيف سارت لا تعي مشدوهة
أودت في النعش من أفنانها

ثم تأمل زورت غادرته
قد ساءن حالته أربا به
والربان في أوحالة

قَسَيْدَةٌ (البَّيْكَك) لمِمْسَان
راجع الفجر مجلد 3 عدد 5 ص 155

لا تسألي المستنقع
وأسألي الطغي
يا أعذبني قلبي العزاء
أدع لي طيف الأمني
واستشر خلفها يا ذا المحيا
ثم انظر
هل توفي خيالي؟
ما فيه من فوارق الخيالي
وحيه السحر أعيني دوان
كالدر

تلك الدنيا من غرام دائم
ليس يفغي
مثلتها بسمعة من باسم
فطاف وفنا
أي نولي منها كريه هائم
كم تيعلى
لو بنال الرى يا سح الحبي

أرق بسيح وذا الفجر الجميل
وانبه السحب أبان الأصيل
ثم راقب
في الخفاف يا سح الحبي

كم شكا للصبي ويلات البيام
وشكي ليل والبدر الخهام
ورشكي
أiners كانت نفخًا
أم غرها وافشتيًا
ليس يروي
أرق الصبي وذا الفجر الجميل
وانبه السحب أبان الأصيل
ثم راقب
في الخفاف يا سح الحبي

Citation No. 29

قصيدة (آدم الصغير) لـ محمد أحمد محمد
راجع الفجر، مجلد 1 عدد 16 ص 218
أما تراه لا يبالس
يتنى بتجي، يدن لل
يكل الغيط، يظهر الحب
يطلب النجم، يركى على فشل

***

ذلك الطفل القرس
في صعود وهبوط وضيجه وهدو
بحكم الكون وسببى وعبيد
يزعج القارئ ويطوى نيله
ويحاف النسل في الأرض يسير

***

يا جوابو أدا رضى
ويخشى لا غضب
أنت سرمست أدرى كنله
أنت شيطان أم ملك
أم أنت من هذا البشر؟

***

فيك خير وشرور وحسد
تنشر الحب لطماميرك
وثق يق الشاة أنوع الألم
وأخوك الطفل لا يرحمه
تزيد به وتعاني ان فرح

***
هذه اللعبة ما أجعلها
تقتنيها في اعتقاد وسع...
وبراه فتية الحبيبة conveying
وسريني حسنياً في ظفار
وعداً تسترك اللعبة في حكم العدم

**
وعداً وعلي من عهد
تنسي وفق عقاب الزمن
تسترك اللهو تطلب العلم
تسر الليل قلي دأب
وعسان من تصاريح الأزل

**
تنسي ولكن في وجـل
من تكاليف الأماني
يضحي وتكاسي وناجـي
وتلقياً ملقيناً هوى
وضلال وشاد في الزمن

**
ثم تنسي يا حبيبي
عذب هاننك الأماني
وترى الجنة كمها هادئاً
يتقى الزوجان فيه والسنين
وتركى في النصل شرياق الأمـل

***
قد تقول الشعر أو قد لا تقول
وتنال المجد في فجر الشبا ب
او تفضى العمر في سوء سعيدـك
أنت مثى صورة قد مثلت
ساع العيش وأيام الصخب

***
أنت مثى وأنتـما
نصيح أجيال ضحـتـت
أنت من آدم صـورة
حسن الفجر فيها والصبا
وكذا الناس ظلال وصور
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